OPERATIONS RECORD BOOK
R.A.F. Station Tarrant Rushton
Summary of Events - SECRET.


January, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer DONLEY.
January 29th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON’ - Four aircraft detailed; two aircraft failed to take off due to technical failure being caused, one of the remaining two experienced hang-up due to cold conditions. Reports on failures have been rendered.
‘EXERCISE QUIVER’ - 14 aircraft have flown on this exercise and only two crews have failed to complete - due in both cases to cold weather conditions. Tactical bombing was carried out on the nights of 25th/26th, 28th/29th January, 1945. In all, 30 sorties were flown against targets over GREVENBROICH, MODRATH and LIBLAR; ten aircraft on each target. Of these, four failed to complete, three due to unserviceable radar equipment and one due to starboard inner engine failure. One aircraft on January 29th, 1945, bombed successfully but due to technical failure landed at A75 EPINOY, France. It was damaged on landing but has now been repaired and will be flown back to Tarrant Rushton.
Summary of SOE and SAS operations for January, 1945.
Compiled by Flying Officer DONLEY.
SAS : Nil.
SOE : SOE operations were carried out on the night of 23rd/24th and 28th/29th January, 1945. In all, ten sorties were flown to Norway. Of these, five aircraft completed. The remaining five failed, two due to no reception, two turned back due to adverse weather conditions and one failed to take off because of technical difficulties.
Glider Pilot Report for January, 1945.
Compiled by Lieutenant McELROY.
January 1st, 1945.
Lieutenant Colonel GRIFFITHS visited the station.
January 8th, 1945.
No. 3 Flight did two massed lifts: a.m. eight Halifax-Hamilcar combinations on one and a half hours cross-country; p.m. eight Halifax-Hamilcar combinations on one and a half hours cross-country.
January 9th, 1945.
No. 3 Flight massed lifts. 16 Halifax - Hamilcar combinations.
January 10th, 1945.
Two NCOs on endurance flight - 8 hours 5 minutes.
January 11th, 1945.
Two NCOs undertook 8 hours endurance flight and crashed near LLANBISTER Station, both injured.
January 13th, 1945.
Two NCOs undertook 8 hours endurance flight.
January 14th, 1945.
No.3 Flight left for EARLS COLNE.
January 16th, 1945.
No. 6 Flight returned from EARLS COLNE.
January 20th, 1945.
Two forced landings by Horsa gliders.
January 23rd, 1945.
Three officers, 38 NCOs and seven privates to MUSHROOM FARM.
January 24th, 1945.
One officer and four NCOs to MUSHROOM FARM. 20 officers and 44 NCOs RAF pilots arrived. No. 6A and No. 7A Flights formed.
January 26th, 1945.
Conversion of RAF glider pilots into Hamilcars commenced.
January 27th, 1945.
Major DALE DFC to MUSHROOM FARM.
January 30th, 1945.
Staff Sergeant HARGET awarded Commander-In-Chief’s Certificate of Gallantry.
Navigation Report for January, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A.W. SLIPPER.
During the month of January, this station commenced tactical bombings and practise ‘Gee’ homings were carried out by both squadrons. The accuracy of the homings on operational sorties was very high, ‘Gee’ being checked by visual pinpoints. On SOE operations, results with ‘Gee’ were above those experienced in the past. Five crews actually got fixes in the DZ area.
Intelligence Report for January, 1945.
Compiled by Pilot Officer K.G. RIDGEWELL.
January 11th, 1945: 10.00 hours.
Squadron Leader FAURE (Station Intelligence Officer, GREAT DUNMOW) gave a lecture on the development of SOE operations in the RAF. The lecture was attended by all available aircrew of both squadrons.
January 14th, 15th and 16th, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant MOFFATT gave lectures to crews of No. 298 Squadron on security, prisoner of war and escape.
History of the Servicing Wing for January 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer I. RUDD.
The month of January has many similar features to that of December in so much that flying hours for all types including gliders remained at approximately 1,500 and that the total glider lifts made showed a divergence of only two on the good side to a total of 609. The month produced two periods of freak weather which added considerably to the work and apprehension of the ground staff.
The first appeared early on January 18th, 1945, when a mild gale reported at 05.00 hours blossomed forth during the day until at 14.30 hours gusts in excess of 80 mph were experienced. This proved too much for some of the more lightly laden gliders which, pulling up pickets and breaking the picketing lines, took off unaided to be reduced to incongruous masses of spruce and ply on making contact with Mother Earth. Hamilcar casualties amounted to five Category 2, two Category AC and six Category A. Horsas - four Category E and two Category A.
Within a week of the gale, the airfield was blanketed with its first sizeable layer of snow for some years. Temperatures went off the clock as snow clearance and aircraft de-icing became the orders of the day. The latter was extremely difficult because the de-icing fluid used when diluted with some of the melted ice itself froze as the temperatures further decreased.
Tarrant Rushton became a Five Echelon station when on January 8th, 1945, No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelon appeared to look after the Horsa gliders. Their arrival co-incided with the departure of a number of airmen who had been attached to this station from No. 1. H.G.S.U. NETHERAVON for a considerable period and whose work during the more pressing operational period has been greatly appreciated.
During the month, a number of long distance tows were made with fully laden Hamilcars to determine the operational endurance and a trial installation of four fitting a Crossley tractor into a Hamilcar was also successfully made. A number of our Halifax III aircraft reverted to type during the month by taking part in bombing missions, 500lb bombs being used. A trial installation of VHF radio equipment was also made and will be fitted to all aircraft.
History of Servicing Wing for January, 1945:
Statistics: Strength of Aircraft:
Halifax III 52
Oxford II 3
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Strength of Gliders:
Horsa I 26
Horsa II 2
Hamilcar I 62
Of a cumulative total of 1,637 aircraft of charge, 1,394 were serviceable giving a cumulative average serviceability of 85 per cent. During the month, 24 minor inspections were made, six engine changes effect and 61 airframe repairs or major modifications carried out.
Station Workshops’ compressor has been busy producing 300 bottles of high pressure compressed air. The total strength of the Servicing Wing on January 31st, 1945, was 1,250 personnel.
Meteorological Report for January, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant CANNING.
(See Appendix ‘A)
January 1st - 5th, 1945.
Mainly cloudy with occasional rain or drizzle and strong West South West winds on Thursday January 4th, 1945, in the afternoon.
January 6th - 10th, 1945.
Mainly fair, moderate to good visibility. Fresh to strong North West Winds.
January 11th - 13th, 1945.
Cloudy with a period of continuous snow turning to rain and drizzle. Visibility moderate to poor. Fresh North East Winds.
January 14th - 18th, 1945.
Much fog or very low cloud and intermittent rain or drizzle. Poor visibility. Light winds but strong gale developing with gusts to 70 mph from Westerly direction.
January 19th - 20th. 1945.
Moderate to heavy snow falls. Very cold. North Westerly gale continuing.
January 21st - 22nd, 1945.
Fine with very severe frosts.
January 23rd, 1945.
Continuous snow, fine and cold at night.
January 24th - 27th, 1945.
Thick fog at times otherwise moderate to poor visibility. More snow falls from low cloud on January 27th, 1945. Light to moderate winds.
January 28th - 31st, 1945.
Fine and cold. More snow turning to rain with a thaw on January 29th, 1945, and becoming warmer but cloudy and foggy at night. Fresh North winds.
Appendix A: Weather Report for January, 1945:
January 1st, 1945.
Fine with poor visibility but becoming cloudier late afternoon. Drizzle and low cloud spreading in after 21.00 hours.
January 2nd, 1945.
Drizzle ceasing in the early morning becoming foggy, clearing at midday and remaining cloudy with moderate visibility.
January 3rd, 1945.
Cloudy with rain in the afternoon and evening. Moderate to good visibility, cloud base becoming 700 feet in the evening. Strong West South West winds in the afternoon.
January 4th, 1945.
Light rain at first, clearing in the early morning, becoming fine with good visibility. Strong Northerly winds.
January 5th, 1945.
Fair to fine with medium and high clouds only. Visibility moderate to good.
January 6th, 1945.
Generally cloudy with mist and fog patches during the day, clearing slowly by midnight.
January 7th, 1945.
Fair to cloudy becoming fine in the evening, shower midday. Visibility good, some fragments of low cloud in morning. Fresh to Northerly winds. Cold.
January 8th, 1945.
Little cloud until midday then very varying amounts at 2,000 feet. Winds North West 15 - 20 mph gusty.
January 9th, 1945.
Fair to cloudy with broken lower layer at 2,000 feet, visibility good, wind North 15 - 20 mph.
January 10th, 1945.
Fair with cloud at 2,000 feet in the early morning becoming fine by afternoon. Visibility 4 - 6 miles.
January 11th, 1945.
Fair during the day but snow clouds spreading in during the evening at 1,000 feet. Snow slight, visibility good at first falling to 2,500 yards by the evening. Winds North North East 15 - 20 mph.
January 12th, 1945.
Snow until 03.30 hours, rain and drizzle after. Much cloud 400 - 800 feet. Visibility moderate to poor. Wind North East to North North East 12 - 20 mph 13.00 hours - 18.00 hours gusty but 20 - 25 mph.
January 13th, 1945.
Overcast with intermittent drizzle in the evening. Much cloud at 1,000 - 2,000 feet. Visibility 2 - 3 miles. Wind North East freshening to 2 mph in the evening.
January 14th, 1945.
Much low cloud at 1,000 feet in the morning, clearing in the afternoon. Moderate visibility. Fresh North East wind decreasing.
January 15th, 1945.
Low cloud below 1,000 feet dispersing in afternoon. Visibility moderate to poor. Wind North 5 - 10 mph.
January 16th, 1945.
Much fog and drizzle clearing after dusk. Much cloud at 1,500 feet falling to 200 - 300 feet during the afternoon and early evening. Poor visibility. Winds North West to West North West 5 - 10 mph.
January 17th, 1945.
Slight drizzle around 07.00 hours, cloud base lifting from 1,000 feet in morning and visibility becoming good. Fair for the remainder of the day with variable skies.
January 18th, 1945.
Intermittent rain after 10.00 hours. Heavy for short period around 14.30 hours. Cloud base 400 - 1,000 feet. Broken sky after 17.00 hours with some showers in the evening. Strong Westerly winds reaching gale force during morning with severe squall round 14.30 hours.
January 19th, 1945.
Snow 08.50 hours - 10.30 hours and 19.15 hours. Well broken cloud at 3,000 feet falling suddenly to 500 feet in snow. Visibility very good but poor in snow. Wind North West 45 mph at first, falling to 20 - 30 mph, and 15 - 20 mph after dusk.
January 20th, 1945.
Heavy snow shower 12.10 hours - 12.45 hours. Slight snow 21.00 hours. Well broken cloud at 2,500 feet becoming 10/10ths at surface in heavy snow. Visibility good falling sharply to 100 yards in snow. Wind North West 15 - 20 mph gusty.
January 21st, 1945.
Fine, frost in good visibility. North West wind 10 mph.
January 22nd, 1945.
Fine becoming cloudy later in the day with cloud base 2,000 feet by midnight. Good visibility, falling to 2,000 yards by 22.00 hours. Wind backing from North
West to South East 10 - 15 mph.
January 23rd, 1945.
Snow all day becoming fine in the evening. Visibility generally poor. Cloud base 600 feet in snow, wind varying in direction 5 - 10 mph.
January 24th, 1945.
Fog, sky obscured, little wind.
January 25th, 1945.
Fair and hazy. Visibility 1,000 - 3,000 yards. Cloud generally above 5,000 feet dispersing in the evening. Winds North 5 - 10 mph.
January 26th, 1945.
Fog with snow after 19.00 hours. Visibility below 500 yards with sky obscured, though 2,000 yards in the afternoon and upper cloud visible.
January 27th, 1945.
Snow to 04.00 hours then fine. Visibility 1,000 - 3,000 yards. Cloud 1,000 feet in snow otherwise little or none.
January 28th, 1945.
Fine, visibility moderate to good. North wind 10 - 20 mph.
January 29th, 1945.
Fine at first but snow spreading in after 18.00 hours. Visibility generally 1,000 - 3,000 yards, cloud at 1,500 feet after 15.00 hours. Sky obscured in snow. Wind freshening to South 20 mph in evening.
January 30th, 1945.
Snow turning to rain and drizzle until 14.00 hours. Visibility less than 500 yards in the morning, 5 miles in the afternoon. Cloud 500 - 1,000 feet, wind South veering West 15 mph.
January 31st, 1945.
Fog in morning, rain and drizzle in afternoon. Cloud below 500 feet. Visibility 100 - 250 yards.
Armaments Activities Report for January, 1945:
Compiled by Warrant Officer STEPHENSON.
A considerable improvement in practise bombing has been attained this month, 88 sorties being flown of which 22 were passes. This is attributed largely to the use of the new range at MADDINGTON DOWN which is much easier to distinguish than STEART FLATS. Only a very small amount of air firing was carried out, other commitments over-ruling this activity. Operational commitments completed were not great owing to poor weather conditions but 347 H.E. bombs were dropped
and four hang-ups experienced. Containers dropped during this period amounted to 65.
Station Headquarters Personnel for January, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer BULLOCK.
January 17th, 1945.
Squadron Leader C.C. MARSH-ALLEN proceeded on Control Commission Course.
January 31st, 1945.
Wing Commander W.J. HENDLEY proceeded on Senior Engineer Administration Course at HENLOW.
Personnel Strength at RAF Station Tarrant Rushton for January, 1945:
Officers: 212 Other ranks: 2,155.
(See Appendix ‘B’ below)
Personnel strength at RAF Tarrant Rushton for January, 1945:
RAF officers: 161 RAF other ranks: 1,848
RCAF officers: 36 RCAF other ranks: 32
RNZAF officers: 2 RNZAF other ranks: 11
RAAF officers: 7 RAAF other ranks: 2
WAAF officers: 6 WAAF other ranks: 262
TOTAL OFFICERS: 212 TOTAL OTHER RANKS: 2,155
Visits to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton during January, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer BULLOCK.
January 3rd, 1945.
Air Commodore K.B.B. CROSS, DSO, DFC, from the Air Ministry. Group Captain E.J. GEORGE from NETHERAVON (President General Court Martial).
January 9th, 1945.
Group Captain R.G.J. CHARLESWORTH, L.D.S. from HQ Fighter Command for a dental inspection.
January 16th, 1945.
Air Commodore K.B.B. CROSS, DSO, DFC, from the Air Ministry.
Medical History of RAF Station Tarrant Rushton for January, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R. McMAHON.
(See Appendix C.)
General health of the camp is excellent.
Appendix ‘C’:
Units under medical care are:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 298 Squadron.
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 6298 Servicing Echelon.
No. 6644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 4757 Works Flight.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
Naval Detachment.
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot regiment.
WAAF
WAAF Section Report for January, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer PLAYFORD.
No visitors.
Courses:
Section Officer J.E. LEWIS attended a Postal Course at KIRKHAM.
Section Officer C.T.G. WALLER attended School of Discussion Method at HIGHGATE.
Commissions Boards:
Five airmen (airwomen?) attended boards at HQ No. 38 Group. Recommendations were forwarded to Air Ministry in four cases.
Summary of Sport during January, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer BEECH.
Rugby: The soccer pitch is now utilised as a rugger pitch and several practise games have been played. A good deal of enthusiasm is shown by the men for this game.
Soccer: Inter-section matches are played regularly and station matches are played each week. The results so far have been good. Opponents this month have been: Royal Army Pay Corps, Experimental Bridging Echelon, Royal Army Pay Corps and HMS Tadpole.
Cross-country: A run was arranged with Bryanston School but due to weather conditions had to be cancelled on two occasions.
Badminton: Still very popular and well attended by all ranks.
Squash: Popular game but not as much as Badminton.
Netball: Played by glider pilots regularly. So far, attempts to produce a WAAF netball team have proved unsuccessful.
Basketball: Glider pilots are main attenders and play spirited inter-flight games.
Boxing: More popular. Naval personnel attend regularly for training and sparring.
General: One airman has attended throughout the month for remedial exercise with moderate results.
Night Vision P.T.: Carried out daily when crews are available and is popular with the men concerned.
Station Entertainments Report for January, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer W.G. LEWIS.
Films were played on five nights weekly, an ENSA show every Saturday, two USO camp shows and two RCAF shows have also played on the station. One Other Ranks dance and two section dances were held during the month. The Music Circle met every Thursday night and Whist Drive weekly in the NAFFI.
February, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer SHIPPHAM.
February 1st/2nd, 1945.
Tactical bombing was carried out on GREVENBROICH by five aircraft of No. 298 Squadron and five aircraft of No. 644 Squadron. One aircraft from No. 298 Squadron returned early with its starboard outer engine unserviceable. All other aircraft completed their mission, two aircraft landing at GREAT DUNMOW on return.
February 7th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE QUIVER’ - Carried out by two aircraft of No. 298 Squadron and two aircraft of No. 644 Squadron. One aircraft from each squadron successfully completed the exercise and the other two were unsuccessful owing to adverse weather conditions.
‘EXERCISE ASSAULT II’ - Four Halifax-Horsa combinations from this station participated in ‘Exercise Assault II’ giving air experience to 100 troops of the 30th Assault Unit by making two lifts of 45 minutes duration, each releasing gliders at base.
February 7th/8th, 1945.
Tactical bombing on WEEZE was carried out by ten aircraft of No. 298 Squadron and ten aircraft of No. 644 Squadron. One aircraft from each squadron were unsuccessful in their mission owing to their ‘Gee’ being unserviceable. All other aircraft successfully completed their task.
February 9th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE QUIVER’ - Two aircraft from No. 298 Squadron and two aircraft from No. 644 Squadron participated on this exercise. Adverse weather was encountered and none were successful. One aircraft landed at TILSTOCK and A-’U’ of No. 298 Squadron piloted by Flying Officer McGILLIVRAY was forced to ditch in DONEGAL BAY.
February 10th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE QUIVER’ - One aircraft from No. 298 Squadron and two aircraft from No. 644 Squadron participated, the aircraft from No. 298 Squadron failed to take off owing to technical trouble. Of the remaining aircraft, one successfully completed the exercise but the other was unsuccessful owing to adverse weather conditions.
February 13th/14th, 1945.
Tactical bombing on ISSELBURG was undertaken by eight aircraft of No. 644 Squadron and seven aircraft of No. 298 Squadron. All aircraft successfully completed their mission with the exception of one which experienced a ‘Gee’ failure.
February 20th/21st, 1945.
32 aircraft from Tarrant Rushton participated in SOE operations on Norwegian targets, 14 aircraft from No. 298 Squadron and 18 aircraft from No. 644 Squadron. 16 aircraft successfully completed their mission, the remaining 16 aircraft being unsuccessful owing to adverse weather conditions, mainly in the form of low cloud in the DZ areas.
February 22nd/23rd, 1945.
Operations on SOE targets in Norway were carried out by 10 aircraft of No. 298 Squadron and 9 aircraft of No. 644 Squadron. 11 aircraft successfully completed their mission, the remainder being unsuccessful owing to no reception in the DZ areas. One aircraft landed at MILLTOWN.
February 23rd/24th, 1945.
Five aircraft from No. 644 Squadron and three aircraft from No. 298 Squadron were despatched on SOE operations to Norway. Six of these aircraft successfully completed their mission but two aircraft were unsuccessful owing to adverse weather conditions. On return, seven aircraft landed at KINLOSS and one aircraft at LOSSIEMOUTH.
Five aircraft from No. 298 Squadron and three aircraft from No. 644 Squadron flew on tactical bombing operations with RHEYDT as their target. All aircraft successfully completed their mission with the exception of one which experienced ‘Gee’ failure.
February 24th/25th, 1945.
Two aircraft from No. 298 Squadron and two aircraft from No. 644 Squadron participated in SOE operations on Norway. One aircraft successfully completed its mission with two aircraft being unsuccessful owing to no reception in the DZ area. One aircraft on ‘CURB 2’ failed to take off owing to unserviceability of aircraft.
February 25th/26th, 1945.
Nineteen aircraft from Tarrant Rushton took part in SOE operations to Norway, nine aircraft from No. 298 Squadron and ten aircraft from No. 644 Squadron. Of these, 15 aircraft successfully completed their mission and two were unsuccessful owing to no reception in the DZ area. One aircraft returned to base early with unserviceable fuel transfer pumps. Aircraft T-’M’ of No. 298 Squadron piloted by Flying Officer EDICK is missing from this operation.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for February, 1945:
Compiled by Lieutenant KENNARD.
February 3rd, 1945.
Staff Sergeant PEARSON DFM and Staff Sergeant CHANNELL went to France (DONAR) with Halifax spares by Horsa.
February 6th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE ASSAULT’ - carried out (codename ‘Assault’): a.m. 5 Hamilcar-Halifax combinations and p.m. five Hamilcar-Halifax combinations. Staff Sergeant PEARSON and Staff sergeant CHANNELL returned from France.
February 7th, 1945.
Lieutenant McELROY appointed Intelligence Officer vice. (to replace) Lieutenant CUTHBERTSON with effect from February 6th, 1945.
February 8th, 1945.
Captain TAYLORSON DFC proceeded on recruiting and lecture tour to HEATHFIELD in Sussex.
February 9th, 1945.
Captain AKENHEAD arrived from ‘D’ Squadron as second in command.
February 10th, 1945.
Arms and M.T. inspection.
February 11th, 1945.
Sergeant WILLIAMS (1583407) and Sergeant FOSTER (1602577) attempted to force land following tow rope break on circuit. Sergeant WILLIAMS was killed and Sergeant FOSTER slightly injured when a Hamilcar struck a tree. Sergeant FOSTER admitted to Station Sick Headquarters.
February 12th, 1945.
Captain TAYLORSON DFC returned from lecture tours. Sergeant FOSTER progressing well in station sick quarters.
February 16th, 1945.
Five RAF crews posted from ‘C’ Squadron to each of the following squadrons: ‘E’, ‘A’ and ‘D’. Three RAF crews posted from ‘C’ Squadron to ‘F’ Squadron (Sergeant FOSTER to join them).
February 17th, 1945.
Captain AKENHEAD took over command of squadron. Five RAF crews posted from each of ‘A’, ‘D’, ‘E’ and ‘F’ Squadrons to ‘C’ Squadron. Four RAF crews posted from ‘G’ Squadron to ‘C’ Squadron. Total: 24 crews.
February 19th, 1945.
Flight Lieutentant HIGGINS, Flying Officer LEYLAND, Flying Officer RANDALLS to Platoon Commander’s Cadre at OXFORD. Captain TAYLORSON DFC posted to MUSHROOM FARM.
February 20th, 1945.
Lieutenant GREGERSON appointed Officer In Charge of military training on a squadron basis. Lieutenant KENNARD is Intelligence Officer while Lieutenant McELROY on leave. Captain HALSALL MC remains Officer In Charge of Flying.
February 21st, 1945.
Flying Officer BURTON appointed RAF Glider Pilot Administration Officer. Flying Officer BARBER appointed a Mechanical Transport Officer.
February 25th, 1945.
A mass lift of 11 combinations with RAF crews took off at 11.00 hours and landed 12.00 hours all successfully. These crews were personnel remaining from the January 24th, 1945, intake. Commanding Officer visited the Squadron.
February 26th, 1945.
Receipt of War Office urgent memorandum 79/MAB/7170/62 (AG 5) MOB dated February 24th, 1945. 54 tows effected during the day.
February 27th, 1945.
No. 1 Wing Administrative Officer Wing RAF adjutant Captain MACK, RA. Ch. D. visited the Squadron.
Navigation report for February, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A.W. SLIPPER.
On all SOE sorties of February, the standard of navigation was exceedingly high, resulting in a large percentage of successful missions. The Consul system was used successfully and will be of more use during the next moon period not that experience has been gained. The question of map shortages for SOE work was overcome by a personal visit to the RAF Maps Store. Tactical bombing was carried out with good results. The position regarding the abandonment of the Air Plot using API solely is being worked out with No. 38 Group. One Group exercise and an air sea rescue patrol were carried out, the navigation being again of a very high order. The navigational ability of a number of new crews received in the past month is poor. Every effort is being made to improve this.
Intelligence Report for February, 1945:
Compiled by Pilot Officer RIDGEWELL.
February 2nd, 1945: 14.00 hours.
Lieutenant Colonel STARK (‘Wheelwright’) from Special Forces HQ delivered a lecture on his work in France prior to D-Day. Interesting details were given of the work of the Maquis. The lecture was very well attended, all available aircrew being present, and proved to be of the greatest possible interest.
February 14th, 1945: 14.00 hours.
Lieutenant Colonel CHRISTIE was present to talk on the Burma Campaign. Again, all available aircrew were present and the lecture proved to be a great success.
A short question period followed and many interesting points were raised.
February 20th, 1945: 15.30 hours.
Flying Officer CHAPIN, a member of the aircraft from RIVENHALL captained by Captain SURPLICE which was missing on a Norwegian operation on the night of November 2nd/3rd, 1944, gave a lecture to all available aircrew on his experience of evasion in Norway. Such first hand information was of very great interest to aircrews on this station.
History of the Servicing Wing for February, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader L. VAN VEEN.
February 21st, 1944, saw the first anniversary of the Servicing Wing at Tarrant Rushton. The Wing was honoured by a congratulatory signal from the Air Officer Commanding HQ No. 38 Group and by a personal message from the station commander to all ranks on the morning of February 21st, 1945. An anniversary week of entertainments was arranged to include two invitation dances, a whist drive, an ENSA variety show and two first class film shows.
The 21st of the month signalled a gala week in no mean fashion for in addition to the planned festivities, the week was the busiest in the Wing’s existence. From the 21st to the 26th inclusive, Halifax aircraft flew over 1,150 hours, the majority of which were operational, and a peak period of 380 flying hours in the 24 hour period was also set up.
Total flying hours for all types, including gliders, during the month totalled almost 2,200 hours. Serviceability fell off in comparison to former months but this was due partly to the sudden large operational commitments and partly to the fact that we had lost a number of serviceable fully modified aircraft to RAF Station EARLS COLNE, and received new and not completely modified aircraft in return.
Training of new RAF glider pilots on Hamilcar gliders continued and 638 lifts with Hamilcars were made. It is regretted that the first fatality on a Hamilcar during training at this unit occurred this month. The total of glider lifts made were 705 and glider flying times reached 171 hours and ten minutes.
Statistics:
Strength of aircraft during February, 1945:
Halifax III 51
Oxford II 3
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Strength of Gliders:
Hamilcar I 60
Horsa I 51
Horsa II 10
Of a cumulative total of 1,523 Halifax III aircraft of charge, 1,157 were serviceable giving a cumulative average serviceability of 76 per cent. During the month, 29 minor inspections were carried out, six engine changes effected, seven acceptance checks completed and 40 airframe repairs or major modifications carried out.
The strength of the Servicing Wing on February 28th, 1945, was 1,250 personnel.
Meteorological Report for February, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer J.W. THOMAS.
(See Appendix ‘A’)
February 1st - 8th, 1945.
Mainly cloudy with intermittent rain and drizzle, mainly at night, breaking to become fair with cloud at 2,000 feet or above in middle day. Otherwise cloud 300 - 500 feet stratus. Moderate West South West winds, visibility good but poor in rain.
February 9th - 10th, 1945.
Continuous rain 18.30 - 03.30 hours with cloud below 1,000 feet, little or no cloud after. Visibility moderate to good except in rain. Fresh Westerly wind gusting to gale force at late evening on the 10th.
February 11th - 13th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle in morning with much cloud at surface to 600 feet. Visibility moderate to good except in rain with strong Westerly winds.
February 14th - 15th, 1945.
Fine, generally fog in morning of 15th clearing about midday. Light Westerly winds temporarily Easterly.
February 16th - 19th, 1945.
Fog or low stratus cloud, drizzle surface to 600 feet breaking temporarily in afternoons. Light Southerly winds with no clearance on 19th, fog all day.
February 20th - 22nd, 1945.
Fog or low stratus at night and early morning but fine all day. Winds becoming North West light.
February 23rd & 24th, 1945.
Slight rain with low cloud surface to 400 feet to dawn. Cloudy after. Visibility poor until dawn and in rain otherwise good. West South West winds becoming North and then West again.
February 25th - 27th, 1945.
Cloudy, low stratus to 500 feet at night otherwise only upper cloud. Good visibility and fresh winds.
February 28th, 1945.
Cloudy. Slight showers in day with cloud mainly above 2,000 feet. Good or excellent visibility. Westerly winds light or fresh.
Appendix ‘A’:
Detailed Meteorological Report for February, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer J.W. THOMAS.
Thursday, February 1st, 1945.
Slight rain and drizzle until 07.45 hours and from 16.30 hours to 22.30 hours. Visibility good 07.00 - 14.00 hours otherwise moderate or poor. Much cloud 500 feet until 05.00 hours and after 16.00 hours. Strong West South West winds.
Friday, February 2nd, 1945.
Considerable rain or drizzle until midday then fair. Much cloud at 600 feet in rain. Visibility moderate or good, strong South West winds moderating 17.00 hours onwards.
Saturday, February 3rd, 1945.
Slight rain 18.30 hours onwards. Cloud 300 - 500 feet near midnight. Visibility moderate to good, winds fresh North West becoming light South West and strong near midnight. Variable strong during the day.
Sunday, February 4th, 1945.
Rain to 07.00 hours, drizzle to 20.40 hours onwards, clouds below 500 feet in PPT (rain) otherwise above 2,000 feet, visibility moderate becoming poor in drizzle. Wind West 5 - 25 mph.
Monday, February 5th, 1945.
Intermittent rain until 08.45 hours becoming fair. Visibility poor at first but good after midday. Cloud below 500 feet at first, breaking in morning with much upper cloud above. Wind West 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday, February 6th, 1945.
Rain 08.00 hours to 16.00 hours, cloud below 300 feet from 09.00 hours, visibility poor to moderate, winds South West to South freshening.
Wednesday, February 7th, 1945.
Drizzle until 10.00 hours then fair and fine. Cloud 300 feet in PPT (rain) otherwise 2,000 feet. Visibility 1,200 yards in PPT (rain) then good. Winds West fresh to strong.
Thursday, February 8th, 1945.
09.30 hours to 16.40 hours fair, occasional showers after. Visibility good, poor in rain. Cloud below 300 feet 05.00 hours - 17.00 hours then 2,000 feet. Winds South South West 15 - 25 mph veering 18.00 hours West South West 15 - 20 mph.
Friday, February 9th, 1945.
Continuous rain after 18.30 hours. Much cloud below 1,000 feet in rain. Visibility good becoming moderate, wind fresh West becoming strong gusting to gale force in the evening.
Saturday, February 10th, 1945.
Rain until 03.30 hours and visibility moderate to good. Wind West fresh to strong moderating in evening.
Sunday, February 11th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle 08.00 hours to 14.30 hours. Cloud falling near surface in rain. Visibility poor in rain otherwise good. Wind strong West in the afternoon otherwise light.
Monday, February 12th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle to 11.30 hours. Much cloud 300 - 400 feet in rain, visibility moderate or poor. Wind West 10 - 20 mph increasing 25 - 30 mph, gusty after 15.00 hours.
Tuesday, February 13th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle until 12.30 hours. Much cloud at 200 - 300 feet in rain. Visibility moderate in rain becoming good. Winds South West 30 - 35 mph gusty until 09.00 hours then West to West North West 10 - 20 mph.
Wednesday, February 14th, 1945.
Fine, visibility good, little cloud, wind West 5 - 10 mph.
Thursday, February 15th, 1945.
Fog until 12.30 hours. Visibility then becoming moderate. Sky obscured at first, cloud at 400 feet in afternoon and evening. Light East winds.
Friday, February 16th, 1945.
Fog or low stratus, variable temperature break at 14.00 hours. Drizzle after 18.00 hours, winds light Southerly.
Saturday, February 17th, 1945.
Drizzle in the morning, stratus cloud at or near surface all day. Winds South West 10 mph.
Sunday, February 18th, 1945.
Fine 14.30 hours to 18.00 hours otherwise thick fog and stratus, wind light South.
Monday, February 19th, 1945.
Fog and low stratus all day. 10/10ths cloud surface to 300 feet, light winds becoming South West.
Tuesday, February 20th, 1945.
Fog and low stratus clearing 07.25 hours, visibility poor becoming good, winds light South becoming North West 10 - 20 mph.
Wednesday, February 21st, 1945.
Fine, visibility moderate, falling after dusk. Little low cloud. Light wind.
Thursday, February 22nd, 1945.
Fog until 09.40 hours after 22.00 hours. Cloud at or near surface except in afternoon. Visibility very poor becoming moderate in early afternoon. Winds calm becoming West South West to South West 8 - 12 mph.
Friday, February 23rd, 1945.
Slight rain 13.40 hours to 18.30 hours. Much cloud below 400 feet to dawn and in rain in afternoon. Visibility poor until dawn and in rain, otherwise good. Wind West South West 5 - 12 mph becoming North 10 - 15 mph.
Saturday, February 24th, 1945.
Fog 07.00 to 07.30 hours and 10.20 to 10.45 hours. Visibility moderate or poor until midday then good. Little cloud, wind North North West 10 mph until 11.00 hours then West South West 5 - 10 mph.
Sunday, February 25th, 1945.
Cloudy with much upper cloud, patches of low cloud after midday lowering to 10/10ths at 400 feet after dusk. Good visibility, fresh to strong West winds.
Monday, February 26th, 1945.
Drizzle until 06.00 hours then cloudy with patches at 1,000 - 1,500 feet. 10/10ths cloud at 2,000 feet. Good visibility, fresh West winds moderating.
Tuesday, February 27th, 1945.
Fair to cloudy with patches of low cloud below 500 feet in morning and much above 3,000 feet. Visibility good, poor at dawn. Wind West 10 mph.
Wednesday, February 28th, 1945.
Mainly cloudy, slight showers 14.00 - 20.00 hours. Cloud above 2,000 feet but 1,000 feet in showers. Visibility good, wind West 10 mph.
Armaments Activities Report for February, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R. GATFORD.
With a full moon period during the month and the continuance of tactical bombing, operations were on a rather large scale than of late. In all, 55 bombing sorties were flown and 89 SOE. Hang-ups were rather above average chiefly due to electrical bomb doors switch failures and icing difficulties. After months of containing dropping, the bombing was very popular with ground and aircrew alike. It is hoped that Group will find us plenty of targets for this type of work in the near future.
Despite much bad weather, practise bombing has improved considerably now that we have our own range at MADDINGTON DOWN. After months of being under staffed, the Armaments Section have now a little breathing space with 32 under training e/t aircrew cadets attached to us for bomb dump duties. They only joined us at the latter end of the month but have already impressed everyone with their keenness and will to get the job done. We have at last received the various ‘bits and pieces’ for high level container dropping and hope to be able to ‘get cracking’ and show some really good results in this direction by the end of the month.
Personnel Strength during February, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant BENNIE.
Officers: 231 Other ranks: 2,325.
(See Appendix ‘B’)
Appendix ‘B’:
Personnel strength at RAF Tarrant Rushton for February, 1945:
RAF officers: 178 RAF other ranks: 1,956
RCAF officers: 26 RCAF other ranks: 14
RNZAF officers: 2 RNZAF other ranks: 8
RAAF officers: 10 RAAF other ranks: 2
WAAF officers: 6 WAAF other ranks: 259
Army officers: 9 Army other ranks: 86
TOTAL OFFICERS: 231 TOTAL OTHER RANKS: 2,325
Visits to RAF Tarrant Rushton:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant BENNIE.
February 1st, 1945: 12.00 hours.
Lieutenant Colonel COLE, War Office, visited the station on staff matters.
February 5th, 1945: 11.45 hours.
Group Captain ALVEY, HQ No. 38 Group, visited the station on staff matters.
February 8th, 1945: 12.00 hours.
French Mission of Captain ALBERTIU, Lieutenant VALTON and Lieutenant GOUSSAID visited this station and were conducted around.
February 9th, 1945: 10.00 hours.
French Mission left the station.
February 13th, 1945: 11.45 hours.
Wing Commander HOWELL, HQ No. 38 Group, visited this station on staff matters.
February 16th, 1945: 09.30 hours.
Squadron Leader PRESSLAND, HQ Fighter Command, visited this station on staff matters.
February 14th, 1945: 12.00 hours.
Air Vice Marshall SCARLETT-STREATFIELD, CBE, Air Officer Commanding HQ No. 38 Group, visited this station on staff matters.
February 20th, 1945: 14.30 hours.
Group Captain H. PERCY, Air Ministry, visited this station on staff matters.
February 20th, 1945: 11.00 hours.
Group Captain SUTTON, HQ Fighter Command, visited the station on staff matters.
February 24th, 1945: 13.00 hours.
Reverend (Group Captain) GLOUCESTER visited this station on staff matters.
February 27th, 1945: 19.00 hours.
Wing Commander JOEL, HQ No. 38 Group, visited this station on staff matters.
Medical History of RAF Station Tarrant Rushton for February, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader McMAHON.
(See Appendix ‘C’)
General health of camp is excellent.
Appendix ‘C’:
Units under medical are:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 298 Squadron.
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 6298 Servicing Echelon.
No. 6644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 4835, No. 4827 and No. 4839 Works Flights.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot regiment.
WAAF
WAAF Section Report for February, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer PLAYFORD.
February 13th, 1945.
Visit of Section Officer GEORGE from D.A.P.M.s Department, Salisbury, regarding airwomen remustering to the trade of WAAF Police.
Link Trainer Report for February, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer W.G. LEWIS.
A total of 170 hours Link Trainer instruction was carried out during this month.
Station Entertainments Report for February, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer W.G. LEWIS.
Three film programmes were presented per week. The Servicing Wing held an Anniversary Week when entertainments, including two dances, were free.
February 17th, 1945.
Personal appearance by BARRY K. BARNES and DIANNA CHURCHILL in ‘There’s Always Juliet’.
The Music Circle met once weekly.
February 16th, 1945.
Piano Forte recital by SHULAMITH SHAFIR.
A trip was organised to the Pavilion in Bournemouth for a performance of ‘La Boheme’ by the Sadlers Wells Company.
January 31st & February 1st, 1945:
The RCAF entertainment troupe gave performances of ‘All Clear’.
Summary of Sports for February, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Rugby: Three practise matches and one match against Clayesmore School. Through lack of playing fields, the game is restricted.
Football: Ten inter-section matches. The station team have played RAF WARMWELL, one away match and one home, also Bournemouth Police. Of the four games played, we won three.
Hockey: We have had three inter-section matches with a view to forming a station team for both RAF and WAAF.
Basketball: This game has been re-introduced to the station and has proved to be very popular. We have started a knock-out basketball competition for RAF and WAAF.
Badminton: Badminton is played regularly and we have started a Badminton ladder.
Keep Fit Classes: Keep fit classes have been formed and take place three nights a week when wrestling instruction and hints on various sports are given. This has greatly interested aircrew.
Night Vision Training: Night vision training is carried out morning and afternoon each day. Dry dinghy drill is also given every morning to aircrew and air cadets. We have also secured Boscombe Baths twice a week for swimming instruction and wet dinghy drill. This has also been for aircrew and air cadets.
March, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer SHIPHAM.
March 2nd/3rd, 1945.
Fifteen aircraft from Tarrant Rushton - seven aircraft from No. 644 Squadron and eight from No. 298 Squadron - participated in SOE operations on Norway. Of the 15 aircraft despatched, 10 were successful, 4 unsuccessful and U-’D’ captained by Pilot Officer WELLS presumably ditched, the last fix on this aircraft being at 56 degrees, 40 minutes North and 6 degrees, 55 minutes East.
March 4th, 1945.
A.S.R. (Air Sea Rescue) search was carried out by three aircraft of No. 298 Squadron and three aircraft of No. 644 Squadron. A dinghy sighting was made by one of our aircraft but the dinghy was eventually lost after handing over the patrol to aircraft of another Command.
March 5th/6th, 1945.
Eight Halifax aircraft of No. 429 Squadron were diverted to Tarrant Rushton, making landings between 01.30 hours and 01.55 hours on March 6th, 1945. These aircraft were airborne again for their base at LEEMING between 09.16 hours and 10.59 hours on March 6th, 1945.
March 7th, 1945.
Two aircraft from Tarrant Rushton - one from No. 298 Squadron and one from No. 644 Squadron - were despatched on ‘EXERCISE QUIVER’. One aircraft from No. 298 Squadron was successful, the other aircraft being unsuccessful owing to adverse weather conditions. Twenty-four Halifax-Hamilcar combinations (from Tarrant Rushton, 12 aircraft from No. 298 Squadron and 12 from No. 644 Squadron) were despatched on ‘EXERCISE RIFFRAFF II’, the intention of the exercise being to make a concentrated glider landing at Tarrant Rushton after carrying out a four hour cross-country. All aircraft completed the exercise with the exception of U-’F’ of No. 644 Squadron which returned to base early after its tow rope had broken over CAMBRIDGE. The glider landed at CAMBRIDGE AIRFIELD at 12.25 hours.
March 10th, 1945.
Four aircraft of No. 298 Squadron and three aircraft of No. 644 Squadron carried out a paratroop dropping exercise, dropping their troops on the Divisional DZ. All aircraft completed the exercise.
March 13th, 1945.
Six aircraft from Tarrant Rushton (three aircraft from No. 298 Squadron and three aircraft from No. 644 Squadron) were detailed for ‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK’ to drop 48 troops, 24 containers, six guns and six jeeps on the Divisional DZ. With the exception of one aircraft, which was cancelled, all others successfully completed the exercise.
Thirty-three Halifax-Horsa combinations and two Halifax-Hamilcar combinations were despatched on ‘EXERCISE VULTURE’ to give air experience to the 6th Air Landing Brigade by taking them on a three hour cross country, making a landing at Tarrant Rushton on return. All aircraft successfully completed the exercise.
Four Halifaxes from Tarrant Rushton - one aircraft from No. 298 Squadron and three from No. 644 Squadron - carried out ‘EXERCISE DEMON IV’, dropping in all 70 containers, one jeep and one six pounder gun with OLD SARUM AIRFIELD as the DZ. All these aircraft successfully completed the exercise.
March 15th, 1945.
Five Halifaxes and gliders took off from Tarrant Rushton, landing at WOODBRIDGE forward base in preparation for ‘EXERCISE TOKEN’.
March 17th, 1945.
Two Halifax-Horsa combinations and two Halifax-Hamilcar combinations operating from WOODBRIDGE were detailed for ‘EXERCISE TOKEN’ to test navigational aids on the continent. All four combinations completed this exercise, landing back at Tarrant Rushton.
March 20th, 1945.
Fifty-three Halifax-Hamilcar combinations and 15 Halifax-Horsa combinations took off from Tarrant Rushton and landed at WOODBRIDGE in preparation for ‘OPERATION VARSITY’.
March 24th, 1945.
‘OPERATION VARSITY’ - 24 Halifax-Hamilcar combinations from No. 644 Squadron and 24 Halifax-Hamilcar combinations from No. 298 Squadron, six Halifax-Horsa combinations from No. 644 Squadron and six Halifax-Horsa combinations from No. 298 Squadron, making a total of 60 combinations in all, took off from WOODBRIDGE on ‘OPERATION VARSITY’, the intention being to convey the 6th Airborne Division across the Rhine. 52 of these combinations were successful in their mission, seven were unsuccessful due to their gliders casting off and the remaining aircraft was unsuccessful owing to its glider disintegrating in the air prior to reaching the DZ.
March 30th, 1945.
Seven aircraft were despatched on ‘EXERCISE QUIVER’, three of these aircraft were from No. 298 Squadron and the remaining four aircraft from No. 644 Squadron.
March 30th/31st, 1945.
Eleven aircraft from Tarrant Rushton took off on SOE operations to Norway, six of the aircraft were from No. 298 Squadron and five aircraft from No. 644 Squadron. Out of a total of 11 aircraft despatched, four aircraft completed their mission, the remainder being unsuccessful owing to no reception on DZs and weather. All aircraft were diverted to SHEPHERD’S GROVE by aircraft U-’F’ of No. 644 Squadron landed at PETERHEAD with fuel trouble.
Navigational Report for March, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant E. LANGTON.
Only a small number of SOE operations were carried out this month but the general standard of navigation was again high. Weather was the chief cause of unsuccessful sorties. A number of crews made their first trips but they benefited from experiences of the older crews and generally made a very good show.
Two Group exercises were carried out and two air sea rescue patrols in formation of three. The navigation was very good and it was on ‘OPERATION VARSITY’ where the timing and run-ins were good. The new crews carried out a large number of training flights and a consistent improvement in the standard of navigation was maintained. A number of these crews did ‘EXERCISE QUIVER’ with a high percentage of success.
Intelligence Report for March, 1945:
Compiled by Pilot Officer RIDGEWELL.
March 17th, 1945: 14.00 hours.
Flight Lieutenant COX from the Directorate of Intelligence (Security, Air Ministry) delivered a lecture to all available aircrew (amounting to at least 90 per cent of the station’s aircrew strength) on prisoner of war, security and resistance to interrogation in enemy hands. The lecturer explained that this talk was in effect part of the briefing for forthcoming operations of extreme importance, reminding his listeners that they might have to deal with enemy interrogators of vast experience and the greatest possible skill.
Flight Lieutenant COX pointed out that apart from providing details of their rank, name and service number, it was of paramount importance for captured aircrews steadfastly but politely to refuse to enter into any conversation whatever with their captors. He pointed out in addition that they must regard everyone, including their fellow prisoners, with suspicion, particularly in the early stages of their internment. With great emphasis and vigour, the lecturer told his listeners: "If you talk, you kill". There is every evidence that during his address of more than an hour, Flight Lieutenant COX profoundly impressed his audience with their responsibilities in this connection. In addition, he succeeded in making what is often regarded as a rather dull subject exceedingly interesting.
March 21st - 25th, 1945.
During the period of ‘OPERATION VARSITY’, RAF Tarrant Rushton virtually moved to WOODBRIDGE, the forward base chosen for the launch of this enterprise. In addition to the movement of No. 298 and No. 644 Squadrons with the necessary ground personnel to WOODBRIDGE, administrative, operations and intelligence staff sections were established at that station. Flying Control, engineering and technical staff also accompanied the temporary move.
The Air Officer Commanding No. 38 Group, Air Vice Marshal SCARLETT-STREATFIELD, visited WOODBRIDGE on two occasions during our attachment there and was present at the end of the final briefing for the operation. He wished success and God speed to all those taking part.
Colonel CHATTERTON, Officer Commanding the Glider Pilots, was present at the final briefing for the operation.
History of the Servicing Wing for March, 1945:
Compiled by Wing Commander W.J.HENDLEY.
The beginning of the month found the ground crews of the Servicing Wing snowed under with minor inspections which followed the end of February’s flying spurt.
Pool Flight, which normally functions as a storage flight, was re-enforced and collaborated with Minor Hangar personnel to clear the situation in time for the expected mass glider operation. In all, 42 minor inspections were in the first 19 days of the month.
In the meantime, Halifax Mk VII aircraft began to arrive and by February 12th, 1945, 21 had been taken on charge. These all passed acceptance checks by Major Hangar personnel by February 17th, 1945, having, for the most part, been fitted with VHF, AMU and API during that time.
On March 15th, 1945, a small advance party left Tarrant Rushton for RAF Station WOODBRIDGE which was to be the advanced base for the forthcoming operation. A tented site was chosen, about 120 tents and marquees erected for sleeping accommodation, and offices and a hangar converted into an NCO and Airmans’ mess in preparation for the main party.
Aircraft and gliders began to arrive on mass on February 20th, 1945, a day sooner than originally chosen due to the possibility of adverse weather conditions and also before the arrival of the main party. The advance party was, however, re-enforced by RAF WOODBRIDGE personnel and the situation was successfully dealt with. In all, 68 Halifax Mk III and Mk VII aircraft, 53 Hamilcar and 15 Horsa gliders were received. Two Hamilcars which made forced landings on route were successfully retrieved.
By the morning of March 23rd, 1945, all aircraft and gliders were serviceable. Sundry unserviceability, including an engine change and a main tank change having been completed. In addition, a "panic" call for all aircraft to be fitted with VHF was received late on March 21st, 1945, left the ground riggers with the problem of producing three special brackets for each of the 28 aircraft involved, and the W/T and Electrical sections with the task of making up miles of special W/T leads.
No. 54 M.U. (Maintenance Unit) came to the rescue with the former and addition to offering their workshop facilities insisted on giving a hand in the manufacture of the parts. All aircraft and gliders were marshalled late on March 23rd, 1945, and the 60 combinations took off on schedule at 07.07 hours and 17 seconds on March 24th, 1945. No spare aircraft or gliders were needed. In order to cope with the re-supply from base, large numbers of ground crew had to be returned immediately.
Four Dakotas and a spare aircraft and gliders were used to this end. Nearly 400 personnel were flown back to Tarrant Rushton during the course of the day. One of the Horsas carrying 20 of the ground crews unfortunately undershot and crashed off the airfield and two of the ground crews were injured, but otherwise the move was highly successful.
Personnel had been left behind at base to prepare for the possible resupply missions had not been idle. The armourers had been employed to the full, strapping together 50 aircraft sets of double bankwed containers, No. 1 Hangar having been turned into a miniature factory to this end. In addition, Flights were preparing the final details for a lightening turnaround.
Three aircraft were missing from the operation and three badly damaged and categorised ‘AC’. The remainder was set upon by the ground crew and brought up to scratch for the re-supply. The operation had proved so successful, however, that resupply was not necessary. By March 26th, 1945 , glider pilot training was again in full swing and a record total of 1,092 lifts was made during the month.
Experiments to drop food for the liberated peoples of Europe without the expenditure of parachutes and from low level at 200 feet have been conducted out on the airfield and limited success has been made.
Statistics:
Aircraft and gliders on charge as at March 31st, 1945:
Halifax III 43
Halifax VII 19
Oxford II 3
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Halifaxes 3 (43 Group Deposit Account)
Strength of Gliders:
Hamilcar I 26
Horsa I 52
Horsa II 5
Flying hours for March, 1945, were:
Halifax: 2,000 hours.
Gliders: 710 hours.
Station Flight: 130 hours.
TOTAL FLYING HOURS: 2,840 hours.
Of a cumulative total of 2,040 Halifax aircraft on charge, 1,600 have been serviceable giving a cumulative average serviceability of 78.5 per cent. During the month, 46 minor inspections were carried out, 5 engine changes effected, 24 acceptance checks completed and 55 airframe repairs or modifications carried out.
The strength of the Servicing Wing on March 31st, 1945, was 1,200 personnel.
Meteorological Report for March, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A. CANNING.
(See Appendix ‘A’)
March 1st - 13th, 1945.
Some rain on the 1st and 4th otherwise fair or fine.
March 14th/15th, 1945.
Fog or very low cloud night and morning otherwise fair.
March 16th/31st, 1945.
Unsettled weather with rain or drizzle and low cloud on the 16th (morning), 19th and 22nd (morning), 24th and 25th (night), 27th - 29th and 31st (afternoon). Fair spells between, though, 18th and 21st (morning), showers on the 30th, strong winds first 18th, 29th and 30th March, 1945.
Meteorological Office, RAF Tarrant Rushton: Appendix ‘A’:
Thursday, March 1st, 1945.
Cloudy, rain at 10.00 - 14.00 hours then fine. Cloud 600 feet in rain. Visibility moderate or good, wind West fresh to strong, light North in the evening.
Friday, March 2nd, 1945.
Fine, good visibility becoming moderate in the evening. Little cloud and light North wind.
Saturday, March 3rd, 1945.
Fine with no low cloud and moderate visibility and light North North West winds.
Sunday, March 4th, 1945.
Slight rain 19.45 - 20.40 hours, little low cloud except in rain. Cloud base 2,500 feet, visibility moderate or good. Wind North West light becoming 10 - 20 mph after midday.
Monday, March 5th, 1945.
Fair to cloudy, visibility moderate or good, wind North to North North West 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday, March 6th, 1945.
Fair to cloudy, much cloud at 2,000 - 4,000 feet. Visibility good, wind North West 10 - 20 mph.
Wednesday, March 7th, 1945.
Considerable cloud 5,000 - 8,000 feet breaking up after dusk. visibility moderate or good, wind North to North North West 8 - 15 mph.
Thursday, March 8th, 1945.
Fair, hazy, visibility moderate. Cloud at 900 feet 18.00 - 19.00 hours otherwise over 3,000 feet. Wind North 5 - 10 mph.
Friday, March 9th, 1945.
Fine, little cloud, moderate visibility and light wind.
Saturday, March 10th, 1945.
Fine becoming cloudy with cloud above 3,000 feet after 18.00 hours. Visibility moderate or poor, wind variable, less than 10 mph.
Sunday, March 11th, 1945.
Much cloud at 3,500 feet, breaking after dawn. Visibility poor becoming moderate. Winds South East 10 mph in afternoon otherwise light and variable.
Monday, March 12th, 1945.
No cloud below 8,000 feet, visibility moderate or good. Wind South 10 mph.
Tuesday, March 13th, 1945.
Fine, visibility moderate, little cloud and light wind.
Wednesday, March 14th, 1945.
Fine with little cloud and moderate visibility, though visibility 2,000 yards 07.00 - 10.00 hours. Fog forming rapidly after dusk, lifting to stratus 200 feet with poor visibility. Wind west 5 - 10 mph.
Thursday, March 15th, 1945.
Stratus 100 - 200 feet lifting 08.00 - 11.00 hours to 1,000 feet then dispersing. Fine in afternoon but stratus reforming at 600 - 1,000 feet after 20.00 hours. Visibility moderate or poor, wind North West 5 - 10 mph becoming South West 10 - 15 mph after dusk.
Friday, March 16th, 1945.
Fog and drizzle 03.00 - 07.40 hours. Cloud in drizzle surface to 500 feet, visibility very poor in drizzle and fog, becoming very good after midday. Winds South West 5 - 10 mph becoming North West 10 - 15 mph.
Saturday, March 17th, 1945.
Much cloud at 3,500 feet. Visibility very good, wind North West 5 - 10 mph becoming light West after dusk.
Sunday, March 18th, 1945.
Fog 08.00 - 10.15 hours otherwise cloudy. Much cloud at 1,000 - 2,000 feet, visibility poor in fog, otherwise good. Winds South West light becoming 15 - 25 mph after 11.00 hours.
Monday, March 19th, 1945.
Almost continuous rain and drizzle from 02.00 hours to 23.00 hours, considerable cloud surface to 600 feet, visibility moderate or poor, winds South West 20 - 30 mph gusty increasing 35 mph 20.00 hours - 22.00 hours.
Tuesday, March 20th, 1945.
Fair or fine with broken cloud at 3,00 feet in the afternoon, visibility good, winds West 10 - 15 mph falling light.
Wednesday, March 21st, 1945.
Fog and mist until 10.00 hours, considerable cloud at 3,000 feet with patchy stratus near surface to 11.00 hours, reforming after dusk. Visibility 200 - 2,000 yards in fog and mist but 10 to 20 miles during the day. Wind calm early and late South West 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday, March 22nd, 1945.
Fog to 08.30 hours with drizzle 02.00 - 04.30 hours then fine. Cloud at 100 - 200 feet in drizzle and lifting to 3,000 feet becoming little or none after dawn. Visibility very poor in drizzle and fog becoming moderate to good. Wind calm to dawn then South East 8 - 15 mph.
Friday, March 23rd, 1945.
Fine with little or no cloud, visibility good, wind East South East 15 - 20 mph during the day, 5 - 10 mph during the night.
Saturday, March 24th, 1945.
Slight rain 18.15 hours onwards, broken cloud at 1,000 feet in rain, visibility moderate or good. Wind East 5 - 10 mph becoming South 15 - 20 mph falling calm after dusk.
Sunday, March 25th, 1945.
Rain and fog until 08.40 hours, much cloud surface to 100 feet, breaking and dispersing after 10.00 hours. Visibility very poor becoming good after 12.00 hours. Wind light South West becoming North 10 - 15 mph in the afternoon.
Monday, March 26th, 1945.
Fine with little cloud, good visibility, winds North North West 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday, March 27th, 1945.
Fine, becoming generally cloudy with drizzle after 19.30 hours, cloud below 400 feet around dawn otherwise 2,500 feet owing to surface and drizzle. Visibility mainly good, poor at dawn, fog and drizzle. Wind North 10 - 15 mph becoming South West 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday, March 28th, 1945.
Overcast with rain and drizzle until 17.00 hours. Much cloud surface to 500 feet, visibility moderate to poor, wind West 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday, March 29th, 1945.
Overcast, P.P.T. (rain) 16.00 to 23.00 hours. Much cloud below 800 feet, visibility moderate to poor. Winds South West 20 - 30 mph. Cloud and visibility improving towards midnight.
Friday, March 30th, 1945.
Fair, showers 13.00 and 15.00 hours. Broken cloud at 1,500 - 2,000 feet, patches at 300 feet towards midnight. Good visibility, wind West 15 - 25 mph.
Saturday, March 31st, 1945.
Rain and drizzle 13.00 hours onwards. Very low cloud all day. Visibility moderate to good, becoming poor after dusk. Wind West South West 10 - 15 mph until mid-morning then South West 25 - 30 mph with gale gusts.
Armaments Activities Report for March, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer KNIGHTLEY.
The month was notable for the preparation for ‘Y-Day’. During the 48 hours preceding ‘Y-Day’, 1,320 containers were received and 54 loads of 22 containers each were cradled and prepared for loading. 40 aircraft were eventually loaded plus six aircraft with heavy store combinations but owing to the complete success of the airborne operation, stores were not needed. The aircraft were unloaded, the containers separated and sorted and returned to Army sources. In addition, 180 containers were dropped successfully in two operations. Unfortunately, there were 12 hang-ups, nine of which were due to the failure of the bomb door switch causing complete hang-up on the fuselage stations.
Training Exercise - Air firing was limited to 17,200 mainly owing to preparations for major operational flights. Fighter affiliation was carried out on all days when weather permitted. Targets were provided by a Spitfire aircraft. Heavy store and container dropping, 11 heavy store combinations were loaded for demonstration, nine were dropped. 144 practise containers were loaded on aircraft and were dropped successfully for demonstration or practise.
In addition, experiments have been made in dropping supplies without containers or parachutes and it is hoped to secure good results from this method during April. Air firing stoppages during combat and practise were few and cleared in the air. No live or practise bombing has been done during the month owing to other priority commitments.
Personnel strength at RAF Tarrant Rushton for March, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant T. BENNIE:
Officers: 354 Other Ranks: 2,730
(See Appendix ‘B’.)
Appendix ‘B’: Personnel strength at RAF Tarrant Rushton at March 25th, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant T. BENNIE:
RAF officers: 278 RAF other ranks: 2,249
RCAF officers: 25 RCAF other ranks: 32
RNZAF officers: 3 RNZAF other ranks: 8
RAAF officers: 10 RAAF other ranks: 3
WAAF officers: 5 WAAF other ranks: 245
Glider Pilot Regiment: 11 Glider Pilot Regiment: 129
RAF G.E. : 22 RAF G.E. : 64
TOTAL OFFICERS: 354 TOTAL OTHER RANKS: 2,730
Visits to RAF Tarrant Rushton during March, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant BENNIE.
There were no important visits to the station during the month. A large proportion of the station was adjourned to RAF WOODBRIDGE from the period March 15th - 24th, 1945, during which time the detachment was visited by the Air Officer Commanding on March 21st/22nd, 1945.
Medical History of RAF Tarrant Rushton for March, 1945;
Compiled by Squadron Leader R. McMAHON.
(See Appendix ‘C’.)
The general health of the camp is excellent.
Appendix ‘C’:
Units under Medical Care during March, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 298 Squadron.
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 6298 Servicing Echelon.
No. 6644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 4839, 4835 and 4827 Works Flights.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
Naval Detachment
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot regiment.
RAF Glider Pilots Element.
WAAF.
Two airmen were injured in a Hamilcar crash on March 9th, 1945, necessitating their transfer to hospital.
One medical officer and one nursing orderly were attached to RAF WOODBRIDGE 20th - 24th March, 1945, for duty with the detached No. 298 Squadron, No. 644 Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment and No. 6298 and 6644 Servicing Echelons.
A Horsa glider returning from WOODBRIDGE on March 24th, 1945, made a forced landing near the aerodrome. Four casualties required hospital treatment and several were treated at the S.S.Q (Station Sick Quarters).
A Halifax crash on the night of March 27th/28th, 1945, resulted in the immediate death of all six members of the crew.
WAAF Section Report for March, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer PLAYFORD.
March 28th, 1945.
Section Officer WALLER (WAAF ‘G’) posted to RAF Station at CHARTER HALL. Flight Officer TOUP visited this station from No. 7 District at Bristol (DAPM).
Section Officer GEORGE visited twice during the month from No. 30 Area, Salisbury.
Link Trainer Report for March, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer W.G. LEWIS.
A total of 200 hours Link Trainer instruction was carried out during the month.
Station Entertainments Report for March, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer W.G. LEWIS.
Three film programmes were presented per week and an ENSA show every Saturday night. The Music Circle was held every Thursday night and Whist Drives in the Airmens’ NAFFI every Wednesday. Three section dances were held during the month. The RCAF presented ‘W.DEBS’, an all-girl variety show. This was followed by a dance and party in the Officers’ Mess. The Sergeants’ Mess gave a dance to Corporals and below.
Summary of Sports for March, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Soccer: 12 inter-section matches were played and the station team played five games against other units: RAF SOMERFORD, Training Corps Bournemouth, Bridging Echelon Christchurch, Boscombe Police and Wimborne GS. Two players THOMAS and Corporal MacDOUGALL were selected to represent the RAF against the Police.
Rugby: Still little played here due to ground restrictions, although improved on last month: several trial games and a return match with Clayesmore.
Hockey: WAAF and RAF participating spasmodically.
Basketball: Well attended by aircrew personnel and several inter-section matches have been played.
Badminton: Exceedingly popular and played by all ranks, WAAF and RAF.
P.T.: Carried out for all personnel at Keep Fit classes - evening work.
Boxing and Wrestling: Becoming more popular. Naval personnel attached here are regular attenders.
Night Vision Training: Carried out regularly with RAF aircrew and glider personnel. A popular subject with many.
Dry Dinghy Instruction: Daily attendance by aircrews for instruction in rigging the ‘A’ Dinghy. Wet dinghy drill and swimming carried out twice a week. Exceedingly popular with crews who show keen interest.
Remedial Work: One WAAF attended for remedial exercise.
Detachment to WOODBRIDGE: Sports equipment was taken to WOODBRIDGE and well used by personnel equipment. Fine ‘inter-section’ matches and two against WOODBRIDGE.
Soft Ball : Better weather has reintroduced the game, especially among Canadian aircrews.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for March, 1945:
Compiled by Lieutenant J. McELROY.
March 7th, 1945.
Repeat of ‘EXERCISE RIFFRAFF’ - 24 Halifax-Hamilcar combinations, take-off 10.30 hours , landing 14.30 hours. Successful.
Two Flying Officers posted away, decided remainder of RAF untrained crews to be put on heavy Horsa training.
March 9th, 1945.
£85 stolen from the Squadron’s strongbox. One Hamilcar undershot and three RAF passengers injured. Major DALE, DFC and Bar, returned to the Squadron.
March 10th, 1945.
Ten Army crews from No. 2 Wing arrived. Two Officers posted out and one Flight Lieutenant posted in.
March 11th, 1945.
Squadron reorganised.
March 14th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE VULTURE’ - 33 Horsa-Halifax combinations, 2 Hamilcar-Halifax combinations. Advanced party under Captain AKENHEAD to RAF WOODBRIDGE.
March 16th, 1945.
Squadron on a 16-mile route march. Four RAF Second Pilots taken on strength. Squadron reorganised.
March 17th, 1945.
Three Sergeants and one Trooper posted.
March 20th, 1945.
54 crews ferried Hamilcars and Horsa to WOODBRIDGE.
March 21st, 1945.
Six crews ferried Hamilcars to WOODBRIDGE.
March 22nd/23rd, 1945.
Briefing for ‘OPERATION VARSITY’.
March 24th, 1945.
‘OPERATION VARSITY’ - Take-off 07.20 hours, 60 combinations (48 Hamilcars and 12 Horsas).
March 25th-31st, 1945.
Squadron on ‘OPERATION VARSITY’.
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
April, 1945:
April 2nd, 1945.
Four aircraft were airborne on SOE operations in Norway, one went unserviceable, two unsuccessful owing to weather and the fourth is missing.
April 3rd, 1945.
Twelve aircraft led by the commanding officer flew on air sea rescue search without result.
April 4th, 1945.
Two aircraft took off on SOE operations on targets in Denmark, one of which completed its task. A third dropped on an SOE target in Holland. Two of these aircraft were diverted to SHEPHERD’S GROVE and the third landed at WATERBEACH.
April 11th, 1945.
Seven aircraft operated on Danish SOE targets. All but one was successful. In addition, four went to Holland of which two dropped their loads.
April 12th, 1945.
Three aircraft were sent on SOE missions to Holland. One returned early owing to unserviceability, another is missing and the third successfully completed its task, landing back at EARLS COLNE.
April 13th, 1945.
On SOE targets, two aircraft were successful over Norway, two went to Denmark - one being successful - and three went to Holland, of which two were successful.
April 17th, 1945.
Eleven SOE sorties were made to Norway, six aircraft dropping their containers.
April 18th, 1945.
Denmark was the target for ten SOE aircraft. One completed its mission and one has not yet returned.
April 19th, 1945.
Five aircraft were sent on SOE sorties to Norway but two were recalled. Two of the others were successful.
April 20th, 1945.
Eighteen SOE aircraft operated, ten on Norwegian and eight on Danish targets. Two came back early and were diverted to HARWELL. There were six successes in Denmark and two in Norway. Eight aircraft landed at RIVENHALL after being diverted, and six at GREAT DUNMOW. Of the other two, one came down at COLTISHALL and the other landed back at base.
April 21st, 1945.
There were 24 SOE sorties ordered by Group. Of the 15 operating over Norway, four succeeded, the weather thwarting the rest. Five of the six Danish sorties found their targets as did all three to Holland.
April 22nd, 1945.
Five SOE missions to Norway were all successful and four out of five to Holland.
April 23rd, 1945.
Twelve aircraft were sent to SOE targets in Norway, nine being successful. Three others dropped on SOE targets in Denmark. From Norway, one aircraft landed at CARNABY and another is missing.
April 26th, 1945.
Denmark was the target for 12 SOE missions, eight aircraft completed their tasks and one is missing.
Diversions:
April 13th, 1945.
Two Halifaxes of Bomber Command were diverted and landed at Tarrant Rushton after a raid on KIEL.
April 19th, 1945.
Seventeen Lancasters were diverted to Tarrant Rushton from SKELLINGTHORPE and one WADDINGTON Lancaster was also landed.
Exercises:
April 1st - 14th, 1945.
During the first two weeks of the month, ‘EXERCISE KNOCKAROUND’ took place. The intention of this was to give air experience to the personnel of the A.M.E.S. Units attached to Tarrant Rushton. 34 sorties were flown including the landing of the A.M.E.S. gliders and crew-carrying Horsas at NETHERVON and retrieving them later.
April 2nd, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON V’ took place in which four Halifaxes operated from Tarrant Rushton, three dropping 22 containers each and the fourth dropping a jeep, gun and four containers.
April 8th, 1945.
On ‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK II’, two aircraft dropped a total of 18 troops on the Divisional DZ.
April 9th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK III’ consisted of three Halifaxes each dropping six troops, a jeep and a gun on the Divisional DZ.
April 14th, 1945.
One Halifax-Horsa combination took part in ‘EXERCISE ROC’ involving a release and landing at COLERNE.
April 15th, 1945.
During the evening, one aircraft carried out a practise SOE sortie ‘EXERCISE LOCUST I’ but reported no reception.
April 18th, 1945.
Two aircraft dropped troops on the Divisional DZ.
April 18th - 30th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE CONWAY’ - Phases I to III involved 38 sorties, radar Horsas and Hamilcars were landed and retrieved from ACKLINGTON, CRANFIELD and COLTISHALL. A Hamilcar crashed at BRENTWATERS, two of the radar personnel being killed.
April 19th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK IV’ - Was in every way similar to ‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK II’.
Navigational Report for April, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A.W.SLIPPER.
A large number of SOE operations were carried out, the standard of navigation and map reading being extremely high. The ability of the bomb aimers is increasing rapidly. This was a main factor in obtaining a higher proportion of successes. The new crews received are, in my opinion, below standard and much time is being spent bringing them up to the standard of this station. The majority are responding successfully to further training. Navigation policy was detailed in a publication from Group. The details comply with those in practise on this station. Crews need more experience in parachute work.
History of the Servicing Wing for April, 1945:
Compiled by Wing Commander W.J. HENDLEY.
April has seen a month of sustained activity by members of the Servicing Wing, two new records being set up. The former raised the total monthly glider lifts to 1,551 and the latter raised the Halifax daily flying average to 78 and a half hours. Despite the increased Halifax flying hours, serviceability has risen to the satisfactory figure of 82.5 per cent, this being particularly creditable in view of the fact that the increased flying hours were made with a reduced number of aircraft.
Plans were made during the month to deal with numbers of transport aircraft bringing released Allied POWs from the continent but to date numbers have been negligible. Mechanical Transport repairs and servicing - which is now running smoothly under the benevolent eye of the Servicing Wing - has been afforded round the clock attention to overburdened MT vehicles. During the month, MT repair and servicing has passed out 118 vehicles which had previously suffered with varying degrees of infirmity.
Statistics:
Aircraft on charge -
Halifax III 39
Halifax VII 19
Oxford II 3
Spitfire V 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Halifax III 3 (43 GP. Deposit Account)
Flying hours for April, 1945:
Halifax 2,357
Gliders 369
Station Flight 108
TOTAL : 2,834
Serviceability for April, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 1,801 Halifax aircraft on charge, 1,485 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of over 82.5 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing for April, 1945:
Minor inspections: 39
Acceptance checks: 3
Engine changes: 8
Airframe repairs and modifications: 42
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for April, 1945:
Minor repairs: 58
Major repairs: 12
500 mile inspections: 20
1,000 mile inspections: 22
10,000 mile inspections: 3
25 hour inspections: 2
Engine changes: 1
Personnel for April, 1945:
The strength of the Servicing Wing on April 30th, 1945, was 1,200 personnel.
Meteorological Report for April, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A. CANNING.
(See Appendix ‘A’)
April 1st - 25th, 1945.
Conditions mainly fair or fine then morning fog or slow stratus on April 6th, 8th, 9th, 13th, 15th, 17th and 21st. This spell temporarily broken by rain and or low cloud on April 1st and early 2nd, night 4th, 5th, early 7th, morning 11th and 12th and afternoon of the 14th. From the 26th onwards, more unsettled weather prevailed with showers or steady rain each day and low cloud associated with rain (PPT). Gales on April 1st and 2nd, strong winds on April 3rd and 28th.
Appendix ‘A’:
April 1st, 1945.
Almost continuous rain and drizzle, cloud surface to 300 feet, visibility moderate or poor. Winds South West to West South West 25 - 35 mph gusting frequently to gale force.
April 2nd, 1945.
Rain or drizzle until 08.00 hours then fair to cloudy, much very low cloud in rain becoming broken at 2,000 feet. Visibility poor at first then good. Strong South West winds gusting to gale force, moderating West to West North West 10 - 15 mph.
April 3rd, 1945.
Fair apart from two slight showers, visibility very good, wind West 5 - 10 mph becoming West North West to North West 15 - 25 mph during daylight.
April 4th, 1945.
Fair to cloudy, slight showers 11.00 - 14.00 hours, much cloud above 2,000 feet lowering to 1,000 feet after 23.00 hours. Good visibility. Winds South West 10 - 15 mph.
April 5th, 1945.
Rain and cloud at 600 feet until 05.40 hours then fair. Visibility moderate becoming good. Wind West 10 - 20 mph becoming North West after midday.
April 6th, 1945.
Stratus 300 - 600 feet from 06.30 hours until midday. Visibility moderate or good, winds North West 5 - 10 mph.
April 7th, 1945.
Cloudy, intermittent drizzle 04.00 to 08.00 hours, fine after 20.00 hours. Cloudy 500 feet in drizzle otherwise above 2,000 feet. Visibility moderate to poor, light East wind.
April 8th, 1945.
Mist and fog lifting at dawn. Stratus surface to 600 feet, fine after midday, wind East North East 5 - 10 mph.
April 9th, 1945.
Fog and stratus surface to 200 feet 08.00 - 10.30 hours, otherwise fine. Visibility moderate or poor, wind East North East to North East 8 - 15 mph.
April 10th, 1945.
Fair or fine with no low cloud. Visibility moderate, wind East South East 10 - 15 mph.
April 11th, 1945.
Some light rain in the morning, otherwise fair. Cloud above 5,000 feet, good visibility and light East wind.
April 12th, 1945.
Light rain until 03.30 hours, cloud generally above 2,000 feet but stratus 400 - 800 feet 06.00 - 11.00 hours. Visibility 4 - 8 miles, wind West South West to South West 10 - 15 mph in afternoon otherwise light variable.
April 13th, 1945.
Fog until 11.35 hours, no low cloud except for occasional traces. Stratus at 200 feet, visibility 100 - 800 yards until 11.35 hours and 2 - 8 miles. Wind light and variable becoming South East 5 - 10 mph in afternoon.
April 14th, 1945.
Broken cloud at first but low stratus spreading in towards noon and lowering to 200 feet with occasional PPT. Visibility moderate but poor in evening, wind South West 10 - 20 mph.
April 15th, 1945.
10/10th cloud cover at 200 - 400 feet, breaking at dawn and dispersing finally by 11.00 hours. Visibility poor becoming good in afternoon, winds South West 5 - 10 mph becoming East South East in the afternoon and evening.
April 16th, 1945.
Fine. No low cloud, visibility good in afternoon otherwise moderate. Wind light East South East becoming North North West 10 - 15 mph after dusk.
April 17th, 1945.
Fine with no cloud, a brief period of fog 07.10 - 07.45 hours. Visibility good in the afternoon otherwise moderate to poor. Wind North North West 10 - 15 mph until dawn then light South West becoming North North West 10 mph again after dusk.
April 18th, 1945.
Fine, no low cloud, visibility moderate or good. Wind North North East to North North West 5 - 10 mph.
April 19th, 1945.
Fine, no low cloud, visibility moderate or good. Wind East 10 mph.
April 20th, 1945.
Mainly fine with no low cloud but stratus at 100 feet towards midnight. Visibility moderate, poor in stratus cloud. Wind light variable, becoming North West 15 - 20 mph late.
April 21st, 1945.
Much low stratus at first, lifting and dispersing during the morning, becoming fine. Visibility poor becoming good, wind North 15 - 20 mph.
April 22nd, 1945.
Fine, little cloud, good visibility, North wind 5 - 10 mph.
April 23rd, 1945.
Fair with broken cloud above 2,000 feet, moderate to good visibility, wind East 5 - 10 mph.
April 24th, 1945.
Fair with broken cloud above 2,000 feet, moderate to good visibility, winds South East 5 - 10 mph.
April 25th, 1945.
Fair with broken cloud above 2,000 feet, good visibility. Light variable wind.
April 26th, 1945.
Intermittent rain 05.30 - 15.30 hours, cloud mainly above 2,000 feet, patches 1,000 feet in rain. Moderate visibility, light variable wind.
April 27th, 1945.
Rain 03.00 - 05.30 hours, showers (slight) 11.30 and 15.00 hours, cloud 800 feet in rain at first, becoming above 2,000 feet. Visibility poor in rain becoming good. Winds North West 15 - 20 mph.
April 28th, 1945.
Showers of rain or hail 11.00 - 17.00 hours, almost continuous rain 22.00 hours onwards. Cloud base mainly 2,000 feet with fragments at 1,000 feet in PPT (rain). Visibility good but poor in heavier PPT. Wind North West 15 - 25 mph.
April 29th, 1945.
Rain ceasing at 01.00 hours, showers from 12.00 to 20.00 hours, cloud generally 2,000 feet but fog (FGS) at 1,500 feet in PPT. Good visibility, North West wind 15 - 20 mph.
April 30th, 1945.
Slight showers in afternoon, otherwise fair or fine. Cloud above 2,000 feet, good visibility, wind North West 20 mph falling light.
Armament activities report for April, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
A steady run of SOE commitments during the month resulted in the loading of 2,258 containers of which 2,010 were successfully dropped. There were three hang-ups, one per 340 containers dropped and 12 heavy store combinations were loaded for operational supply but were unloaded the following day as they were not required.
Training Exercises - Seven aircraft were loaded with heavy store combinations. All dropped successfully. A gun was loaded on to an aircraft for demonstration and the Army representatives were suitably impressed. 112 containers were loaded on two aircraft for practise drops, 82 were dropped successfully, there were no hang-ups.
Two blocks of foodstuffs were dropped from the bomb bay of an aircraft for demonstration purposes. During operational trips, 19,300 rounds of ammunition were fired in combat or test. Air to air firing disposed of a further 10,100 rounds. 4,000 rounds were expended in air to sea practise. Air firing stoppages were few and greater dexterity in clearing stoppages by the air gunners made debriefing less tiresome than usual. No live or practise bombing has been done during the month. On the whole, a good month judged by armament standards with no indication at present of less activity during May.
Personnel strength for April, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer W.V.B. BULLOCK.
(See Appendix ‘B’.)
Officers: 262 Other Ranks: 2,543
Appendix ‘B’: Personnel strength at RAF Tarrant Rushton at April 30th, 1945:
RAF officers: 179 RAF other ranks: 2,040
RCAF officers: 20 RCAF other ranks: 26
RNZAF officers: 3 RNZAF other ranks: 8
RAAF officers: 8 RAAF other ranks: 2
WAAF officers: 6 WAAF other ranks: 240
‘C Squadron, ‘C’ Squadron,
Glider Pilot Regiment: 25 Glider Pilot Regiment: 165
RAF Glider Element: 21 RAF Glider Element: 60
Jamaican : 0 Jamaican: 5
TOTAL OFFICERS: 262 TOTAL OTHER RANKS: 2,543
‘C’ Squadron Glider Pilot Regiment Report for April, 1945:
Compiled by Lieutenant J.McELROY.
Casualties for Operation Varsity:
Missing: Lieutenant R. GREAFE, Lieutenant D.C. KENNARD, Pilot Officer G.B. HANSON, Pilot Officer K. JOHNSON, 11 Army NCOs, 9 RAF NCOs.
Killed: 1 NCO.
Wounded: Pilot Officer LOVE, 4 Army NCOs, 5 RAF NCOs.
POWs: Lieutenant K.GUEST, 1 Army NCO and 1 RAF NCO.
April 3rd, 1945.
Colonel CHATTERON DSO visited the Squadron.
April 5th, 1945.
A Hamilcar undershot.
April 9th, 1945.
A Hamilcar force-landed.
April 10th, 1945.
Squadron to command of No. 2 Wing, Captain TAYLORSON DFC and Lieutenant GROVES, J., T.O.S. Hamilcar undershot.
April 11th, 1945.
Second Lieutenant LEATHER, Lieutenant SPEIGHT and Lieutenant MALONE posted in. Hamilcar crashed on landing.
April 12th, 1945.
Hamilcar cast off on take-off and crashed.
April 17th, 1945.
Hamilcar cast off on take-off and hit a Halifax.
April 18th, 1945.
Hamilcar overshot causing damage.
April 19th, 1945.
Rope broke and Hamilcar force-landed.
Medical Report for April, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R. McMAHON.
(See Appendix ‘C’)
The general health of the camp remains very good.
Appendix ‘C’:
Units under Medical Care during April, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 298 Squadron.
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 6298 Servicing Echelon.
No. 6644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 4839, 4835 and 4827 Works Flights.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
6483, 6562, 6480, 6482, 6485 AMES’s
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
April 14th, 1945.
A change of Medical Officer occurred. Flight Lieutenant LYND replacing Flight Lieutenant KYNASTON.
April 17th, 1945.
A glider landed on top of a Halifax on the airfield. One casualty was given First Aid treatment and transferred to hospital.
April 28th, 1945.
An RNAS Corsair crash-landed about half a mile from the airfield, the pilot was admitted to the Station Sick Quarters (SSQ).
April 30th, 1945.
Three Dakotas brought 80 released POWs at approximately 20.30 hours. They were subjected to routine inspection and treatment with anti-louse powder. As they were Army personnel, they were housed for the night on the station prior to removal to the Army Receiving Centre.
WAAF Section Report for April, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer P.G. PLAYFORD.
Visits: Nil.
Arrivals: Section Officer BILLOT, WAFF (G) in place of Section Officer WALLER.
Departures: Nil.
Courses: Sergeant MILTON and Sergeant STILWELL attended No. 38 Group citizenship course in Manchester.
Meteorological Section: Now has five WAAF working there.
Sports summary for April, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Soccer: A knock-out camp competition has been started and has provided some thrilling games. Average of two soccer games per day. Kit shortage becoming acute.
Cricket: Fixture list almost completed and arrangements to use CRITCHELL PRK ground area awaiting final sanction. A practise strip has been prepared, difficulty being experienced in obtaining nets.
Hockey: Practise games have been held between mixed WAAF and RAF but does not appear to be popular.
Badminton: Still popular and well attended every day.
Netball: Played frequently by WAAF personnel.
Basketball: Becoming increasingly popular with the Dominion personnel and glider pilots.
Softball: Frequent games played by glider pilots and aircrew.
P.T.: Regular attendances by SHQ personnel.
Cross-country: Three runs were made during the month.
Boxing: Regular attendances in the evenings. It’s hoped to arrange shows in the near future and include one or two wrestling bouts.
Dinghy Drill: Dry drill each day, wet drill twice a week.
Night Vision: Regular attendance of crews each day.
Coaching: A football coach class has been started and is proving to be very popular.
Visits to Tarrant Rushton for April, 1945:
Compiled by Pilot Officer K.G. RIDGEWELL.
April 4th, 1945.
Air Commodore H.G.BOWEN and Group Captain M.P. DICKSON of the National Savings Committee visited this station and expressed satisfaction with the savings figure reached here.
April 7th, 1945.
Group Captain ANDERSON of No. 60 Group G.C.I. visited the station.
April 8th, 1945.
Group Captain ALVEY and the Group SMO (Wing Commander HOWELL) were here.
April 11th, 1945.
Group Captain HUDSON and Wing Commander WRIGHT of the RCAF Bournemouth visited us in connection with the repatriation scheme for RCAF POWs.
April 12th, 1945.
Group Captain MACDONALD of HQ, FC, was present on liaison duties in connection with POW.
April 14th, 1945.
Group Captain MAWLE and Wing Commander EDYSCAN-WALKER of the Air Ministry visited the station also in connection with the reception of POW.
April 17th, 1945.
AOC No. 38 Group visited the station and presented a squadron coat of arms to No. 644 Squadron. Group Captain ALVEY of HQ No. 38 Group visited the station.
April 28th, 1945.
Wing Commander JACOBS of No. 38 Group visited the Meteorological Section.
Intelligence Report for April, 1945:
Compiled by Pilot Officer K.G. RIDGEWELL.
April 21st, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant CHIRNSIDE of the Air Ministry lectured to many of the station personnel on Burma. The lecture was enjoyed by all.
April 30th, 1945.
80 released Army POWs were brought to the station by three Dakotas of No. 46 Group. These were housed for the night on the station prior to removal to the Army Receiving Centre.
Entertainments Report for April, 1945:
Compiled by Pilot Officer K.G. RIDGEWELL.
Three films were presented every week and the usual ENSA show on each Saturday night. Music circles and whist drives were held during the month. An "all ranks" dance was held on April 8th, 1945, in the concert hall following a concert by the RCF (RCAF?) Band, Bournemouth.
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
May, 1945.
May 1st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON VIII’ - Four aircraft took part, one piloted by Group Captain COOPER dropped a jeep, gun and four containers. The other three dropped 22 containers each. OLD SARUM Airfield was again the DZ.
May 2nd, 3rd and 4th, 1945.
‘CONWAY PHASE IV’ - occurred on these three dates. Three Horsas containing AMES Station No. 6503 were retrieved from ACKLINGTON. On May 2nd, the aircraft reached ACKLINGTON. On May 3rd, one combination reached Tarrant Rushton, a second landed at MATCHING, and a third at OAKINGTON. Both these two combinations reached Tarrant Rushton on May 4th.
May 3rd, 1945.
‘EXERCISE AMBER’ - was originally planned for May 1st but postponed twice and took place on May 3rd. No. 38 Group was not concerned with Phases I and II. The object of Phase II and IV was to give air experience to the 1st Airborne Division. In Phase II, 18 Halifax-Horsa and 20 Halifax-Hamilcar combinations were to fly cross country, releasing over MATCHING, the tugs returning to base.
Bad weather necessitated the cross country being cancelled and the combinations proceeded direct to MATCHING. Two Horsas cast off and the remainder landed at MATCHING. Phase IV saw 22 Halifax-Horsa and 20 Halifax-Hamilcar combinations had to be cancelled on account of weather.
May 4th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE AMBER’ - Phase V consisted of 20 aircraft operating on re-supply. It was arranged that they should land at MATCHING afterwards to retrieve the gliders there. Two aircraft returned to base after dropping and the other 18 landed at MATCHING. 16 Horsas were retrieved.
May 6th, 1945.
No gliders could be retrieved on May 5th owing to weather but on May 6th 20 aircraft took off from Tarrant Rushton and landed at MATCHING. One aircraft went u/s, four Hamilcars were retrieved and the other 15 tugs had to return without Hamilcars as the weather deteriorated.
May 7th, 1945.
Another 16 Hamilcars were retrieved.
May 23rd, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON IX’ - Took place at OLD SARUM, one of the aircraft dropping 22 containers went u/s and the load could not be changed in time. The fourth aircraft dropped a gun, jeep and four containers.
May 26th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE WIG’- Was planned to land three Horsas on the Divisional DZ and a fourth aircraft carried one parachutist to jump over the target area. After being postponed owing to weather, the exercise was successfully completed.
May 30th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK V’ - Consisted of one aircraft dropping a gun, jeep and four containers on the Divisional DZ at NETHERAVON. This was successfully completed.
Operations Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
May 6th, 1945.
‘OPERATION SCHNAPPS’ - Was designed to land an advanced party to occupy COPENHAGEN Airfield. Ten sorties were ordered for May 6th but postponed to May 7th. Tarrant Rushton’s part for May 7th was cancelled owing to the weather forecast. The Group Captain’s aircraft was flown to EARLS COLNE on May 6th and he took command of the operation from EARLS COLNE, going to COPENHAGEN on May 7th. He returned on the same day and his aircraft was flown back for him from EARLS COLNE to Tarrant Rushton.
May 8th, 1945.
‘DOOMSDAY’ - Was scheduled for May 8th but was postponed to May 9th. The Group Captain was in command of the operation which was designed to take over OSLO GARDEMOEN Airfield and to land the First Airborne Division there. His aircraft was flown to EARLS COLNE to be ready for Phase I on May 9th.
May 9th, 1945.
The Group Captain flew his aircraft with the EARLS COLNE Halifaxes to take up his command at GARDEMOEN.
May 10th, 1945.
For ‘DOOMSDAY’ Phase II, 40 aircraft were detailed. Of these, 27 were to carry a jeep and four troops each, 13 stores and one aircraft was provided to carry Servicing Wing personnel. Twenty-five aircraft took off, of these 17 were jeep aircraft. Seven had stores and one carried the servicing personnel. Then the weather closed in and no more could take off. The weather over Norway was also bad and the aircraft were recalled, the jeep aircraft being diverted to PETERHEAD. Nevertheless, two stores aircraft completed their mission and returned to base the same day and one jeep aircraft landed at FORNEBY, returning to base on May 11th. Fourteen jeep aircraft landed at PETERHEAD and two returned to bade. One stores aircraft landed at PETERHEAD, one at KINLOSS, later moving across to PETERHEAD, and three returning to base. The servicing aircraft also returned to base.
May 11th, 1945.
Phase II was again ordered for May 11th. Fifteen aircraft operated from PETERHEAD, returning to Tarrant Rushton, Of these, two were stores aircraft and 13 jeep aircraft. Twenty-three aircraft were airborne from Tarrant Rushton, of these 13 were jeep aircraft (two replacing u/s aircraft at PETERHEAD). Nine stores and one had the servicing party on board. All but one completed their mission and all returned to base except two jeep aircraft which landed at PETERHEAD and one jeep aircraft which, after landing at GARDEMOEN, put down at EGTEMOEN and returned to Tarrant Rushton on May 12th. An extra aircraft took off in the afternoon to replace the one returning without completing the task and successfully accomplished its mission.
May 12th, 1945.
On DOOMSDAY Phase III, Tarrant Rushton was ordered to send 27 jeeps and eight stores aircraft to GARDEMOEN. All 35 were airborne, three jeep aircraft returned to base u/s. The other 32 completed their mission and 29 landed back at base. One landed at MATCHING, returning to Tarrant Rushton on May 13th. One u/s at GARDEMOEN took off on May 13th and after putting down at CARNABY landed at Tarrant Rushton. The remaining aircraft made its return to base on May 15th.
May 13th, 1945.
Three aircraft took off from Tarrant Rushton and one from PETERHEAD to carry jeeps to GARDEMOEN. All had to remain overnight owing to weather and returned to Tarrant Rushton on May 14th, one having to refuel at GRAVELY and one at LANGHAM owing to strong head winds. In addition, six aircraft were airborne in the evening on air sea rescue and landed back at Tarrant Rushton in the early hours of May 14th having had no success.
May 15th, 1945.
One aircraft flew from base to PETERHEAD and loaded the last jeep and delivered it to GARDEMOEN, returning to EARLS COLNE and making Tarrant Rushton on May 16th. Also three aircraft flew uneventful air sea rescue sorties.
May 16th, 1945.
For Phase IV of ‘DOOMSDAY’, 36 aircraft were detailed for a resupply mission but this was cancelled in the end.
May 17th, 1945.
Thirty-four aircraft detailed for resupply were cancelled.
May 18th, 1945.
Phase IV took place, 36 aircraft were detailed and all completed their task and returned to base.
May 19th, 1945.
On Phase IV, 24 aircraft operated on resupply, one landed again and the crew and load went off in another aircraft. All completed their mission and 22 landed back at base. Two were u/s as OSLO, one returning on May 20th and the other on May 21st with the servicing party.
May 20th, 1945.
Fifteen aircraft took off and landed at B58 to bring the 6th Airborne Division back to CHILBOLTON. One returned to base owing to bad weather, four went u/s at B58, four completed their mission, landing at CHILBOLTON and then returning to base. The other six remained at B58, returning on the morning of May 21st.
May 21st, 1945.
Fifteen aircraft were detailed to bring back the 6th Airborne Division in two lifts from B58. One of them took a Horsa with servicing personnel and spares to B58. Fourteen completed their mission and one remained at B58 u/s.
May 22nd, 1945.
Three aircraft took ex-POWs to OAKELY from B58 and returned direct to Tarrant Rushton. One aircraft returned direct to Tarrant Rushton. One aircraft was sent with spares to B58 and was unable to return that night.
May 23rd, 1945.
This aircraft having taken spares returned with the Horsa.
May 24th, 1945.
The last aircraft returned from B58.
May 29th, 1945.
Thirty aircraft were detailed to go to GOSFIELD to take troops to B58 and return with ex-POWs to DUNSFOLD. Two aircraft went direct to B58, all 30 landed at GOSFIELD, 30 took off from GOSFIELD, six landed at B58, 23 back to GOSFIELD, two went u/s there and two more were flown from Tarrant Rushton to GOSFIELD. Twenty-three took off from GOSFIELD and landed at B58, 21 returned empty to Tarrant Rushton as no return loads were available for them. The other two went u/s at B58. The sixth that had landed at B58 and the two that went direct to B58 all returned direct to Tarrant Rushton. The remaining aircraft was not able to make B58 and landed at MERVILLE with engine trouble.
May 30th, 1945.
The two u/s aircraft at B58 returned, one bringing ex-POWs to WESTCOTT and the other to DUNSFOLD. Thirty aircraft went direct to B58 to bring ex-POWs, 24 landed ex-POWs at WESTCOTT and returned to base. Six flew back direct to Tarrant Rushton as there were no loads for them.
May 31st, 1945.
Ten aircraft took off for GOSFIELD and landed there, nine took off with troops for B58, one aircraft returning to base as no load was available. The other nine completed their mission and landed back at Tarrant Rushton. The aircraft that had been at MERVILLE flew to BRUSSELS and took off to return to Tarrant Rushton but landed u/s at STONEY CROSS. The crew were brought back by road to Tarrant Rushton.
Navigation Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A. W. SLIPPER.
Little effort was required during May on the part of the navigators on this station. Medium level container dropping trials were carried out with the Mk IVX bomb sight with very satisfactory results.
History of the Servicing Wing for May, 1945:
Compiled by Wing Commander W. J. HENDLEY.
From May, the end of hostilities in Europe on the 8th of the month was a signal for increased activity by ground and flying crews alike. Masses of men and material had to be flown to Norway to take over that country from the enemy. In all, over 1,400 flying hours were made on this task and 54 jeeps, 83 containers and approximately 350,000 lbs of freight and 350 troops were transported. In order to service the aircraft in Norway, a servicing party of 20 flew out to GARDEMOEN and it is to their credit that all aircraft despatched were returned to base in so short a time.
On completion of the Norway task, flying was reduced but ground crews were in no way released from the R & I (Repair and Inspection) Squadron, being inundated with the resulting 30 minor inspections and the daily servicing squadron with engine and airframe modifications. The quiet period was short lived, however, and the commitment to bring British prisoners of war back from the continent is still underway. In this case, two detachments of ground crews has been sent to BRUSSELS to deal with unserviceability.
Statistics for aircraft on charge for May, 1945:
Halifax III 39
Halifax VI 24
Oxford II 3
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Halifax III 4 (43 GP. Deposit Account)
Flying hours for May, 1945:
Halifax 2,267
Gliders 116
Station Flight 114
TOTAL : 2,497
Serviceability for May, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 1,946 Halifax aircraft on charge, 1,534 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of over 78.8 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing for May, 1945:
Minor inspections: 53
Acceptance checks: 6
Engine changes: 7
Airframe repairs and modifications: 30
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for May, 1945:
Minor repairs: 4
500 mile inspections: 30
1,000 mile inspections: 18
10,000 mile inspections: 3
Engine changes: 6
Personnel Report for May, 1945:
The strength of the Servicing Wing on May 31st, 1945, was 1,323 officers and other ranks.
Weather Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A. CANNING.
(See Appendix ‘A’)
Tuesday May 1st, 1945.
Mainly fair, some slight showers in the afternoon. Cloud above 2,000 feet, good visibility, wind North North West 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday May 2nd, 1945.
Fair to cloudy with some light showers, cloud above 2,000 feet, visibility moderate becoming good. Winds West North West 10 mph.
Thursday May 3rd, 1945.
Rain until 22.30 hours with much cloud 1,000 - 2,000 feet and patches at 400 - 800 feet. Sky clearing towards midnight, visibility mainly moderate, wind light West.
Friday May 4th, 1945.
Fog early morning becoming fair, rain 21.00 hours onwards, stratus 600 - 1,000 feet at first dispersing but forming again in rain. Visibility poor becoming moderate, wind North West backing South East 5 - 10 mph.
Saturday May 5th, 1945.
Almost continuous rain and drizzle except for periods 18.45 to 22.30 hours, stratus surface to 400 feet all day, visibility 600 - 3,000 yards in precipitation otherwise four miles. Wind light variable becoming South West 12 mph in afternoon and 20 - 25 mph gusting towards dusk.
Sunday May 6th, 1945.
Drizzle until 13.30 hours, considerable cloud surface to 500 feet, visibility 5 - 10 miles in afternoon otherwise 1,500 - 3,000 yards. Wind West South West to South West 15 - 25 mph gusty.
Monday May 7th, 1945.
Stratus and drizzle clearing cloud 11.00 hours, 10/10ths surface to 200 feet becoming broken at 3,000 - 5,000 feet after 11.00 hours. Visibility less than 500 yards in drizzle becoming 5 - 10 miles, wind light South West becoming South East 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday May 8th, 1945.
Intermittent rain, broken cloud at 3,000 - 5,000 feet, patches 1,500 feet in rain. Visibility moderate to good, wind mainly East 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday May 9th, 1945.
Slight rain until 06.00 hours, showers 11.00 - 14.00 hours, cloud variable at 4,000 - 6,000 feet, patches 1,000 feet in rain. Visibility moderate becoming good, wind light variable except in afternoon when West South West to South West 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday May 10th, 1945.
Fog until dawn, slight rain 13.00 - 17.00 hours, cloud on surface lifting and breaking by 10.00 hours. Visibility very poor until 09.00 hours then moderate or good, wind calm becoming light East North East.
Friday May 11th, 1945.
Fair, no cloud below 3,000 feet, visibility moderate becoming good, wind East South East 10 - 15 mph in afternoon otherwise light variable.
Saturday May 12th, 1945.
Fair with small amounts of cloud at 3,000 feet or above, visibility moderate or good, wind South to South South East 10 mph in afternoon otherwise light variable.
Sunday May 13th, 1945.
Fair, very variable, cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility moderate or good, wind light variable becoming West South West to South West 15 - 20 mph, gusty in afternoon.
Monday May 14th, 1945.
Fair becoming cloudy, broken cloud at 1,500 - 2,000 feet becoming 8/10ths to 10/10ths at 700 - 900 feet after 17.00 hours. Visibility moderate, wind West South West to South West 10 - 20 mph becoming 20 - 25 mph gusty in the afternoon.
Tuesday May 15th, 1945.
Cloudy, much cloud 400 - 600 feet until 03.00 hours, lifting to 1,500 - 2,500 feet to 18.00 hours then 800 feet falling slowly to surface. Visibility good during daylight, moderate or poor in darkness. Wind West South West to South West 15 - 20 mph gusty.
Wednesday May 16th, 1945.
Drizzle 04.30 - 11.30 hours, much cloud surface to 300 feet, lifting and breaking after 09.30 hours. Visibility poor becoming moderate to good, winds West South West to South West 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday May 17th, 1945.
Fair, patches of cloud at 500 feet 09.00 - 11.00 hours, visibility good, wind North West to North North West 5 - 10 mph.
Friday May 18th, 1945.
Fair, patches of cloud 600 feet at 08.00 hours, otherwise none below 2,500 feet, visibility good, wind light variable.
Saturday May 19th, 1945.
Cloudy, patches of cloud 1,000 feet in early afternoon, visibility moderate, wind East 10 - 15 mph.
Sunday May 20th, 1945.
Rain from 07.20 hours to 15.30 hours, much cloud 400 - 600 feet, falling at times 100 - 200 feet in rain, lifting to 2,000 feet after 18.00 hours. Visibility 2 - 4 miles in rain, improving later to 15 - 20 miles. Wind West South West to South West 10 - 20 mph in afternoon, otherwise light variable.
Monday May 21st, 1945.
Showers 02.30 hours to 05.30 hours, variable cloud 2,000 - 2,500 feet, visibility moderate becoming very good, winds South West 10 - 15 mph during daylight otherwise light variable.
Tuesday May 22nd, 1945.
Fog 04.00 hours to 05.30 hours, showers 16.00 hours to 02.20 hours, broken cloud at 2,500 feet falling to 1,000 feet in showers. Visibility 200 - 400 yards in fog, otherwise 8 - 12 miles, wind South South East 10 - 15 mph in afternoon otherwise light and variable.
Wednesday May 23rd, 1945.
Slight drizzle 06.00 - 08.30 hours, showers 13.00 and 19.30 hours onwards, broken cloud 2,000 - 3,500 feet, lowering to 7/10ths to 10/10ths cloud 800 - 1,200 feet in PPT. Visibility 4 - 8 miles improving 8 - 15 miles during the day, wind East to North East 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday May 24th, 1945.
Fair or fine, nil to 3/10ths cloud at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, increasing 4/10ths to 7/10ths during daylight hours, visibility 2 - 5 miles improving 5 - 10 miles during the day. Wind North to North East 6 - 12 mph becoming South West 8 - 12 mph during the evening.
Friday May 25th, 1945.
Fog 07.10 to 08.45 hours, otherwise fine becoming fair to cloudy during the day. Cloud nil at first increasing during day to 5/10ths to 9/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet. Patches of lifted fog during morning, visibility poor with fog 07.10 to 08.45 hours, improving during the day to 6 - 12 miles, wind South West to West South West 4 - 8 mph, veering West and North West moderate to fresh during the day.
Saturday May 26th, 1945.
Fair to cloudy with slight rain during morning and showers during afternoon and evening, cloud 7/10ths to 10/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet with some breaks, 3/10ths to 6/10ths during early morning. Visibility good except in rain, wind West to South West 5 mph becoming North West 8 - 12 mph during the morning and West South West 18 - 26 mph in afternoon and evening.
Sunday May 27th, 1945.
Occasional showers, fairly frequent afternoon and evening, visibility good to very good except in showers, variable cloud at 2,000 - 3,000 feet with patches at 1,000 feet in showers, wind variable South West to North West light but fresh and gusty in showers.
Monday May 28th, 1945.
Fine to fair becoming cloudy during the day with slight rain towards dusk, cloud nil to 5/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet, increasing during the day to 5/10ths to 9/10ths patches 600 - 1,500 feet late evening, visibility very good, wind calm or light North West becoming South South East moderate to fresh during the day.
Tuesday May 29th, 1945.
Slight showers, cloud variable base 2,000 - 3,000 feet with patches 600 - 1,500 feet in showers, visibility moderate becoming very good during the day, wind light South to South West becoming West South West to North West during the day, light to moderate.
Wednesday May 30th, 1945.
Showers during the day, cloud nil to 3/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet increasing during day to 6/10ths to 9/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet but 8/10ths to 10/10ths at 1,500 feet in rain. Visibility moderate to good, improving to very good, wind light or calm becoming West to South West 15 - 20 mph and freshening to 20 - 20 mph at times.
Thursday May 31st, 1945.
Fair but frequent showers developing during the day, visibility moderate to good except in showers, cloud 1/10ths to 5/10ths at 1,500 to 2,500 feet increasing during daylight hours to 8/10ths to 10/10ths at 800 - 1,200 feet. Winds South West light becoming fresh to strong during the day.
Personnel strength for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant M.B. BENNIE.
(See Appendix ‘B’:)
Officers : 252 Other Ranks : 2,436.
Appendix ‘B’: Personnel strength at RAF Tarrant Rushton for May, 1945:
RAF officers: 175 RAF other ranks: 1,959
RCAF officers: 23 RCAF other ranks: 13
RNZAF officers: 3 RNZAF other ranks: 9
RAAF officers: 9 RAAF other ranks: 6
WAAF officers: 5 WAAF other ranks: 246
‘C Squadron, ‘C’ Squadron,
Glider Pilot Regiment: 12 Glider Pilot Regiment: 129
RAF Glider Regiment: 25 RAF Glider Regiment: 70
Jamaican : 0 Jamaican: 4
TOTAL OFFICERS: 252 TOTAL OTHER RANKS: 2,436
Medical history for May, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R. McMAHON.
(See Appendix ‘C’).
General health of camp is excellent.
Appendix ‘C’:
Medical Officer’s Report for May, 1945.
The general health of camp is excellent.
Units under Medical Care during May, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 298 Squadron.
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 6298 Servicing Echelon.
No. 6644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
Intelligence Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Pilot Officer RIDGEWELL.
With the cessation of hostilities in Europe, transport duties became the order of the day. Full details of the activities of the squadrons in this connection are set out in the Operations and Exercises Report.
Appendix ‘A’: Meteorological Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A. CANNING.
May 1st - 7th, 1945.
Showers at first turning to rain during daylight hours of the 3rd, for early morning of the 4th with more rain in the evening until midday on the 6th. Visibility moderate or poor in fog and rain, becoming good on the afternoon of the 6th. Drizzle in morning of 7th. Cloud - variable base 2,000 feet in showers falling generally well below 1,000 feet with more general rain or showers, falling to surface in early morning fog, wind North West moderate with showers but South for rest of period. Speeds 10 - 20 mph though light variable in nights, maximum speeds 20 - 25 mph.
May 8th - 10th, 1945.
Intermittent rain with fog in early mornings, visibility moderate to good but very poor in fog on the morning of the 10th. Cloud variable 3,000 - 5,000 feet at first falling to 1,000 feet or below in rain and to surface in early morning fog. Wind mainly West South West 10 - 15 mph becoming calm on the 10th.
May 11th - 14th, 1945.
Fair becoming cloudy in evening of 14th. Visibility moderate to good. Cloud - variable cloud above 2,000 feet falling 10/10ths below 1,000 feet on evening of 14th. Wind light variable West South West to South West sea breeze in afternoon 10 - 15 mph.
May 15th - 18th, 1945.
Cloudy with drizzle from stratus in early mornings at times, visibility good by day, moderate or poor at night. Cloud surface to 800 feet in stratus in early mornings and evenings, variable 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the day. Wind West South West 10 - 20 mph becoming North West and then light variable after which back to West South West.
May 19th - 23rd, 1945.
Cloudy with periods of rain or showers, visibility moderate to good becoming poor in rain and very low cloud. Cloud - much cloud at 1,000 feet or well below in stratus falling to surface at times in early morning in form of fog or hill fog. Wind East 19th, West South West 20th and 21st, South South East on 22nd, East North East on 23rd speed about 20 mph, light and variable at times.
May 24th - 31st, 1945.
Fair or fine at first, slight rain or showers developing from day of 26th during daylight hours and becoming most pronounced in early evening. Visibility very good except in rain and in shower cloud. Cloud - cloud variable cumuliform cloud base 2,000 - 3,000 feet, lower in rain with tops to over 18,000 feet. Very low cloud at times - base well below 1,000 feet with minor fronts that went through the area. Wind South West to North West continual speed 10 - 20 mph, maximum 30 mph in daytime, less at night.
Armament Activities Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
June (typing error in ORB, should read May) was notable from an armament point of view as 54 jeeps out of a total of 61 loaded were safely unloaded in Norway by armament personnel. In addition, eight EARL’S COLNE aircraft were unloaded by the armament detachment from Tarrant Rushton. Immediately the jeeps were delivered, the aircraft returned and 74 were loaded with 884 containers, 883 were safely dropped and one container hung-up due to an electrical failure. Following this activity, 82 aircraft were loaded with special freight. En route to their destination, a single jeep was sent to the continent.
Training Exercises:
A total of three jeeps and three guns were dropped successfully for demonstration, also 144 containers involving "double-banked" efforts were dropped. Fifty containers were loaded and dropped from medium altitude, the first of these were not very successful owing to fusing troubles. Bomb aimers, however, developed a better dropping procedure. Fuses were modified and results at the finish were very good. All operational ammunition has been removed from aircraft so gunners are robbed of the pleasure of test bursts. It is expected that air firing training will be put on when aircraft are available. No live or practise bombing has been done during the month.
Great activity is taking place in the bomb dump where sorting and conditioning stores has taken place prior to disposal. The bomb trolleys have received a much needed coat of paint and are hardly recognisable with the Tarrant Rushton mud removed. A busy month considering the war had finished on most stations. During June it is hoped to continue the clearing up process and dispose of surplus materials.
Activity Report for ‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment, for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer S.F. SMITH.
May 1st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE AMBER’ - postponed 24 hours. Flying Officer COX took over as I.O. (Intelligence Officer) from Lieutenant McELROY.
May 2nd, 1945.
‘EXERCISE AMBER’ - postponed a further 24 hours.
May 3rd, 1945.
First list of ‘EXERCISE AMBER’ took off at 12.25 hours consisting of 38 crews in 13 Horsas and 20 Hamilcars. Two crews from ‘F’ Squadron replaced two crews from ‘C’ Squadron. Two gliders failed to reach their destination. Horsa chalk No. 336 piloted by 1522203 Sergeant JACKSON RAF force-landed at position 282262 at 12.30 hours after having cast off when given red guiding light by rear gunner of tug on entering cloud. Horsa chalk No. 348 piloted by 163811 Flying Officer JOHNSTONE force-landed at position 685595 because of broken aileron control. The second lift was cancelled because of weather.
May 4th, 1945.
Remainder of ‘EXERCISE AMBER’ cancelled.
May 6th, 1945.
Major DALE, DFC, went on leave. Captain AKENHEAD assumed command of ‘XC Squadron in his absence. All Horsas and four Hamilcars returned from ‘EXERCISE AMBER’.
May 7th, 1945.
All Horsa crews debriefed on ‘EXERCISE AMBER’. Remainder of Hamilcars returned from ‘EXERCISE AMBER’ and were debriefed.
May 8th, 1945.
V.E. Day. Two 15 cwt. trucks involved in road accidents whilst returning from Bournemouth. One driven by Captain ASTON ran into a wall. Lieutenant McELROY sustained minor head injuries. Truck driven by Trooper BURNETT overturned, injuring seven of the eight passengers to varying degrees. Flying Officer BREBNER taken to Boscombe Hospital in a seriously injured condition.
May 9th, 1945.
No. 7 Flight and 1/3 of No. 23 Flight went on nine days leave.
May 10th, 1945.
Three officers and three NCOs reported from ‘K’ Squadron, two NCOs reported from ‘J’ Squadron and four NCOs reported from ‘L’ Squadron.
May 12th, 1945.
Flying Officer BREBNER died in Boscombe Hospital. Staff Sergeant STANIFORTH and Lieutenant SPEIGHT to O.U.S.T.C. OXFORD.
May 13th, 1945.
Major DALE, DFC, returned from leave and resumed command of Squadron.
May 15th, 1945.
Flying Officer BREBNER’S body conveyed to Bournemouth West railway station by Flying Officer COX, Flying Officer GARDEN, Flying Officer LEYLAND, Sergeant TAYLOR, Sergeant CLARKE, and Sergeant CREW.
May 16th, 1945.
Nine officers, 14 NCOs and one batman went to summer camp at HENGISTBURY HEAD. 5338100 Sergeant MOY found guilty by court martial of uttering a forged AFW.4098 when in the field. Sentenced: reduced to ranks, in open arrest 74 days and close arrest 25 days. Tiger Moth flying commenced.
May 17th, 1945.
Court of Enquiry to be held to ascertain how Bedford truck WD No. Z.5460825 was damaged. President of the Court of Enquiry, Captain R. BOYD and the members Lieutenant J. McELROY and Pilot Officer W. MIDDLETON. Squadron visited by c/o Lieutenant Colonel S.C. GRIFFITH, DFC.
May 19th, 1945.
No. 7 Flight and 1/3 of No. 23 Flight returned from leave.
May 20th, 1945.
Twenty Army NCOs sent to FAIRFORD on course.
May 21st, 1945.
Court of Enquiry to investigate crash of truck 5460835 on May 9th, 1945, in which Flying Officer BREBNER was killed. President Captain B.H. HALSALL, M.C, and members Flying Officer MIDDLETON and Staff Sergeant MADDOCKS. Three officers, 23 ORs (ordinary ranks) and three admin from No. 1 Flight went on a battle inoculation course at WATFORD. Fourteen RAF personnel went to summer camp at HENGISTBURY HEAD.
May 22nd, 1945.
Staff Sergeant MADDOCKS went on platoon weapons course.
May 23rd, 1945.
One officer, six NCOs went on conversion course to Hadrians at EXETER. No. 6 Flight went on nine days leave.
May 24th, 1945.
Party of No. 1 Flight returned from battle inoculation course at WATFORD.
May 26th, 1945.
Three crews (Horsa) took part in ‘EXERCISE WIG’.
May 27th, 1945.
Station visited by Chaplain-In-Chief. Squadron church parade.
May 28th, 1945.
Lieutenant SPEIGHT and Staff Sergeant STANIFORTH returned from O.U.S.T.C. OXFORD.
May 29th, 1945.
HENGISTBURY HEAD party returned to squadron.
May 30th, 1945.
HENGISTBURY HEAD party went on leave (seven days). Staff Sergeant CARTLIDGE crashed in Tiger Moth - broken jaw and nose. Engine cut out at 1,000 feet and crashed at NORDEN FARM, CORFE CASTLE, Dorset. Captain HALSALL, MC, Pilot officer WALKER and 17 ORs (ordinary ranks) went to summer camp at HENGISTBURY HEAD.
May 31st, 1945.
Four other ranks returned from HENGISTBURY HEAD camp.
WAAF Section Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer P.G. PLAYFORD.
Courses: Section Officer BILLOT went on a ‘Houses of Today and Tomorrow’ course in MANCHESTER with effect from May 28th, 1945. Section Officer WADDINGTON on ‘C. Course’ at STRATFORD-ON-AVON with effect from May 25th, 1945.
Postings: Section Officer LEWIS (administration ‘G’) to REDNAL with effect from May 20th, 1945.
Visitors: Nil.
Sports Summary for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Cricket: Two teams are being run this season, one to play in the Bournemouth and District League and the other to play local sides. The League team is also included in the Bournemouth Knock-out Cup and won the first match in this event.
Soccer: The knock-out cup competition is still in progress and we have now reached the semi-finals after several exciting games.
Basketball, badminton and netball are all well attended by WAAF and RAF.
P.T. Classes: Held regularly for S.H.Q. (Station Headquarters) personnel.
Night Vision: Crews attend daily for N.V.P.T. (Night Vision Physical Training).
Dinghy Drill: Dry drill is given in the gym and wet dinghy practise at Boscombe Baths twice a week. With the improvement in weather, it is hoped to arrange practises in the sea at BOURNEMOUTH or SWANAGE.
Swimming: Arrangements a4re being made for recreational training and instruction in the stretch of the river at BLANDFORD but so far has been badly patronised. "Dry" instruction is given to personnel in the gym.
Remedial Work: No personnel have attended this month.
Visits to Tarrant Rushton for May, 1945.
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant M. BENNIE.
May 4th, 1945: 17.00 hours.
Captain C.L.NAIRAC, HQ No. 38 Group, visited the station.
May 9th, 1945: 09.10 hours.
Group Captain H.A. PURVIS, Netheravon, attended for a court martial. Wing Commander A.T. WYNYARD-WRIGHT, Andover, attended for court martial.
May 31st, 1945: 10.30 hours.
Wing Commander R.M. THOMAS, HQ No. 38 group, visited this station.
Entertainments Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer W.G. LEWIS.
(See Appendix ‘D’ and ‘E’.)
A full picture of the entertainments side of the station is provided by copies of the ‘Tarrant Rushton Review’ which are appended hereto.
Appendix ‘D’: Copy of the Friday May 11th, 1945 (blue paper) of the ‘Tarrant Rushton Review’ on-base pamphlet.
Appendix ‘E’: Copy of the Monday May 27th, 1945 (mauve paper) of the ‘Tarrant Rushton Review’ on-base pamphlet.
Signed: T.B. COOPER (Group Captain),
Officer Commanding,
RAF Station Tarrant Rushton.
R.A.F. Form 540.
See instructions for use of this form in K.R. and A.C.I., para 2349 and War Manual. Pt. II., chapter XX. and notes in R.A.F. Pocket Book.
OPERATIONS RECORD BOOK
R.A.F. Station Tarrant Rushton
Summary of Events - SECRET.
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
May, 1945.
May 1st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON VIII’ - Four aircraft took part, one piloted by Group Captain COOPER dropped a jeep, gun and four containers. The other three dropped 22 containers each. OLD SARUM Airfield was again the DZ.
May 2nd, 3rd and 4th, 1945.
‘CONWAY PHASE IV’ - occurred on these three dates. Three Horsas containing AMES Station No. 6503 were retrieved from ACKLINGTON. On May 2nd, the aircraft reached ACKLINGTON. On May 3rd, one combination reached Tarrant Rushton, a second landed at MATCHING, and a third at OAKINGTON. Both these two combinations reached Tarrant Rushton on May 4th.
May 3rd, 1945.
‘EXERCISE AMBER’ - was originally planned for May 1st but postponed twice and took place on May 3rd. No. 38 Group was not concerned with Phases I and II. The object of Phase II and IV was to give air experience to the 1st Airborne Division. In Phase II, 18 Halifax-Horsa and 20 Halifax-Hamilcar combinations were to fly cross country, releasing over MATCHING, the tugs returning to base.
Bad weather necessitated the cross country being cancelled and the combinations proceeded direct to MATCHING. Two Horsas cast off and the remainder landed at MATCHING. Phase IV saw 22 Halifax-Horsa and 20 Halifax-Hamilcar combinations had to be cancelled on account of weather.
May 4th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE AMBER’ - Phase V consisted of 20 aircraft operating on re-supply. It was arranged that they should land at MATCHING afterwards to retrieve the gliders there. Two aircraft returned to base after dropping and the other 18 landed at MATCHING. 16 Horsas were retrieved.
May 6th, 1945.
No gliders could be retrieved on May 5th owing to weather but on May 6th 20 aircraft took off from Tarrant Rushton and landed at MATCHING. One aircraft went u/s, four Hamilcars were retrieved and the other 15 tugs had to return without Hamilcars as the weather deteriorated.
May 7th, 1945.
Another 16 Hamilcars were retrieved.
May 23rd, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON IX’ - Took place at OLD SARUM, one of the aircraft dropping 22 containers went u/s and the load could not be changed in time. The fourth aircraft dropped a gun, jeep and four containers.
May 26th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE WIG’- Was planned to land three Horsas on the Divisional DZ and a fourth aircraft carried one parachutist to jump over the target area. After being postponed owing to weather, the exercise was successfully completed.
May 30th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK V’ - Consisted of one aircraft dropping a gun, jeep and four containers on the Divisional DZ at NETHERAVON. This was successfully completed.
Operations Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
May 6th, 1945.
‘OPERATION SCHNAPPS’ - Was designed to land an advanced party to occupy COPENHAGEN Airfield. Ten sorties were ordered for May 6th but postponed to May 7th. Tarrant Rushton’s part for May 7th was cancelled owing to the weather forecast. The Group Captain’s aircraft was flown to EARLS COLNE on May 6th and he took command of the operation from EARLS COLNE, going to COPENHAGEN on May 7th. He returned on the same day and his aircraft was flown back for him from EARLS COLNE to Tarrant Rushton.
May 8th, 1945.
‘DOOMSDAY’ - Was scheduled for May 8th but was postponed to May 9th. The Group Captain was in command of the operation which was designed to take over OSLO GARDEMOEN Airfield and to land the First Airborne Division there. His aircraft was flown to EARLS COLNE to be ready for Phase I on May 9th.
May 9th, 1945.
The Group Captain flew his aircraft with the EARLS COLNE Halifaxes to take up his command at GARDEMOEN.
May 10th, 1945.
For ‘DOOMSDAY’ Phase II, 40 aircraft were detailed. Of these, 27 were to carry a jeep and four troops each, 13 stores and one aircraft was provided to carry Servicing Wing personnel. Twenty-five aircraft took off, of these 17 were jeep aircraft. Seven had stores and one carried the servicing personnel. Then the weather closed in and no more could take off. The weather over Norway was also bad and the aircraft were recalled, the jeep aircraft being diverted to PETERHEAD. Nevertheless, two stores aircraft completed their mission and returned to base the same day and one jeep aircraft landed at FORNEBY, returning to base on May 11th. Fourteen jeep aircraft landed at PETERHEAD and two returned to bade. One stores aircraft landed at PETERHEAD, one at KINLOSS, later moving across to PETERHEAD, and three returning to base. The servicing aircraft also returned to base.
May 11th, 1945.
Phase II was again ordered for May 11th. Fifteen aircraft operated from PETERHEAD, returning to Tarrant Rushton, Of these, two were stores aircraft and 13 jeep aircraft. Twenty-three aircraft were airborne from Tarrant Rushton, of these 13 were jeep aircraft (two replacing u/s aircraft at PETERHEAD). Nine stores and one had the servicing party on board. All but one completed their mission and all returned to base except two jeep aircraft which landed at PETERHEAD and one jeep aircraft which, after landing at GARDEMOEN, put down at EGTEMOEN and returned to Tarrant Rushton on May 12th. An extra aircraft took off in the afternoon to replace the one returning without completing the task and successfully accomplished its mission.
May 12th, 1945.
On DOOMSDAY Phase III, Tarrant Rushton was ordered to send 27 jeeps and eight stores aircraft to GARDEMOEN. All 35 were airborne, three jeep aircraft returned to base u/s. The other 32 completed their mission and 29 landed back at base. One landed at MATCHING, returning to Tarrant Rushton on May 13th. One u/s at GARDEMOEN took off on May 13th and after putting down at CARNABY landed at Tarrant Rushton. The remaining aircraft made its return to base on May 15th.
May 13th, 1945.
Three aircraft took off from Tarrant Rushton and one from PETERHEAD to carry jeeps to GARDEMOEN. All had to remain overnight owing to weather and returned to Tarrant Rushton on May 14th, one having to refuel at GRAVELY and one at LANGHAM owing to strong head winds. In addition, six aircraft were airborne in the evening on air sea rescue and landed back at Tarrant Rushton in the early hours of May 14th having had no success.
May 15th, 1945.
One aircraft flew from base to PETERHEAD and loaded the last jeep and delivered it to GARDEMOEN, returning to EARLS COLNE and making Tarrant Rushton on May 16th. Also three aircraft flew uneventful air sea rescue sorties.
May 16th, 1945.
For Phase IV of ‘DOOMSDAY’, 36 aircraft were detailed for a resupply mission but this was cancelled in the end.
May 17th, 1945.
Thirty-four aircraft detailed for resupply were cancelled.
May 18th, 1945.
Phase IV took place, 36 aircraft were detailed and all completed their task and returned to base.
May 19th, 1945.
On Phase IV, 24 aircraft operated on resupply, one landed again and the crew and load went off in another aircraft. All completed their mission and 22 landed back at base. Two were u/s as OSLO, one returning on May 20th and the other on May 21st with the servicing party.
May 20th, 1945.
Fifteen aircraft took off and landed at B58 to bring the 6th Airborne Division back to CHILBOLTON. One returned to base owing to bad weather, four went u/s at B58, four completed their mission, landing at CHILBOLTON and then returning to base. The other six remained at B58, returning on the morning of May 21st.
May 21st, 1945.
Fifteen aircraft were detailed to bring back the 6th Airborne Division in two lifts from B58. One of them took a Horsa with servicing personnel and spares to B58. Fourteen completed their mission and one remained at B58 u/s.
May 22nd, 1945.
Three aircraft took ex-POWs to OAKELY from B58 and returned direct to Tarrant Rushton. One aircraft returned direct to Tarrant Rushton. One aircraft was sent with spares to B58 and was unable to return that night.
May 23rd, 1945.
This aircraft having taken spares returned with the Horsa.
May 24th, 1945.
The last aircraft returned from B58.
May 29th, 1945.
Thirty aircraft were detailed to go to GOSFIELD to take troops to B58 and return with ex-POWs to DUNSFOLD. Two aircraft went direct to B58, all 30 landed at GOSFIELD, 30 took off from GOSFIELD, six landed at B58, 23 back to GOSFIELD, two went u/s there and two more were flown from Tarrant Rushton to GOSFIELD. Twenty-three took off from GOSFIELD and landed at B58, 21 returned empty to Tarrant Rushton as no return loads were available for them. The other two went u/s at B58. The sixth that had landed at B58 and the two that went direct to B58 all returned direct to Tarrant Rushton. The remaining aircraft was not able to make B58 and landed at MERVILLE with engine trouble.
May 30th, 1945.
The two u/s (unserviceable) aircraft at B58 returned, one bringing ex-POWs to WESTCOTT and the other to DUNSFOLD. Thirty aircraft went direct to B58 to bring ex-POWs, 24 landed ex-POWs at WESTCOTT and returned to base. Six flew back direct to Tarrant Rushton as there were no loads for them.
May 31st, 1945.
Ten aircraft took off for GOSFIELD and landed there, nine took off with troops for B58, one aircraft returning to base as no load was available. The other nine completed their mission and landed back at Tarrant Rushton. The aircraft that had been at MERVILLE flew to BRUSSELS and took off to return to Tarrant Rushton but landed u/s at STONEY CROSS. The crew were brought back by road to Tarrant Rushton.
Navigation Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A. W. SLIPPER.
Little effort was required during May on the part of the navigators on this station. Medium level container dropping trials were carried out with the Mk IVX bomb sight with very satisfactory results.
History of the Servicing Wing for May, 1945:
Compiled by Wing Commander W. J. HENDLEY.
From May, the end of hostilities in Europe on the 8th of the month was a signal for increased activity by ground and flying crews alike. Masses of men and material had to be flown to Norway to take over that country from the enemy. In all, over 1,400 flying hours were made on this task and 54 jeeps, 83 containers and approximately 350,000 lbs of freight and 350 troops were transported. In order to service the aircraft in Norway, a servicing party of 20 flew out to GARDEMOEN and it is to their credit that all aircraft despatched were returned to base in so short a time.
On completion of the Norway task, flying was reduced but ground crews were in no way released from the R & I (Repair and Inspection) Squadron, being inundated with the resulting 30 minor inspections and the daily servicing squadron with engine and airframe modifications. The quiet period was short lived, however, and the commitment to bring British prisoners of war back from the continent is still underway. In this case, two detachments of ground crews has been sent to BRUSSELS to deal with unserviceability.
Statistics for aircraft on charge for May, 1945:
Halifax III 39
Halifax VI 24
Oxford II 3
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Halifax III 4 (43 GP. Deposit Account)
Flying hours for May, 1945:
Halifax 2,267
Gliders 116
Station Flight 114
TOTAL : 2,497
Serviceability for May, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 1,946 Halifax aircraft on charge, 1,534 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of over 78.8 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing for May, 1945:
Minor inspections: 53
Acceptance checks: 6
Engine changes: 7
Airframe repairs and modifications: 30
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for May, 1945:
Minor repairs: 4
500 mile inspections: 30
1,000 mile inspections: 18
10,000 mile inspections: 3
Engine changes: 6
Personnel Report for May, 1945:
The strength of the Servicing Wing on May 31st, 1945, was 1,323 officers and other ranks.
Weather Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A. CANNING.
(See Appendix ‘A’)
Tuesday May 1st, 1945.
Mainly fair, some slight showers in the afternoon. Cloud above 2,000 feet, good visibility, wind North North West 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday May 2nd, 1945.
Fair to cloudy with some light showers, cloud above 2,000 feet, visibility moderate becoming good. Winds West North West 10 mph.
Thursday May 3rd, 1945.
Rain until 22.30 hours with much cloud 1,000 - 2,000 feet and patches at 400 - 800 feet. Sky clearing towards midnight, visibility mainly moderate, wind light West.
Friday May 4th, 1945.
Fog early morning becoming fair, rain 21.00 hours onwards, stratus 600 - 1,000 feet at first dispersing but forming again in rain. Visibility poor becoming moderate, wind North West backing South East 5 - 10 mph.
Saturday May 5th, 1945.
Almost continuous rain and drizzle except for periods 18.45 to 22.30 hours, stratus surface to 400 feet all day, visibility 600 - 3,000 yards in precipitation otherwise four miles. Wind light variable becoming South West 12 mph in afternoon and 20 - 25 mph gusting towards dusk.
Sunday May 6th, 1945.
Drizzle until 13.30 hours, considerable cloud surface to 500 feet, visibility 5 - 10 miles in afternoon otherwise 1,500 - 3,000 yards. Wind West South West to South West 15 - 25 mph gusty.
Monday May 7th, 1945.
Stratus and drizzle clearing cloud 11.00 hours, 10/10ths surface to 200 feet becoming broken at 3,000 - 5,000 feet after 11.00 hours. Visibility less than 500 yards in drizzle becoming 5 - 10 miles, wind light South West becoming South East 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday May 8th, 1945.
Intermittent rain, broken cloud at 3,000 - 5,000 feet, patches 1,500 feet in rain. Visibility moderate to good, wind mainly East 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday May 9th, 1945.
Slight rain until 06.00 hours, showers 11.00 - 14.00 hours, cloud variable at 4,000 - 6,000 feet, patches 1,000 feet in rain. Visibility moderate becoming good, wind light variable except in afternoon when West South West to South West 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday May 10th, 1945.
Fog until dawn, slight rain 13.00 - 17.00 hours, cloud on surface lifting and breaking by 10.00 hours. Visibility very poor until 09.00 hours then moderate or good, wind calm becoming light East North East.
Friday May 11th, 1945.
Fair, no cloud below 3,000 feet, visibility moderate becoming good, wind East South East 10 - 15 mph in afternoon otherwise light variable.
Saturday May 12th, 1945.
Fair with small amounts of cloud at 3,000 feet or above, visibility moderate or good, wind South to South South East 10 mph in afternoon otherwise light variable.
Sunday May 13th, 1945.
Fair, very variable, cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility moderate or good, wind light variable becoming West South West to South West 15 - 20 mph, gusty in afternoon.
Monday May 14th, 1945.
Fair becoming cloudy, broken cloud at 1,500 - 2,000 feet becoming 8/10ths to 10/10ths at 700 - 900 feet after 17.00 hours. Visibility moderate, wind West South West to South West 10 - 20 mph becoming 20 - 25 mph gusty in the afternoon.
Tuesday May 15th, 1945.
Cloudy, much cloud 400 - 600 feet until 03.00 hours, lifting to 1,500 - 2,500 feet to 18.00 hours then 800 feet falling slowly to surface. Visibility good during daylight, moderate or poor in darkness. Wind West South West to South West 15 - 20 mph gusty.
Wednesday May 16th, 1945.
Drizzle 04.30 - 11.30 hours, much cloud surface to 300 feet, lifting and breaking after 09.30 hours. Visibility poor becoming moderate to good, winds West South West to South West 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday May 17th, 1945.
Fair, patches of cloud at 500 feet 09.00 - 11.00 hours, visibility good, wind North West to North North West 5 - 10 mph.
Friday May 18th, 1945.
Fair, patches of cloud 600 feet at 08.00 hours, otherwise none below 2,500 feet, visibility good, wind light variable.
Saturday May 19th, 1945.
Cloudy, patches of cloud 1,000 feet in early afternoon, visibility moderate, wind East 10 - 15 mph.
Sunday May 20th, 1945.
Rain from 07.20 hours to 15.30 hours, much cloud 400 - 600 feet, falling at times 100 - 200 feet in rain, lifting to 2,000 feet after 18.00 hours. Visibility 2 - 4 miles in rain, improving later to 15 - 20 miles. Wind West South West to South West 10 - 20 mph in afternoon, otherwise light variable.
Monday May 21st, 1945.
Showers 02.30 hours to 05.30 hours, variable cloud 2,000 - 2,500 feet, visibility moderate becoming very good, winds South West 10 - 15 mph during daylight otherwise light variable.
Tuesday May 22nd, 1945.
Fog 04.00 hours to 05.30 hours, showers 16.00 hours to 02.20 hours, broken cloud at 2,500 feet falling to 1,000 feet in showers. Visibility 200 - 400 yards in fog, otherwise 8 - 12 miles, wind South South East 10 - 15 mph in afternoon otherwise light and variable.
Wednesday May 23rd, 1945.
Slight drizzle 06.00 - 08.30 hours, showers 13.00 and 19.30 hours onwards, broken cloud 2,000 - 3,500 feet, lowering to 7/10ths to 10/10ths cloud 800 - 1,200 feet in PPT. Visibility 4 - 8 miles improving 8 - 15 miles during the day, wind East to North East 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday May 24th, 1945.
Fair or fine, nil to 3/10ths cloud at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, increasing 4/10ths to 7/10ths during daylight hours, visibility 2 - 5 miles improving 5 - 10 miles during the day. Wind North to North East 6 - 12 mph becoming South West 8 - 12 mph during the evening.
Friday May 25th, 1945.
Fog 07.10 to 08.45 hours, otherwise fine becoming fair to cloudy during the day. Cloud nil at first increasing during day to 5/10ths to 9/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet. Patches of lifted fog during morning, visibility poor with fog 07.10 to 08.45 hours, improving during the day to 6 - 12 miles, wind South West to West South West 4 - 8 mph, veering West and North West moderate to fresh during the day.
Saturday May 26th, 1945.
Fair to cloudy with slight rain during morning and showers during afternoon and evening, cloud 7/10ths to 10/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet with some breaks, 3/10ths to 6/10ths during early morning. Visibility good except in rain, wind West to South West 5 mph becoming North West 8 - 12 mph during the morning and West South West 18 - 26 mph in afternoon and evening.
Sunday May 27th, 1945.
Occasional showers, fairly frequent afternoon and evening, visibility good to very good except in showers, variable cloud at 2,000 - 3,000 feet with patches at 1,000 feet in showers, wind variable South West to North West light but fresh and gusty in showers.
Monday May 28th, 1945.
Fine to fair becoming cloudy during the day with slight rain towards dusk, cloud nil to 5/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet, increasing during the day to 5/10ths to 9/10ths patches 600 - 1,500 feet late evening, visibility very good, wind calm or light North West becoming South South East moderate to fresh during the day.
Tuesday May 29th, 1945.
Slight showers, cloud variable base 2,000 - 3,000 feet with patches 600 - 1,500 feet in showers, visibility moderate becoming very good during the day, wind light South to South West becoming West South West to North West during the day, light to moderate.
Wednesday May 30th, 1945.
Showers during the day, cloud nil to 3/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet increasing during day to 6/10ths to 9/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet but 8/10ths to 10/10ths at 1,500 feet in rain. Visibility moderate to good, improving to very good, wind light or calm becoming West to South West 15 - 20 mph and freshening to 20 - 20 mph at times.
Thursday May 31st, 1945.
Fair but frequent showers developing during the day, visibility moderate to good except in showers, cloud 1/10ths to 5/10ths at 1,500 to 2,500 feet increasing during daylight hours to 8/10ths to 10/10ths at 800 - 1,200 feet. Winds South West light becoming fresh to strong during the day.
Personnel strength for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant M.B. BENNIE.
(See Appendix ‘B’:)
Officers : 252 Other Ranks : 2,436.
Appendix ‘B’: Personnel strength at RAF Tarrant Rushton for May, 1945:
RAF officers: 175 RAF other ranks: 1,959
RCAF officers: 23 RCAF other ranks: 13
RNZAF officers: 3 RNZAF other ranks: 9
RAAF officers: 9 RAAF other ranks: 6
WAAF officers: 5 WAAF other ranks: 246
‘C Squadron, ‘C’ Squadron,
Glider Pilot Regiment: 12 Glider Pilot Regiment: 129
RAF Glider Regiment: 25 RAF Glider Regiment: 70
Jamaican : 0 Jamaican: 4
TOTAL OFFICERS: 252 TOTAL OTHER RANKS: 2,436
Medical history for May, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R. McMAHON.
(See Appendix ‘C’).
General health of camp is excellent.
Appendix ‘C’:
Medical Officer’s Report for May, 1945.
The general health of camp is excellent.
Units under Medical Care during May, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 298 Squadron.
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 6298 Servicing Echelon.
No. 6644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
Intelligence Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Pilot Officer RIDGEWELL.
With the cessation of hostilities in Europe, transport duties became the order of the day. Full details of the activities of the squadrons in this connection are set out in the Operations and Exercises Report.
Appendix ‘A’: Meteorological Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A. CANNING.
May 1st - 7th, 1945.
Showers at first turning to rain during daylight hours of the 3rd, for early morning of the 4th with more rain in the evening until midday on the 6th. Visibility moderate or poor in fog and rain, becoming good on the afternoon of the 6th. Drizzle in morning of 7th. Cloud - variable base 2,000 feet in showers falling generally well below 1,000 feet with more general rain or showers, falling to surface in early morning fog, wind North West moderate with showers but South for rest of period. Speeds 10 - 20 mph though light variable in nights, maximum speeds 20 - 25 mph.
May 8th - 10th, 1945.
Intermittent rain with fog in early mornings, visibility moderate to good but very poor in fog on the morning of the 10th. Cloud variable 3,000 - 5,000 feet at first falling to 1,000 feet or below in rain and to surface in early morning fog. Wind mainly West South West 10 - 15 mph becoming calm on the 10th.
May 11th - 14th, 1945.
Fair becoming cloudy in evening of 14th. Visibility moderate to good. Cloud - variable cloud above 2,000 feet falling 10/10ths below 1,000 feet on evening of 14th. Wind light variable West South West to South West sea breeze in afternoon 10 - 15 mph.
May 15th - 18th, 1945.
Cloudy with drizzle from stratus in early mornings at times, visibility good by day, moderate or poor at night. Cloud surface to 800 feet in stratus in early mornings and evenings, variable 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the day. Wind West South West 10 - 20 mph becoming North West and then light variable after which back to West South West.
May 19th - 23rd, 1945.
Cloudy with periods of rain or showers, visibility moderate to good becoming poor in rain and very low cloud. Cloud - much cloud at 1,000 feet or well below in stratus falling to surface at times in early morning in form of fog or hill fog. Wind East 19th, West South West 20th and 21st, South South East on 22nd, East North East on 23rd speed about 20 mph, light and variable at times.
May 24th - 31st, 1945.
Fair or fine at first, slight rain or showers developing from day of 26th during daylight hours and becoming most pronounced in early evening. Visibility very good except in rain and in shower cloud. Cloud - cloud variable cumuliform cloud base 2,000 - 3,000 feet, lower in rain with tops to over 18,000 feet. Very low cloud at times - base well below 1,000 feet with minor fronts that went through the area. Wind South West to North West continual speed 10 - 20 mph, maximum 30 mph in daytime, less at night.
Armament Activities Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
June (typing error in ORB, should read May) was notable from an armament point of view as 54 jeeps out of a total of 61 loaded were safely unloaded in Norway by armament personnel. In addition, eight EARL’S COLNE aircraft were unloaded by the armament detachment from Tarrant Rushton. Immediately the jeeps were delivered, the aircraft returned and 74 were loaded with 884 containers, 883 were safely dropped and one container hung-up due to an electrical failure. Following this activity, 82 aircraft were loaded with special freight. En route to their destination, a single jeep was sent to the continent.
Training Exercises:
A total of three jeeps and three guns were dropped successfully for demonstration, also 144 containers involving "double-banked" efforts were dropped. Fifty containers were loaded and dropped from medium altitude, the first of these were not very successful owing to fusing troubles. Bomb aimers, however, developed a better dropping procedure. Fuses were modified and results at the finish were very good. All operational ammunition has been removed from aircraft so gunners are robbed of the pleasure of test bursts. It is expected that air firing training will be put on when aircraft are available. No live or practise bombing has been done during the month.
Great activity is taking place in the bomb dump where sorting and conditioning stores has taken place prior to disposal. The bomb trolleys have received a much needed coat of paint and are hardly recognisable with the Tarrant Rushton mud removed. A busy month considering the war had finished on most stations. During June it is hoped to continue the clearing up process and dispose of surplus materials.
Activity Report for ‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment, for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer S.F. SMITH.
May 1st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE AMBER’ - postponed 24 hours. Flying Officer COX took over as I.O. (Intelligence Officer) from Lieutenant McELROY.
May 2nd, 1945.
‘EXERCISE AMBER’ - postponed a further 24 hours.
May 3rd, 1945.
First list of ‘EXERCISE AMBER’ took off at 12.25 hours consisting of 38 crews in 13 Horsas and 20 Hamilcars. Two crews from ‘F’ Squadron replaced two crews from ‘C’ Squadron. Two gliders failed to reach their destination. Horsa chalk No. 336 piloted by 1522203 Sergeant JACKSON RAF force-landed at position 282262 at 12.30 hours after having cast off when given red guiding light by rear gunner of tug on entering cloud. Horsa chalk No. 348 piloted by 163811 Flying Officer JOHNSTONE force-landed at position 685595 because of broken aileron control. The second lift was cancelled because of weather.
May 4th, 1945.
Remainder of ‘EXERCISE AMBER’ cancelled.
May 6th, 1945.
Major DALE, DFC, went on leave. Captain AKENHEAD assumed command of ‘XC Squadron in his absence. All Horsas and four Hamilcars returned from ‘EXERCISE AMBER’.
May 7th, 1945.
All Horsa crews debriefed on ‘EXERCISE AMBER’. Remainder of Hamilcars returned from ‘EXERCISE AMBER’ and were debriefed.
May 8th, 1945.
V.E. Day. Two 15 cwt. trucks involved in road accidents whilst returning from Bournemouth. One driven by Captain ASTON ran into a wall. Lieutenant McELROY sustained minor head injuries. Truck driven by Trooper BURNETT overturned, injuring seven of the eight passengers to varying degrees. Flying Officer BREBNER taken to Boscombe Hospital in a seriously injured condition.
May 9th, 1945.
No. 7 Flight and 1/3rd of No. 23 Flight went on nine days leave.
May 10th, 1945.
Three officers and three NCOs reported from ‘K’ Squadron, two NCOs reported from ‘J’ squadron and four NCOs reported from ‘L’ Squadron.
May 12th, 1945.
Flying Officer BREBNER died in Boscombe Hospital. Staff Sergeant STANIFORTH and Lieutenant SPEIGHT to O.U.S.T.C. OXFORD.
May 13th, 1945.
Major DALE, DFC, returned from leave and resumed command of Squadron.
May 15th, 1945.
Flying Officer BREBNER’S body conveyed to Bournemouth West railway station by Flying Officer COX, Flying Officer GARDEN, Flying Officer LEYLAND, Sergeant TAYLOR, Sergeant CLARKE, and Sergeant CREW.
May 16th, 1945.
Nine officers, 14 NCOs and one batman went to summer camp at HENGISTBURY HEAD. 5338100 Sergeant MOY found guilty by court martial of uttering a forged AFW.4098 when in the field. Sentenced: reduced to ranks, in open arrest 74 days and close arrest 25 days. Tiger Moth flying commenced.
May 17th, 1945.
Court of Enquiry to be held to ascertain how Bedford truck WD No. Z.5460825 was damaged. President of the Court of Enquiry, Captain R. BOYD and the members Lieutenant J. McELROY and Pilot Officer W. MIDDLETON. Squadron visited by c/o Lieutenant Colonel S.C. GRIFFITH, DFC.
May 19th, 1945.
No. 7 Flight and 1/3 of No. 23 Flight returned from leave.
May 20th, 1945.
Twenty Army NCOs sent to FAIRFORD on course.
May 21st, 1945.
Court of Enquiry to investigate crash of truck 5460835 on May 9th, 1945, in which Flying Officer BREBNER was killed. President Captain B.H. HALSALL, M.C, and members Flying Officer MIDDLETON and Staff Sergeant MADDOCKS. Three officers, 23 ORs (ordinary ranks) and three admin from No. 1 Flight went on a battle inoculation course at WATFORD. Fourteen RAF personnel went to summer camp at HENGISTBURY HEAD.
May 22nd, 1945.
Staff Sergeant MADDOCKS went on platoon weapons course.
May 23rd, 1945.
One officer, six NCOs went on conversion course to Hadrians at EXETER. No. 6 Flight went on nine days leave.
May 24th, 1945.
Party of No. 1 Flight returned from battle inoculation course at WATFORD.
May 26th, 1945.
Three crews (Horsa) took part in ‘EXERCISE WIG’.
May 27th, 1945.
Station visited by Chaplain-In-Chief. Squadron church parade.
May 28th, 1945.
Lieutenant SPEIGHT and Staff Sergeant STANIFORTH returned from O.U.S.T.C. OXFORD.
May 29th, 1945.
HENGISTBURY HEAD party returned to squadron.
May 30th, 1945.
HENGISTBURY HEAD party went on leave (seven days). Staff Sergeant CARTLIDGE crashed in Tiger Moth - broken jaw and nose. Engine cut out at 1,000 feet and crashed at NORDEN FARM, CORFE CASTLE, Dorset. Captain HALSALL, MC, Pilot Officer WALKER and 17 ORs (ordinary ranks) went to summer camp at HENGISTBURY HEAD.
May 31st, 1945.
Four other ranks returned from HENGISTBURY HEAD camp.
WAAF Section Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer P.G. PLAYFORD.
Courses: Section Officer BILLOT went on a ‘Houses of Today and Tomorrow’ course in MANCHESTER with effect from May 28th, 1945. Section Officer WADDINGTON on ‘C. Course’ at STRATFORD-ON-AVON with effect from May 25th, 1945.
Postings: Section Officer LEWIS (administration ‘G’) to REDNAL with effect from May 20th, 1945.
Visitors: Nil.
Sports Summary for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Cricket: Two teams are being run this season, one to play in the Bournemouth and District League and the other to play local sides. The League team is also included in the Bournemouth Knock-out Cup and won the first match in this event.
Soccer: The knock-out cup competition is still in progress and we have now reached the semi-finals after several exciting games.
Basketball, badminton and netball are all well attended by WAAF and RAF.
P.T. Classes: Held regularly for S.H.Q. (Station Headquarters) personnel.
Night Vision: Crews attend daily for N.V.P.T. (Night Vision Physical Training).
Dinghy Drill: Dry drill is given in the gym and wet dinghy practise at Boscombe Baths twice a week. With the improvement in weather, it is hoped to arrange practises in the sea at BOURNEMOUTH or SWANAGE.
Swimming: Arrangements are being made for recreational training and instruction in the stretch of the river at BLANDFORD but so far has been badly patronised. "Dry" instruction is given to personnel in the gym.
Remedial Work: No personnel have attended this month.
Visits to Tarrant Rushton for May, 1945.
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant M. BENNIE.
May 4th, 1945: 17.00 hours.
Captain C.L.NAIRAC, HQ No. 38 Group, visited the station.
May 9th, 1945: 09.10 hours.
Group Captain H.A. PURVIS, Netheravon, attended for a court martial. Wing Commander A.T. WYNYARD-WRIGHT, Andover, attended for court martial.
May 31st, 1945: 10.30 hours.
Wing Commander R.M. THOMAS, HQ No. 38 group, visited this station.
Entertainments Report for May, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer W.G. LEWIS.
(See Appendix ‘D’ and ‘E’.)
A full picture of the entertainments side of the station is provided by copies of the ‘Tarrant Rushton Review’ which are appended hereto.
Appendix ‘D’: Copy of the Friday May 11th, 1945 (blue paper) of the ‘Tarrant Rushton Review’ on-base pamphlet.
Appendix ‘E’: Copy of the Monday May 27th, 1945 (mauve paper) of the ‘Tarrant Rushton Review’ on-base pamphlet.
Operations for June, 1945.
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
June 1st, 1945.
Ten Halifaxes took off from Tarrant Rushton and landed at GOSFIELD. Nine aircraft took 132 troops to B58, the tenth returned to base, there being no load. From B58, eight aircraft took 120 ex-POWs to DUNSFOLD and then returned to base. The other aircraft was damaged by a truck at B58 but returned direct to base the same evening.
June 2nd, 1945.
Ten aircraft proceeded to B58 empty, three brought back 45 Canadians to BLACKBUSHE and then came on to Tarrant Rushton. The others, finding the load, returned direct to base.
June 3rd, 1945.
Twelve Halifaxes went empty to B58. Two had burst tyres at B58, one of which returned direct to base the same day. The ten remaining aircraft ferried 150 troops to BLACKBUSHE and flew on to Tarrant Rushton.
June 4th, 1945.
The aircraft remaining from June 3rd, 1945, at B58 being now serviceable brought back nine Canadians to BLACKBUSHE after which it returned to base.
June 5th, 1945.
Eight Halifaxes were airborne for GOSFIELD where they took on board 120 Canadian Army reinforcements who were flown to B58. They then brought 120 Canadians to BLACKBUSHE, thence one aircraft returned to base and six were diverted to MATCHING. The eighth aircraft went unserviceable (u/s) at BLACKBUSHE but returned to Tarrant Rushton the same evening.
June 6th, 1945.
No transport commitments were allotted to Tarrant Rushton as the station had to provide 18 Halifax/Horsa combinations for ‘EXERCISE MAYFLY’ and eight supply-dropping aircraft for ‘EXERCISE WESTDOWN II’. Both these exercises were cancelled on account of weather after the aircraft had been marshalled.
June 7th, 1945.
The six aircraft diverted to MATCHING on June 5th, 1945, returned to base. One aircraft took servicing personnel to B58 and brought others back.
June 9th, 1945.
Ten Halifaxes went out empty to B58 and ferried 151 personnel of the 6th Airborne Division to Chilbolton. All then returned to base.
June 10th, 1945.
From this day onwards, the extensive training of new crews to make up the numbers for the Far East and the large number of ground and aircrew personnel on embarkation leave prevented this station from offering much in the way of transport commitments to Group for transmission to CATOR.
June 12th, 1945.
Two aircraft retrieved from B58, 25 servicing personnel and a jeep.
June 21st, 1945.
One Halifax flew two aircrew representatives to SHEPHERD’S GROVE for onward flight to Norway to meet leaders of the Resistance movement.
June 23rd, 1945.
One Halifax/Hamilcar combination took part in ‘EXERCISE RALLY’. This exercise provided an air display at NORTH WEALD for members of the Royal Observer Corps. The Halifax took off from Tarrant Rushton and, after the glider had been released over NORTH WEALD, landed at MATCHING. After the exercise, it retrieved the glider and returned to base.
June 25th, 1945.
Five Halifaxes took off from Tarrant Rushton and proceeded direct to B58. Three of them brought back 45 British troops to DUNSFOLD and then came on to base. The fourth came back direct to Tarrant Rushton as a load was considered inadvisable owing to brake pressure trouble. The fifth remained at B58 unserviceable.
June 26th, 1945.
The aircraft at B58 returned direct to Tarrant Rushton, no load being available for it.
Navigation Report for June, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A.W. SLIPPER.
During the month of June, navigation was primarily concerned with the training for No. 298 Squadron’s new crews and bringing them to the operational standard required on this station. All navigators of No. 298 Squadron were completely trained in the use of Loran. The new navigators were of a high standard and became "operational" in a manner that rewarded No. 298 Squadron’s experienced navigators’ efforts.
The History of the Servicing Wing for June, 1945:
Compiled by Wing Commander W.J. HENDLEY.
At the beginning of June, the task of returning repatriated prisoners of war from the continent was continued. The detachment at BRUSSELS was able to return on June 11th, 1945, when a permanent servicing echelon was established there. In the second week of the month, orders were received to prepare first No. 298 Squadron and possibly No. 644 Squadron for the Far East. This entailed the selection of many personnel eligible for overseas service who have since been allowed their leave, with a corresponding reduction in available manpower. They have been replaced to a degree by a number of newly posted tradesmen supplemented with attachments from widely dispersed stations in Great Britain.
The biggest task has been the ordering and packing of the wide variety of equipment, both technical and domestic, spares, publications and schedules necessary to maintain the squadron for operations under conditions widely different from those previously obtaining. An extensive air pack-up has been assembled. All aircraft are being fitted with freight panniers and the Squadron will find it possible to operate for two months, by which time the far greater bulk of material will have arrived by sea transport. To facilitate the modification of the new Halifax Mark VII aircraft intended for the Far East, a pattern aircraft had been loaned to HAWARDEN, KINLOSS and HIGH ERCALL.
The number of flying hours has fallen for June but it has been necessary to carry out scheme of intensive training for the new flying crews who have joined the Squadron. In consequence of the greatly increased establishment, this has entailed a smaller number of minor inspections although the number of airframe repairs and engine changes is larger. On the last day of the month, four new aircraft arrived from the three Maintenance Units concerned and acceptance checks were commenced immediately.
Statistics:
Aircraft on charge as at June 30th, 1945:
Halifax III 38
Halifax VII 23
Oxford II 3
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Halifax III 2 (on 43 GP. Deposit Account)
Flying hours for June, 1945:
Halifax 976
Station Flight 138
Gliders 123
TOTAL : 1,237
Serviceability for June, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 1,928 Halifax aircraft on charge, 1,559 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of over 80.8 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing for June, 1945:
Minor inspections: 21
Acceptance checks: 4
Engine checks: 11
Airframe repairs: 62
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for June, 1945:
Minor repairs: 46
Major Repairs: 6
500 mile inspections: 28
1,000 mile inspections: 2
2,000 mile inspections: 10
10,000 mile inspections: 2
Engine changes: 2
Personnel for June, 1945:
Strength of the Servicing Wing on June 30th, 1945, was 1,330 officers and other ranks.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for June, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer S.F. SMITH.
June 1st, 1945.
Flying Officer GARDEN and Flight Lieutenant HIGGINS reported to No. 2 Wing H.Q. at KEEVIL. Heavy Horsa flying commenced. Flying Officer LOVE returned from hospital. A/F/ Lieutenant HARDING posted from ‘L’ Squadron to assume flight commander duties in ‘C’ Squadron. Flight Lieutenant WORSFOLD posted to SHOBDOM. A/S/ LDR WHITE posted to ‘N’ Squadron.
June 2nd, 1945.
Seventeen Glider Pilots ( 17 G.P.) returned from FAIRFORD.
June 3rd, 1945.
S/S (Staff Sergeant) PUCKETT on military course at OUSTC at OXFORD. One officer and 19 NCOs sent to KEEVIL on Hadrian conversion course.
June 4th, 1945.
Flying Officer GARDEN reported to No. 2 Wing, HQ KEEVIL. No 1. Flight went on nine days leave.
June 6th, 1945.
Briefing for ‘EXERCISE MAYFLY’. Exercise cancelled due to weather conditions.
June 10th, 1945.
Pilot Officer SMITH made postal voting officer and I/O (Intelligence Officer) in the absence of Flying Officer COX on leave.
June 11th, 1945.
A.FS.B. 2639 and 2645 arrived.
June 13th, 1945.
No. 6 Flight proceeded to HENGISTBURY HEAD summer camp. One officer and six NCOs sent to EXETER on first pilot’s conversion course. No. 1 Flight returned from leave.
June 14th, 1945.
Horsa night flying commenced.
June 15th, 1945.
Nine NCOs proceeded to HENGISTBURY HEAD summer camp. Field court martial for the purpose of trying Staff Sergeant GORDON was carried out. Two Horsa mass lifts were carried out.
June 18th, 1945.
Staff Sergeant SHARPE proceeded to FAIRFORD on Hadrian conversion course.
June 19th, 1945.
LAC TWITCHIN proceeded to demobilisation centre.
June 20th, 1945.
Eleven officers and 25 NCOs of No. 23 Flight proceeded on battle inoculation course. Hamilcar flying started. Flying Officer COX returned from leave and resumed duties as I/O (Intelligence Officer). Sergeant CARTER proceeded to BLAKEHILL FARM for interview.
June 22nd, 1945.
A summary of evidence was taken in the case of Sergeant ESSEN.
June 23rd, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant HARDING assumed command of ‘C’ Squadron in the absence of Major DALE, DFC.
June 25th, 1945.
No. 7. Flight proceeded on privilege leave.
June 27th, 1945.
Four officers and 18 NCOs and three ORs (ordinary ranks) proceeded to HENGISTBURY HEAD summer camp. Horsa flying commenced (day and night). Brigadier CHATTERTON visited the Squadron.
June 28th, 1945.
The promulgation of sentence on Staff Sergeant GORDON tried by a Field Court Martial was announced.
Meteorological Office Report for June, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A. CANNING.
(See Appendix ‘A’:)
June 1st, 1945.
Stratus patches at 700 feet until dawn.
June 2nd, 1945.
Showers in morning, gusty South West winds.
June 3rd, 1945.
Rain early and late with gusty South West winds.
June 5th, 1945.
Frequent rain and drizzle.
June 6th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle with gusty South West winds.
June 7th, 1945.
Rain until 08.30 hours, strong South West winds.
June 9th, 1945.
Showery.
June 10th, 1945.
Rain and very low cloud after 04.00 hours.
June 11th, 1945.
Rain and very low cloud from noon to 20.00 hours.
June 12th, 1945.
Showery.
June 15th, 1945.
Drizzle 07.00 hours to 10.00 hours.
June 20th, 1945.
Frequent rain with thunder storms and very low cloud until 20.00 hours.
June 21st, 1945.
Fog and rain, very low cloud until 11.00 hours. Gusty West South West winds in afternoon.
June 22nd, 1945.
Rain and low cloud after 21.00 hours.
June 23rd, 1945.
Rain and very low stratus until 10.00 hours.
June 24th, 1945.
Drizzle and very low cloud from 04.00 hours to 08.00 hours. Strong North North West winds in the afternoon.
June 26th, 1945.
Slight rain 16.00 hours to 20.00 hours.
June 28th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle with very low cloud from 08.00 hours to 23.00 hours.
June 29th, 1945.
Fog and low stratus until dawn.
June 30th, 1945.
Rain and low cloud after 19.00 hours.
Appendix ‘A’:
Meteorological Office Report for June, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A. CANNING.
Friday June 1st, 1945.
Heavy shower 10.00 hours, patches of cloud 700 feet to 1,000 feet until dawn then broken at 2,00 feet. Visibility moderate to good.
Saturday June 2nd, 1945.
Frequent showers during morning, broken cloud 1,500 feet - 2,500 feet, patches 700 feet in showers, visibility good. Wind South West 15 - 25 mph gusty becoming 5 - 10 mph after dark.
Sunday June 3rd, 1945.
Rain until 04.00 hours and from 17.00 hours onwards. Much cloud at 700 - 800 feet in rain, other 1,500 feet. Visibility moderate, wind South West 10 mph early and late 15 - 25 mph gusty during day.
Monday June 4th, 1945.
Rain until 02.00 hours then fair, broken cloud at 2,000 - 2,500 feet, visibility good, wind West South West 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday June 5th, 1945.
Frequent rain and drizzle, visibility moderate or good, much cloud 1,000 - 1,500 feet, patches 400 - 800 feet in heavy rain. Winds South West 8 - 15 mph.
Wednesday June 6th, 1945.
Moderate to heavy rain and drizzle, visibility 2 - 3 miles falling late to 300 yards. 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud surface to 300 feet, wind South West 10 - 20 mph, gusty.
Thursday June 7th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle until 08.30 hours, much cloud at 200 feet in rain then becoming broken 800 - 1,000 feet. Visibility 1,000 yards in rain then 5 - 10 miles, wind South West to South South West 20 - 30 mph gusty.
Friday June 8th, 1945.
Fair, much cloud at 1,000 - 2,000 feet, visibility moderate to good, winds West South West 15 - 25 mph gusty.
Saturday June 9th, 1945.
Showers 12.00 to 16.00 and 20.00 hours, broken cloud at 1,500 feet falling to 1,000 feet in showers. Visibility good, wind West South West 5 - 10 mph early and late, 15 - 25 mph gusty during day.
Sunday June 10th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle 04.00 hours onwards, much cloud and precipitation at 200 to 400 feet, visibility moderate, wind West 10 - 20 mph.
Monday June 11th, 1945.
Rain midday to 20.00 hours, much cloud at 200 - 400 feet in rain, visibility moderate, wind West South West 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday June 12th, 1945.
Occasional showers, broken cloud at 3,000 feet with patches 1,000 feet in showers, visibility moderate or good, wind West South West 10 - 15 mph veering North West after 13.00 hours.
Wednesday June 13th, 1945.
Fair, small amounts of cloud at 3,000 feet, visibility good, wind North West 8 - 12 mph.
Thursday June 14th, 1945.
Cloudy, much cloud at 2,000 feet, patches at 800 - 1,000 feet, visibility good, winds West North West to North West 8 - 15 mph.
Friday June 15th, 1945.
Slight drizzle 07.00 - 10.00 hours, broken cloud 900 to 1,000 feet increasing to 8/10ths to 10/10ths during the morning but breaking during the afternoon to 5/10ths to 8/10ths at 1,800 - 2,500 feet and decreasing during evening to nil and 3/10ths cloud. Visibility moderate to good, improving to very good during the afternoon. Wind West 5 - 10 mph, freshening 15 - 20 mph during the morning.
Saturday June 16th, 1945.
Fine to fair, well broken cloud 2,000 - 4,000 feet, visibility very good, wind mainly West South West to North West 5 - 10 mph.
Sunday June 17th, 1945.
Fine to fair, well broken cloud at 2,000 - 4,000 feet, visibility good, wind North North West 1 - 5 mph becoming South South East to South South West 10 - 14 mph during the day.
Monday June 18th, 1945.
Fair, broken cloud above 8,000 feet, visibility moderate or good, wind light and variable.
Tuesday June 19th, 1945.
Fair becoming cloudy with showers near midnight, broken cloud above 1,000 feet with increasing amounts at 4,000 feet in showers. Visibility moderate or good, wind East 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday June 20th, 1945.
Frequent rain and thunder storms early becoming fine in the evening, much cloud at 3,000 feet falling during the morning in rain to 100 - 3,000 feet, breaking late to 15,000 feet. Visibility poor in rain becoming good, wind East 5 - 10 mph becoming South 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday June 21st, 1945.
Fog 06.00 hours to 07.00 hours, rain 08.00 hours to 11.00 hours. Cloud surface to 600 feet in fog then becoming broken at 2,500 feet, visibility poor in rain and fog becoming good. Wind calm becoming West South West 15 - 25 mph in afternoon then South West light.
Friday June 22nd, 1945.
Rain 21.00 hours onwards, broken cloud at 2,000 feet falling to 800 feet in rain, visibility moderate or good, wind calm becoming South to South East 10 mph.
Saturday June 23rd, 1945.
Rain until 04.30 hours, much cloud at 1,550 feet in rain, stratus 100 - 400 feet 08.00 to 10.00 hours then broken cloud at 1,000 - 1,500 feet. Visibility moderate to poor in rain then good, wind South West 10 - 15 mph.
Sunday June 24th, 1945.
Slight drizzle 05.00 to 08.00 hours, cloud at 300 - 800 feet in drizzle then broken cloud 1,500 - 3,000 feet. Visibility good, wind light South West becoming North North West 15 - 25 mph, gusty after midday.
Monday June 25th, 1945.
Fair, broken cloud at 2,000 - 4,000 feet, visibility moderate or good, wind South West 10 mph in afternoon otherwise North West 10 mph.
Tuesday June 26th, 1945.
Slight rain 16.00 hours - 20.00 hours, variable cloud at 1,500 to 2,500 feet, visibility good, wind South West 10 mph until midday then North West 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday June 27th, 1945.
Shower 18.00 hours to 19.00 hours, broken cloud at 3,000 - 4,000 feet, visibility good, wind North West 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday June 28th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle 08.00 to 23.00 hours, visibility moderate becoming poor in rain and drizzle, much cloud at 3,000 feet falling surface to 600 feet in precipitation. Wind South West 10 - 15 mph becoming North West 5 - 10 mph of late.
Friday June 29th, 1945.
Fog 03.00 to 05.00 hours, much cloud surface to 4,000 feet until dawn and then broken cloud at 1,000 - 2,000 feet, visibility poor in fog and mist until dawn then good, wind calm becoming West 10 - 20 mph.
Saturday June 30th, 1945.
Rain 19.00 hours onwards, cloud base 2,000 feet falling to 400 feet in rain, visibility moderate or good, wind West 15 - 25 mph gusty.
Personnel strength for June, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant BENNIE.
Officers : 262 Other Ranks : 2,739.
Appendix ‘B’: Personnel strength at RAF Tarrant Rushton for June, 1945:
RAF officers: 211 RAF other ranks: 2,285
RCAF officers: 1 RCAF other ranks: 15
RNZAF officers: 3 RNZAF other ranks: 9
RAAF officers: 7 RAAF other ranks: 2
WAAF officers: 5 WAAF other ranks: 244
‘C Squadron, ‘C’ Squadron,
Glider Pilot Regiment: 12 Glider Pilot Regiment: 113
RAF Glider Element: 23 RAF Glider Regiment: 67
Jamaican : 0 Jamaican: 4
TOTAL OFFICERS: 262 TOTAL OTHER RANKS: 2,739
Armament Activities Report for June, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
June has been a month of clearing up and considerable disorganisation. The armament personnel have made progress with outstanding work and have also helped out the station with fatigues for the Airman’s Mess Site, Picquet Huts, tenting and with station guards. Quite a number of working hours have been lost to this section. All key armament personnel with one or two exceptions have been posted but again this has been carried out on with attached personnel, naval ratings and air crew cadets. In some respects, the month has been more difficult than an operational period mainly because no target could be provided to compete with SOE or SAS operations.
Training Exercises:
Six jeeps and six guns were loaded and dropped for training on the DZ. A failure occurred on two guns and one jeep. The failure concerned the slinging struts and was not connected with the loading or release of the stores. Twenty-five aircraft were used for single container drops on the local dropping area. All were successful. One aircraft loaded with six containers developed an electrical fault after dropping one and returned with the remainder.
Air Firing:
For eight days, air-to-air firing was carried out by both squadrons with only a few stoppages. 40,000 rounds were fired. The major and minor inspection parties have been kept busy on the packing and sorting of spares and acceptance checks. Again, some difficulty has been experienced as all newly attached personnel have been used and time is needed to instruct them in Tarrant Rushton methods. The bomb dump is steadily being denuded of bombs and component stores. The work could proceed far more quickly but the various MUs (Maintenance Units) concerned with the intake are not to keen to accept as far as it is wished to despatch. Aircrews have been instructed in loading heavy bomb beams and heavy stores. New commitments for July with inference from postings out about release
EVT etc. will see the month pass too quickly.
Visits to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton during June, 1945.
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant M. BENNIE.
June 11th, 1945.
Group Captain HOCKEY, No. 38 Group, visited the station commander. Wing Commander HOWELLS, No. 38 Group, visited the station commander.
June 19th, 1945: 16.00 hours.
Wing Commander JOEL, No. 38 Group, visited the station on staff duties.
June 28th, 1945: 19.00 hours to June 30th, 1945, 10.30 hours.
Wing Commander ANDERSON, No. 38 Group, visited the station on air staff duties.
WAAF Section Report for June, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer P.G. PLAYFORD.
Nothing of interest to report.
Summary of Sports for June, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Cricket: Two teams have played regularly. The first team holds second place in the Bournemouth League, being two matches in hand and so far unbeaten. We have found an outstanding all-rounder in a West Indian airman, A/C HENREY.
Soccer: Due to large numbers of postings, the K.O. was held up for some time and now the only real pitch has been taken over for a tented area to accommodate airman awaiting draft.
Basketball, Badminton and Squash: Regularly played by the RAF and WAAF personnel.
P.T.(Physical Training): A scheme of P.T. while you work has been introduced on the station, all sections getting 10 minutes P.T. as a recreational break.
Night Vision: Regular attendance of crews for N.V. exercises and N.V. dinghy drill.
Dinghy Drill: Crews attend the baths for wet dinghy drill twice a week and for dry dinghy instruction at infrequent periods.
Swimming: Recreational swimming in the river at Blandford has been laid on. We have 17 entrants for the RAF Swimming Certificate.
Softball: Has been played regularly by glider pilots and Dominion personnel.
Intelligence Report for June, 1945:
Compiled by Pilot Officer RIDGEWELL.
With the impending departure of No. 298 Squadron for the Far East, as much information as could be obtained about that theatre was made available for the aircrew involved. The intelligence library divested of much of its previously predominant German material was brought as up to date as possible with Japanese information. War maps of progress of the Japanese war, Japanese aircraft recognition posters and handbooks on Eastern topics have replaced their European counterparts.
During the month, contact was established with a film library detachment of the US Army at Ferndown. The authorities proved very willing to co-operate and a number of update films dealing with the Japanese war from the American point of view, together with health and hygiene in jungle country and the performance of Japanese aircraft captured by the US forces, have been obtained on a short period loan basis. These films were shown to as many as possible of the station’s aircrew personnel and were well received. It is understood that further material from the same source will be forthcoming. The following lectures were given to aircrew during the month:
June 22nd, 1945:
Flight Lieutenant PROVISO of No. 38 Group, who has recently returned from the Far East, lectured to a large gathering of aircrew and was able to answer many questions on Eastern subjects.
June 26th, 1945:
Lieutenant Colonel STOPFORD gave a lecture on ‘Organisation and Supply by Air in the Far East’.
June 29th, 1945:
Flight Lieutenant NAVARRO visited us from No. 38 Group and lectured on Far Eastern topics with particular reference to evasion and escape in the Japanese war theatre. This officer had recently returned from service with ‘E’ Group in the Burma area.
Entertainments Log for June, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer WYNDHAM-LEWIS.
(See Appendices ‘B’ and ‘C’:)
A full picture of the entertainment side of the station is provided by copies of the ‘Tarrant Rushton Review’ which are appended hereto.
Appendix ‘B’:
‘Tarrant Rushton Review’ on-station pamphlet, issue No. 2 dated May 27th, 1945.
Appendix ‘C’:
‘Tarrant Rushton Review’ on-station pamphlet, (red text printed on pink paper) dated Friday June 15th, 1945.
Medical History of War - Medical Report for June, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R. McMAHON.
General health of the camp is very good.
(See Appendix ‘D’:)
Appendix ‘D’:
Medical History of War, June 1945:
General health of camp very good.
Units under medical care during June, 1945, were:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 298 Squadron.
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 6298 Servicing Echelon.
No. 6644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
Note:
June 9th, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant PEARSON posted as Squadron Medical Officer to No. 298 Squadron to proceed overseas with the Squadron.
Report by the Educational Officer for March, April, May and June, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer HOLDEN.
March, 1945:
An attempt was made to revive evening classes which have collapsed on the posting of the former Education Officer. Only subjects for which there was a demand large enough to warrant the formation of classes were English and Maths. A "practise lecture" for EVT and intending teachers was proposed by the Education Officer in order that personnel may gain practical experience in conducting classes and discussions.
April, 1945:
In April, LAC HOOPER (Instructor in English) was posted. 932138 LAC DALTON took his place, qualified EVT instructor (Barton Hall 4-18-45). Classes in history and psychology of teaching abandoned - night flying and fine weather. "Practise lecture" fairly successful (6 - 8 attended) 22.4.45. Handicraft class initiated, some 15 RAF and WAAF began leatherwork, eight wanted model-making and 12 plus wanted to form a radio club.
April 23rd, 1945:
First meeting of the Play-reading Circle, 15 present for ‘You Never Can Tell’ by George Bernard Shaw.
April 30th, 1945:
The ‘Admirable Crighton’ was read by six RAF and two WAAF.
May, 1945:
Leatherwork class had strong support for three weeks then supply of leather ran out. Course allotment not sufficient to allow of any continuity for a class of 20 plus. Began EVT preliminaries. Secured services of Corporal TRELEASE.
May 10th - 17th, 1945:
Census of age and service group 1 - 25.
May 31st, 1945.
First meeting of the EVT Committee. Station Administrative Officer, Chief Technical Officer, Senior Equipment Officer, Station Educational Officer agreed upon Resettlement Training for RAF in release groups 1 - 25 to be expanded as flying commitments permit.
May 7th, 1945:
Play-reading Circle of ‘You Never Can Tell’ by George Bernard Shaw by eight RAF and three WAAFs.
May 14th, 1945:
Play-reading Circle of ‘They Came To A City’ by Priestley - eight RAF and two WAAF attended.
June, 1945:
EVT Resettlement (Citizenship) Classes for RAF in age groups 1 - 25 initiated.
June 4th - 6th, 1945:
194/6 19 classes, four part-time instructors. This involved loss of the newsroom which is now a classroom. Proposed to transfer newsroom and recreational library to Airman’s NAFFI. This involved construction of partition nine feet by 30 feet. For 12 sets of shelves, Works & Bricks wanted £100. Decided to tackle job alone. LAC SHANKS (from the Glider Echelon) worked on shelves and partition. Fact that necessary timber apparently unobtainable holding up progress. Eight shelves complete and partition half-finished.
Collected fitters’ and carpenters’ tool kits and benches for Handicrafts Room (the ex-Decontamination Drying Room). Synchrophone frames (War Against Japan - Pacific War) sent to station. Tested for use with discussion groups, effective method of introducing topic for discussion. The Play-Reading Circle lost through the posting of most of its keenest supporters.
June 25th, 1945:
Make and Mend class (WAAF) initiated to renovate "Civvy" wardrobe. Census of WAAF prepared for resettlement training to commence from Monday July 19th, 1945.
Appendix ‘E’:
Personnel strength for June, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant M. BENNIE.
Officers : 262 Other Ranks : 2,739.
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
Operations Report for July, 1945.
July 3rd, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON XII’ - Took place according to the usual plan. Three Dakota aircraft of No. 24 Squadron took approximately 4,000 lbs each of freight out East for No. 298 Squadron, landing at ISTRES for the first stop.
July 6th, 1945.
First air wave of nine aircraft of No. 298 Squadron left and all landed at CASTEL BENITO. A York aircraft took approximately 8,000 lbs of freight, making its first halt at LUQA.
July 13th, 1945.
This second air wave consisting of eight aircraft took off from CASTEL BENITO. Seven aircraft landed true and the eighth landed at RENNES. The crew were retrieved in another Halifax.
July 14th, 1945.
A Halifax flew spares and technical staff to RENNES.
July 16th, 1945.
A Halifax took a crew to RENNES who retrieved the aircraft there. A Skymaster aircraft proceeded East with spares and freight for No. 298 Squadron. Twenty-three aircraft were airborne on a transport task to B164 and all landed there. Nineteen were airborne with the load and landed at GARDEMOEN. Sixteen took off for base from GARDEMOEN, of which fifteen landed at base and the other put down at EARLS COLNE, returning to base the following day. Of the three remaining at GARDEMOEN, the first aircraft returned to base on July 17th, the second on July 19th and the third on July 24th. Two of the former aircraft left at B164 took loads to GARDEMOEN on July 17th, one returning to base that day and the other on July 18th. A third took a load to GARDEMOEN from B164 on July 18th and returned to the UK on July 21st, reaching base after a diversion to EARLS COLNE. The last aircraft was airborne from B164 on July 18th, discharged his load at GARDEMOEN, was airborne from there on the same day and had to land at CHRISTIANSAND. The crew were brought to base in a Dakota aircraft on July 24th.
July 18th, 1945.
The third detachment of No. 298 Squadron consisting of seven aircraft flew from base to CASTEL BENITO.
July 19th, 1945.
Eleven aircraft flew to WARMWELL, took on board their loads and conveyed them to B106. All returned to base the same day.
July 20th, 1945.
Three Halifax aircraft carried out an air sea rescue search in the BAY OF BISCAY for an aircraft missing from a continental cross-country exercise.
July 21st, 1945.
One aircraft carried out a land and sea search on the continental cross-country route.
July 23rd, 1945.
The fourth air party amounting to seven aircraft left Tarrant Rushton and landed at CASTEL BENITO. Four aircraft flew to SAINT EVAL. Seven aircraft proceeded from base to B164, embarked personnel and kit, ferried them to WARMWELL, afterwards returning to Tarrant Rushton.
July 24th, 1945.
The four aircraft that had arrived at ST EVAL yesterday (July 23rd) from Tarrant Rushton took part in a special mission to the AZORES. Three returned to base on July 26th, the fourth was ordered to land at ST MAWGAN as it had a load and returned from there to Tarrant Rushton on July 27th.
‘EXERCISE RELEASE’ - 20 Halifax/Horsa combinations flew a formation cross-country and released at EARLS COLNE, the tugs landing at RIVENHALL. Later, the tugs took off from RIVENHALL and landed at EARLS COLNE. Nineteen gliders were retrieved, one tug and one glider going unserviceable. The aircraft returned the next day.
July 25th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON XIII’ - Completed by four aircraft.
July 28th, 1945.
Four aircraft flew to BROADWELL, landed equipment and transported it to B58. All aircraft returned to base the same day.
July 29th, 1945.
Three separate transport tasks were undertaken. Four aircraft went empty to B58 and returned to HOLMSLEY SOUTH with personnel and kit, later coming on to base. Three aircraft took personnel and kit from B58 to B164 and came back to Tarrant Rushton. Two aircraft went from base to B164 empty, the load for HOLMSLEY SOUTH was not available. One aircraft returned direct to base, the other took a load to B58 and returned empty from there.
July 31st, 1945.
Four aircraft successfully carried out ‘EXERCISE DEMON XIV’. Fifteen aircraft flew to AALBORG to bring back a load. There was only a load available for six aircraft which they brought back to Tarrant Rushton. The other nine were sent on to B164 and eight of them brought loads to Tarrant Rushton. The ninth remained there unserviceable and returned empty to base on the following day. Three Dakota aircraft took freight for No. 298 Squadron and made their first stop at ISTRES.
Navigation Report for July, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A.W. SLIPPER.
During this month, extensive training was carried out to bring the new crews up to a high navigational standard and to get them accustomed to the methods of Transport Command. Several transport tasks were successfully carried out.
History of the Servicing Wing for July, 1945.
Compiled by Wing Commander W.J. HENDLEY.
The early part of the month was devoted to the despatch of No. 298 Squadron to the Far East and appended is a complete report of the work involved. In addition to this, a programme of training flying transport commitments has been carried out. A servicing party accompanied one flight of 23 Halifaxes to Germany and Norway and carried out repair work at B164 and GARDEMOEN. After the despatch of No. 298 Squadron had been completed, their remaining aircraft were put up for disposal and were grounded while awaiting disposal instructions. A review of all airmen on attachment was carried out and all surplus personnel have been returned to their units.
Statistics:
Aircraft on charge as at July 31st, 1945:
Halifax III 34
Halifax VII 17
Oxford II 1
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Halifax III 1 (on No. 43 Group Deposit Account)
Flying hours for July, 1945:
Halifax 1,496
Station Flight 91
Gliders 86
TOTAL : 1,673
Serviceability for July, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 1,792 Halifax aircraft on charge, 1,355 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of over 75.7 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing for July, 1945:
Minor inspections: 20
Acceptance checks (including Mod 1377): 26
Engine checks: 9
Airframe and engine repairs: 22
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for July, 1945:
Minor repairs: 32
Major Repairs: 1
500 mile inspections: 3
1,000 mile inspections: None
2,000 mile inspections: 10
10,000 mile inspections: 2
Engine changes: None
Personnel for July, 1945:
Strength of the Servicing Wing on July 31st, 1945, was 866 officers and other ranks.
Report on the despatch of the No. 298 Airborne Forces Squadron:
Thirty U.E. Halifax AV II aircraft to A.C.S.E.A.
No. 298 Squadron was despatched to A.C.S.E.A. (Aircraft Command of South East Asia) by sea and air, the air despatch to include all squadron equipment together with maintenance spares for 60 days but only key maintenance personnel. To increase the air lift available, the Halifax aircraft were fitted with freight panniers (Halifax modification 1377). In order to fit these, the bomb doors were removed and stowed in the fuselage.
The total air lift required was 150,000 lbs of equipment plus 100 passengers and additional airlift by freighter aircraft of approximately 50,000 lbs was required owing to the low weight per cubic foot and the large bulk of spares involved.
On arrival of the new Halifax AV II of this unit, they were given an acceptance check and further modifications were embodied to prepare the aircraft for their overseas operational role. The air pack-up was broken down and individual items were loaded to the freight panniers. These panniers were capable of carrying 3,000 lbs each. The unit air pack-up was divided as follows:
(a) 30 Halifax freight pannier loads of 3,000 lbs each.
(b) 30 Halifax fuselage loads including bomb doors.
(c) Two loads of bulky items such as engines are to be despatched by York freight aircraft.
(d) Nine loads of excess freight to be despatched by Dakota aircraft.
The aircraft were transferred to the daily servicing squadron for flight test with a four freight pannier load and reduced petrol (700 gallons) and if necessary petty unserviceability rectified. The officer commanding daily servicing squadron controlled all loading and calculations for the all-up weight and C of G loading of aircraft and aircrews, and passengers’ kit, was completed on the day prior to despatch.
Originally, three waves of ten aircraft each was planned but owing to the irregular flow of aircraft from maintenance units, the squadron was actually despatched in four waves. A great deal of work was involved in the administration detailing the despatch.
The squadron was filled, as far as possible, from local resources, attention being paid to ineligibility on account of release groups, medical categories, previous overseas tours and compassionate reasons. Deficiencies in each trade were transmitted to Records at Gloucester who filled discrepancies from their pool of draftees. Key personnel were despatched by air from this unit, the remainder to go by sea were despatched to the PDC. All personnel were medically examined, inoculated and vaccinated, and those proceeding by air were kitted to Far East scale.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for July, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer S.F. SMITH.
July 1st, 1945.
Major DALE, DFC, reassumed command.
July 2nd, 1945.
Captain ASTON and seven NCOs and seven SNCOs proceeded to No. 2 Wing HQ. No 6 Flight proceeded to HENGISTBURY HEAD summer camp. SSM PETHIE acting as the RSM at No. 2 Wing HQ.
July 3rd, 1945.
Staff Sergeant LONG proceeded to ‘B’ Squadron. No. 23 Flight (1/2) went on leave.
July 5th, 1945.
Captain BOYD and two SNCOs proceeded to BLAKEHILL FARM. Flight Lieutenant VAUGHAN posted to SHEPHERD’S GROVE (No. 4 Squadron). Flight Lieutenant RENDALL reported to carry out duties of No. 23 Flight commander.
July 7th, 1945.
Light Horsa flying commenced. A Court of Enquiry was held to enquire into the loss of a revolver belonging to Flying Officer BREBNER (deceased). A Court of Enquiry was held to investigate the flying accident involving Staff Sergeant McCULLOCH during ‘EXERCISE ANEG’.
July 9th, 1945.
Three SNCOs proceeded to MARK’S HALL for interview with the AOC.
July 10th, 1945.
Hamilcar flying commenced. Sergeant CARTER reported to No.12 Para Battalion (MI Room) LARK HILL.
July 11th, 1945.
Sergeant SARGENT reported back to this unit after being a POW. ‘EXERCISE ANGUS’ cancelled.
July 13th, 1945.
NF air testing took place.
July 16th, 1945.
Four SNCOs reported back to the Squadron after being POW. Half of No. 23 Flight went on nine days leave.
July 17th, 1945.
Staff Sergeant TODD reported to for 148 PRE OCTU. No. 1 Flight and No. 6 Flight returned from HENGISTBURY HEAD.
July 18th, 1945.
No. 7 Flight and half of No. 23 Flight went to HENGISTBURY HEAD. Summary of evidence taken in the case of Sergeant ESSEEN. President Lieutenant T. GROVES. Flight Lieutenant HEMMING reported from ‘D’ Squadron and Flight Lieutenant HELLDWELL reported from ‘N’ Squadron. Both attached to HENGISTBURY HEAD.
July 19th, 1945.
One officer and 23 SNCOs posted to ‘D’ Squadron. Five officers and ten SNCOs posted to ‘N’ Squadron. Two officers and 29 NCOs reported from ‘D’ Squadron.
July 20th, 1945.
‘C’ Squadron returned under command of No. 1 Wing.
July 23rd, 1945.
Briefing for ‘EXERCISE RELEASE’. Flying Officer LOVE awarded the DFC. Twenty NCOs arrive from ‘D’ Squadron.
July 24th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE RELEASE’ carried out. One glider damaged wingtip on landing. Flown by Flying Officer MILLER.
July 25th, 1945.
A debriefing of crews taking part in ‘EXERCISE RELEASE’. Half of No. 23 Flight returned from leave.
July 26th, 1945.
No. 6 Flight went on leave for nine days. One Warrant Officer and six NCOs went to WELLESBOURNE MOUNTFORD on a First Pilot conversion course.
July 29th, 1945.
Light Horsa night flying. Sergeant K. HOLLANDS, Sergeant W.E. TAYLOR, Flight Sergeant J.F. ALWIN and Flight Sergeant M.F. BAILY appointed to commission.
July 31st, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant HEMMINGS returned from HENGISTBURY HEAD to assume command of No. 1 Flight.
Armament Activities Report for July, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
(i) Refors aircraft Flow and despatches: Nil.
(ii) Technical defects : Nil.
(iii) Training: A total of 18 guns and 18 jeeps were dropped during the month and all were satisfactory on the armaments side. 248 practise containers were dropped and no hang-ups occurred. 197 practise bombs were dropped on the CRITCHELL DOWN Bombing Range with fair results. Armament personnel were sent from the station armoury to assist in manning the range. Air firing training accounted for 37,550 rounds. The Skeet Range has been kept in daily use by the Gunnery Leader.
(iv) Establishments: With the posting of echelons and the sorting of personnel for medical and release reasons, the problem of establishments remains obscure. The practise of attaching personnel from other stations and withdrawing them after three weeks has not helped the organisation. It is hoped that the numbers are not entirely important. Quite a lot depends on the capabilities and fitness of the personnel. This problem may become easier with the release and the general settling down in accordance with peacetime procedure.
(v) Visits to the Station, Groups and Commands:
This station was visited by the Group Armament Officer on July 25th, 1945, and by the Inspector of Explosives on July 27th, 1945. These visits have resulted in the despatch of the last of the stock of redundant explosives to No. 21 M.P.U. at FAULD.
(vi) Items of special interest: Nil.
(vii) General: A very busy month, especially as many training exercises were cancelled after the loading and preparation of aircraft had been completed.
Visits to RAF Tarrant Rushton for July, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
July 11th, 1945.
Wing Commander HOWELLS, No. 38 Group HQ, on a staff visit.
July 19th, 1945.
Wing Commander JOEL, No. 38 Group HQ, on a staff visit.
July 28th, 1945.
Wing Commander ANDERSON, No. 38 Group HQ, on a staff visit.
WAAF Section Report for July, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer P.G. PLAYFORD.
(i) Staff Visit - WAAF staff officer inspected this section on July 19th, 1945.
(ii) Other Visits - July 25th, 1945: Three WAAF (G) officers visited the unit for the purpose of being present at the Court Martial of ACW 1 HEAP.
(iii) Courses - Six air women attended a week’s course in NEWCASTLE on "Houses of Today and Tomorrow".
(iv) Leave in Channel Islands - Section Officer (S/O) BILLOT returned on leave to Jersey. First visit since the islands were freed.
Meteorological Report for July, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A. CANNING.
(See Appendix ‘A’:)
July 1st, 1945.
Frequent showers afternoon with gusty West North West winds.
July 2nd, 1945.
Frequent showers until midday.
July 3rd, 1945.
Slight rain in the afternoon. Very low cloud after dusk.
July 4th, 1945.
Frequent drizzle with cloud near surface all day.
July 5th, 1945.
Drizzle and very low cloud until 08.00 hours.
July 6th, 1945.
Patches of very low cloud around 08.00 hours.
July 10th, 1945.
Frequent rain.
July 12th, 1945.
Slight drizzle until dawn.
July 13th, 1945.
Slight rain 20.00 hours to 22.00 hours. Strong East winds in the afternoon.
July 14th, 1945.
Cloud near surface at dawn, frequent lightning after 20.00 hours.
July 15th, 1945.
Frequent thunder storms.
July 16th, 1945.
Frequent showers until 14.00 hours. Very low cloud until dawn.
July 17th, 1945.
Fog until dawn.
July 19th, 1945.
Frequent showers, strong South West winds in the afternoon.
July 20th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle until 05.00 hours, strong gusty South West winds.
July 21st, 1945.
Much rain and drizzle with cloud near surface.
July 25th, 1945.
Slight rain in the afternoon.
July 26th, 1945.
Rain until 17.00 hours.
July 30th, 1945.
Occasional slight drizzle.
Weather Report for July, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A. CANNING.
Appendix ‘A’:
Sunday July 1st, 1945.
Frequent showers 13.00 hours to 20.00 hours, much cloud at 2,000 feet in showers, otherwise broken cloud at 3,000 feet, visibility good, wind West North West 10 - 15 mph becoming 15 - 25 mph gusty in afternoon.
Monday July 2nd, 1945.
Frequent showers dawn until midday, some cloud at 1,500 feet in showers, otherwise cloud base 3,000 feet, visibility good, wind West North West 10 - 15 mph becoming 12 - 18 mph gusty in afternoon.
Tuesday July 3rd, 1945.
Slight rain 14.00 hours to 16.00 hours, broken cloud at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, falling to surface near midnight, visibility good becoming poor late, wind North West 5 - 10 mph gradually becoming South West to West South West 8 - 12 mph.
Wednesday July 4th, 1945.
Overcast, frequent drizzle, much cloud surface to 300 feet, visibility moderate to poor, wind South West 10 - 15 mph.
Thursday July 5th, 1945.
Drizzle until 08.00 hours, cloud surface to 300 feet until 10.00 hours then broken cloud at 3,000 feet, visibility poor becoming very good, wind South West
to West South West 5 - 10 mph.
Friday July 6th, 1945.
Fair, broken cloud at 2,000 feet with patches near surface around 09.00 hours, visibility good, light and variable winds becoming South West 12 - 18 mph in afternoon.
Saturday July 7th, 1945.
Fair, variable cloud at 2,500 feet, visibility good, wind West North West to North West 10 - 15 mph.
Sunday July 8th, 1945.
Fair or fine, broken cloud at 3,000 feet, visibility good, wind light and variable.
Monday July 9th, 1945.
Cloudy, much cloud at 5,000 feet, patches 2,000 feet, visibility moderate or good, wind South 10 mph in afternoon otherwise light and variable.
Tuesday July 10th, 1945.
Frequent rain, broken cloud at 2,000 - 3,000 feet with much upper cloud, visibility good, wind North West 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday July 11th, 1945.
Cloudy, patches of stratus at 600 feet about dusk otherwise broken at 3,000 feet, visibility good, wind North West 10 mph becoming South late.
Thursday July 12th, 1945.
Slight drizzle until dawn, broken cloud at 3,000 feet, visibility good, wind South 10 - 15 mph in afternoon otherwise light.
Friday July 13th, 1945.
Slight rain at 20.00 hours to 22.00 hours, much upper cloud, broken low at 5,000 feet, visibility good, wind light East becoming 20 - 25 mph but gusty in the afternoon.
Saturday July 14th, 1945.
Cloudy, frequent lightning after 20.00 hours, stratus at 1,000 - 2,000 feet about dawn soon dispersing, visibility good, wind light South West becoming North West late.
Sunday July 15th, 1945.
Frequent thunder storms, broken cloud at 1,000 feet - 1,500 feet in storms with much upper cloud, visibility moderate or good, wind light becoming South to South East 10 - 15 mph.
Monday July 16th, 1945.
Frequent showers until 07.00 hours and 13.00 to 14.00 hours, much cloud at 400 - 600 feet in rain early then broken at 3,000 feet, visibility poor becoming good, wind mainly West South West 5 - 25 mph gusty.
Tuesday July 17th, 1945.
Fog until dawn then fair, sky obscured until dawn then broken cloud at 4,000 feet, visibility poor becoming good, wind South East 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday July 18th, 1945.
Cloudy, much cloud at 5,000 feet, visibility good, wind East South East 15 - 20 mph gusty.
Thursday July 19th, 1945.
Cloudy, frequent showers and much cloud at 1,000 - 1,500 feet, falling 400 - 600 feet after 20.00 hours, visibility moderate, wind light South West becoming 25 - 30 mph gusting.
Friday July 20th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle until 05.00 hours, much cloud at 800 - 1,000 feet, visibility moderate, wind South West to West South West 25 - 30 mph gusty.
Saturday July 21st, 1945.
Frequent rain and drizzle, much cloud surface to 200 feet, visibility moderate or poor, wind South West 15 - 20 mph.
Sunday July 22nd, 1945.
Broken cloud at 2,500 - 3,000 feet, visibility good, wind West 5 - 15 mph.
Monday July 23rd, 1945.
Fair, broken cloud at 1,500 feet, visibility good, wind North West to West North West 8 - 12 mph.
Tuesday July 24th, 1945.
Fair, broken cloud at 2,500 - 3,000 feet, visibility good, wind light becoming North West to West North West 8 - 12 mph.
Wednesday July 25th, 1945.
Slight rain in the afternoon, much upper cloud broken though at 5,000 feet, visibility moderate or poor, wind light mainly North East 8 - 12 mph.
Thursday July 26th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle until 17.00 hours. Much cloud at 3,000 - 4,000 feet, patches at 800 - 1,000 feet in rain, visibility moderate or poor, wind North East 10 - 20 mph.
Friday July 27th, 1945.
Fair, broken cloud at 2,500 - 3,000 feet, visibility moderate becoming good, wind North 5 - 15 mph.
Saturday July 28th, 1945.
Fair, broken cloud at 3,000 feet, visibility good, wind North to North North West 5 - 10 mph.
Sunday July 29th, 1945.
Fair or cloudy, no cloud at first, much cloud at 2,000 - 3,000 feet in afternoon, visibility good, wind North to North North West 5 - 15 mph.
Monday July 30th, 1945.
Occasional slight drizzle, much cloud at 2,000 feet falling 1,000 feet with patches 200 - 400 feet in drizzle, visibility moderate or good, wind North North West 5 - 15 mph.
Tuesday July 31st, 1945.
Fair, broken cloud at 1,500 - 2,500 feet, visibility good, wind light North East 10 - 5 mph in the afternoon.
Appendix ‘B’: Personnel strength at RAF Tarrant Rushton for July, 1945:
RAF officers: 159 RAF other ranks: 1,672
RNZAF officers: 2 RNZAF other ranks: 2
WAAF officers: 5 WAAF other ranks: 230
AMES officers: 14 AMES other ranks: 103
Glider Pilot Regiment: 7 Glider Pilot Regiment: 125
RAF Glider Element: 25 RAF Glider Regiment: 68
Jamaican : 0 Jamaican: 6
TOTAL OFFICERS: 212 TOTAL OTHER RANKS: 2,206
Appendix ‘C’:
Medical Officer’s Report for July, 1945:
Units under medical care during July, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 298 Squadron.
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 6644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 6298 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
Sports Summary for July, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Cricket: Two teams playing regular matches. First team still holds record place in the Bournemouth League still unbroken and one match in hand. They have now qualified for the final of the Bournemouth Knock-Out Cup, beating the Royal Navy (Poole) in the semi-final. The second team have played regular friendlies but have not been so successful. Representative matches have been arranged between the RAF and Army (in service and civilian) for the coming month.
Soccer: Hope to enter a team in the Bournemouth and District League in the County season.
Basketball, Badminton and Squash: Played regularly by mixed personnel.
P.T. (Physical Training): The PT While You Work scheme has proved popular and sections look forward to the break for exercise.
Night Vision: Regular attendance of crews for NV exercises and NV dinghy drill.
Dinghy Drill: Regular attendance twice a week at BOSCOMBE BATHS "Q" and "K" types. Infrequent attendances for dry dinghy lectures.
Swimming: Facilities laid on for recreational swimming. Organised "section" parties have proved successful. 13 entrants for the RAF Swimming Certificate have been successful so far. Ten others have yet to be tested.
Intelligence Report for July, 1945:
Compiled by Pilot Officer RIDGEWELL.
Departure of No. 298 Squadron this month saw the departure of No. 298 Squadron for the Far East. The move of most of the aircrew personnel was effected in four lifts. On the morning of July 5th the first air party took off for CASTEL BENITO and subsequent departures on the 12th, 18th and 23rd of July saw the entire squadron on their journey eastwards. Prior to their departure, aircrew were issued with a certain number of escape aids, Far Eastern-style, including silk maps of the areas of operational interest. At least one member of each departing crew received a "blood chit" printed in a variety of oriental tongues.
Visit of members of the Norwegian Home Front on July 4th, 1945:
Eleven members of the Norwegian Home Front visited the station and were escorted on a tour of various departments. They visited the operations room where the systems of briefing and interrogation were explained them. Visits were also made to flying control, the main hangars and to glider dispersal. The party stayed at Tarrant Rushton for two days before departing to RINGWAY en route to their own country.
Lectures and Films:
July 5th, 1945:
Flight Lieutenant DAVIES (pilot) and Flying Officer DOBSON (wireless operator) both members of a crew recently returned to this country after operational flying experience in the Burma theatre delivered a lecture to all available aircrew. Question time followed and the popularity of the lecture was shown by the fact that the time spent in answering questions exceeded the total time provisionally arranged by more than 45 minutes.
Films shown during the month included several dealing with the Pacific Islands campaigns and others dealing with the performance of Japanese aircraft captured intact by the Americans. Other films dealt with jungle hygiene and mosquito and fly menace. All films were obtained from a US Army film library at FERNDOWN where the authorities have proved most co-operative.
Full details of the exercises carried out during this month are given in the Operations Report.
Station Strength Return for July, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
Officers : 212 Other Ranks : 2,206.
Medical History for July, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R. McMAHON.
General health of camp is very good.
July 6th, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant M.G. PEARSON 170693 (Medical Officer, No. 298 Squadron) proceeded by air with the first air party of No. 298 Squadron.
July 14th, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant W.J. LYND 86305 posted at RAF Station EARLS COLNE. Flight Lieutenant R. SOLLEY 121766 attached from RAF Station NETHERAVON.
During this month, the medical examination and inoculation of personnel of No. 298 Squadron and No. 6298 Servicing Echelon was completed prior to their move to SEAC (see Appendix ‘C’).
Entertainments Report for July, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant H.E. PRESCOTT.
The films shown in the station cinema during the month of July, 1945, are as follows:
‘George Washington Slept Here’
‘It Happened One Night’
‘Presenting Lily Mars’
‘The Sea Hawk’
‘Janie’
‘Make Your Own Bed’
‘£100 Window’
‘Shine on Harvest Moon’
‘Arms and the Woman’
‘The Road to Frisco’
‘The Way Ahead’
‘The Canterbury Tale’
‘Something to Shout About’
‘This Happy Breed’
An ENSA show is presented each Saturday.
August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
August 1st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE MORETON’ - Carried out by four aircraft. This exercise was designed to give air experience in Horsas to Arms cadets.
August 2nd, 1945.
Three aircraft carried out ‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK VI’ Phase One - dropping 18 troops on the Divisional DZ.
August 3rd, 1945.
Two aircraft completed Phase Two of EXERCISE LONGSTICK VI’ - dropping troops, jeeps and guns. Three aircraft took off from base and landed at B58. They brought back service personnel and freight to DOWN AMPNEY. After this, they all returned to Tarrant Rushton.
August 4th, 1945.
Four aircraft flew to B58. Three brought medical personnel and kit to base and the other took Army personnel to BLACKBUSHE after which it returned to base. A crew was flown to SHEPHERD’S GROVE and taken by a Stirling to CHRISTIANSAND. This crew brought back the aircraft that had been there since July 18th undergoing an engine change.
August 5th, 1945.
Five aircraft went to WARMELL and took on board RAF personnel and kit and flew to B160. There, four of them embarked other RAF personnel and kit whom they ferried to WARMWELL. The fifth aircraft going unserviceable at B160 returned later direct to base empty. One of the four aircraft remained unserviceable overnight at WARMWELL, returning the next day. The other three returned later the same evening.
August 6th, 1945.
One Halifax carried out ‘EXERCISE MANTON I’ - dropping radar equipment on behalf of No. 9 Radio School at YATESBURY.
August 7th, 1945.
Twenty aircraft and three spare aircraft took off and landed at LEICESTER EAST on ‘EXERCISE CADET’ except for one which landed back at base developing engine trouble. The crew transferred to a spare aircraft and took off later for LEICESTER EAST. The three spare aircraft were carrying Servicing Wing personnel. One went unserviceable at LEICESTER EAST and an extra aircraft took spares to LEICESTER EAST, returning to base the same evening. This unserviceable aircraft came back to Tarrant Rushton the next day. At LEICSTER EAST, the 20 aircraft embarked troops and with the two spare aircraft carrying service personnel flew to MARSTON MOOR.
August 8th, 1945.
The 20 aircraft on ‘EXERCISE CADET’ took off from MARSTON MOOR, dropped their troops and flew back to base. The two spare aircraft brought the servicing personnel back. On this exercise, there also operated under Tarrant Rushton control a Dakota aircraft from LEICESTER EAST. This aircraft and crew came down to Tarrant Rushton on August 6th for briefing, afterwards returning to its own base.
August 9th, 1945.
Two aircraft flew to B58 and brought personnel and kit to FORD after which they landed at base. A Dakota aircraft took spares to B58 for ‘OPERATION HELLAS’.
August 10th, 1945.
One aircraft took Servicing Wing personnel, kit and spares to B58 for ‘OPERATION HELLAS’.
August 11th, 1945.
One aircraft carried out ‘EXERCISE MANTON II’.
August 12th, 1945.
Four aircraft completed ‘EXERCISE DEMON XV’. ‘EXERCISE UPLIFT I’ also took place on August 14th, 15th and 17th. Troops and aircrew stood by but finally the weather prevented the exercise from taking place.
August 16th, 1945.
Fourteen aircraft took off on ‘OPERATION HELLAS’ and landed at B58. The same day, one pilot there went sick and one aircraft became unserviceable. The stand-by aircraft flew out taking an additional First Pilot. ‘EXERCIOSE SKYLARK’ took place - one aircraft dropped a jeep and 75 mm gun near LARK HILL. Another was to have dropped a six pounder gun and jeep but landed at NETHERAVON owing to a fire in the rest bay. It was able to return to Tarrant Rushton the same afternoon. Both aircraft carried troops who were not dropped because of the high wind.
August 17th, 1945.
The take-off from B58 on ‘OPERATION HELLAS’ was postponed by 48 hours. The aircraft that had been unserviceable were flown back by the extra pilot bringing home the captain who was sick and his crew. On the way, they took a passenger to GREAT DUNMOW and freight to DOWN AMPNEY. A Skymaster freight aircraft came over from HOLMSLEY SOUTH, loaded spares for No. 298 Squadron and returned to its base to proceed overseas.
August 19th, 1945.
Take-off from B58 was postponed a further 24 hours. One aircraft went unserviceable and another aircraft and crew went out to take its place. The unserviceable aircraft later returned to base.
August 20th, 1945.
Fourteen aircraft took off with passengers and kit from B58 and after refuelling at FOGGIA landed at HASSANI the same day.
August 21st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’ - Was due to begin giving glider experience to 6th Airborne Division. Owing to weather, a mass lift without troops was carried out.
August 22nd, 1945.
Fourteen were airborne from HASSANI, carrying personnel and kit to FOGGIA. From there they brought other personnel and kit to the UK. It was intended that they should land at ST MAWGAN but they were diverted to MERRYFIELD and EXETER. Thirteen landed at MERRYFIELD and one at EXETER. Five glider lifts were flown on ‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’.
August 23rd, 1945.
Thirteen aircraft returned empty direct from MERRYFIELD to base. The fourteenth took its load to ST MAWGAN and then returned to base empty. Two lifts of five Halifax-Horsa combinations were made on ‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’. One aircraft completed ‘EXERCISE MANTON III’.
August 24th, 1945.
Owing to weather, only three sorties were made on ‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’.
August 25th, 1945.
Two lifts of five gliders were completed on ‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’.
August 26th, 1945.
Fourteen aircraft were airborne from base for B58 on ‘OPERATION HELLAS’, two going unserviceable landed again and the crews changed to spare aircraft. All fourteen landed at B58 where one went unserviceable, the reserve aircraft and crew flew out with the spares and an additional Flight Engineer and landed at B58.
August 27th, 1945.
Fourteen aircraft were airborne from B58 and landed at FOGGIA. One went unserviceable there and the remainder landed at HASSANI. The aircraft that had been unserviceable at BRUSSELS flew back to base. The pilot of the aircraft unserviceable at FOGGIA took his load on to HASSANI in a GREAT DUNMOW aircraft. Five gliders lifts on ‘EXERCISE UPLIFT II’ took place in the morning and five in the afternoon.
August 28th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE UPLIFT II’ was continued as one of the first five aircraft went unserviceable, the other four landed again. The five went off later and another five during the afternoon.
August 29th, 1945.
Seven lifts were completed on ‘EXERCISE UPLIFT II’. One aircraft took off from Tarrant Rushton with spares for FOGGIA and an Engineer Officer en route for ATHENS. Owing to weather, it turned back and was directed to PERSHORE. Thirteen aircraft and the DUNMOW aircraft left ATHENS and landed at FOGGIA. They were all airborne from FOGGIA. One landed at base with a burst tyre, 12 landed at MERRYFIELD and returned to base the same evening, one landed at ST MAWGAN and remained over-night.
August 30th, 1945.
The aircraft from ST MAWGAN returned to base and the one at PERSHORE took the Engineer officer to DUNMOW and brought a DUNMOW crew to Tarrant Rushton for the DUNMOW aircraft. Ten lifts were completed on ‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’ and two on ‘EXERCISE MORETON II’ which was designed to give air experience to 40 Army cadets.
August 31st, 1945.
An aircraft left for FOGGIA with spares and a crew for the aircraft there. It returned from FOGGIA to LYNEHAM, being diverted from its original destination of ST MAWGAN with 15 passengers and kit. The aircraft returned from LYNEHAM to Tarrant Rushton the same evening.
In addition, the squadron during the month ferried away 21 old aircraft of No. 298 Squadron, delivered 25 old Horsas to NETHERAVON and ferried in 15 new aircraft from KINLOSS, HAWARDEN and HIGH ERCALL.
Meteorological Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A CANNING.
August 1st, 1945.
Cloudy during day, fine at night.
August 2nd, 1945.
Fair or fine.
August 3rd, 1945.
Fair or fine.
August 4th, 1945.
Fair or fine.
August 5th, 1945.
Fair or fine.
August 6th, 1945.
Occasional slight showers.
August 7th, 1945.
Rain during evening. Fresh North West wind.
August 8th, 1945.
Frequent showers with thunder in afternoon and evening.
August 9th, 1945. 
Fair, moderate North North West wind.
August 10th, 1945.
Slight rain 04.00 hours, fine during the day.
August 11th, 1945.
Fair, patches of low cloud during the morning.
August 12th, 1945.
Fog and mist in early morning.
August 13th, 1945.
Mist and low cloud during morning.
August 14th, 1945.
Cloud base 800 - 1,000 feet lifting 1,000 - 2,000 feet.
August 15th, 1945.
Rain 05.00 hours to 11.00 hours.
August 16th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle late afternoon and evening. Strong South West to North West winds. Fine.
August 17th, 1945.
Fine to fair.
August 18th, 1945.
Slight drizzle during morning, patches of low cloud 400 - 1,000 feet.
August 19th, 1945.
Slight drizzle.
August 20th, 1945.
Fog around dawn
August 21st, 1945.
Continuous rain becoming showery.
August 22nd, 1945.
Rain or showers, strong South West wind, much low cloud during the morning.
August 23rd, 1945.
Occasional light rain during the afternoon and evening.
August 24th, 1945.
Intermittent drizzle, much cloud at 200 - 800 feet.
August 25th, 1945.
Rain 13.00 hours to 14.00 hours, much low cloud during morning.
August 26th, 1945.
Fair or fine.
August 27th, 1945.
Fog early morning.
August 28th, 1945.
Frequent thunder storms during morning.
August 29th, 1945.
Fog until 08.00 hours, slight drizzle in afternoon, much low cloud on or near surface during morning.
August 30th, 1945.
Fog early morning, patches of low cloud during morning.
August 31st, 1945.
Much cloud at 900 feet during the morning, lifting during the day to 1,500 feet - 2,00 feet.
(See Appendix ‘A’:)
Appendix ‘A’:
Wednesday August 1st, 1945.
Cloud during day, fine at night, much cloud at 2,500 - 3,000 feet during day, visibility 3 - 8 miles, wind North East 8 - 15 mph during day otherwise light and variable.
Thursday August 2nd, 1945.
Fine, little cloud, visibility moderate becoming good, wind light becoming North North East to North North West 10 - 15 mph.
Friday August 3rd, 1945.
Fine, little or no cloud, visibility good, wind light variable.
Saturday August 4th, 1945.
Fine, little cloud, visibility good, wind light and variable.
Sunday August 5th, 1945.
Fair, broken cloud at 1,500 - 2,000 feet, visibility good to moderate, wind North North West 10 - 15 mph.
Monday August 6th, 1945.
Occasional slight showers, broken cloud at 1,500 - 2,500 feet, visibility very good, wind North West 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday August 7th, 1945.
Rain 16.00 hours to 22.00 hours, broken cloud at 2,500 feet becoming 10/10ths in rain, visibility good. Wind North West 12 - 18 mph.
Wednesday August 8th, 1945.
Frequent showers, thunder 13.00 hours and 19.00 hours, variable cloud becoming 8/10ths to 10/10ths at 1,500 feet in rain. Visibility moderate, wind North 5 - 10 mph.
Thursday August 9th, 1945.
Fair, visibility moderate, cloud 3/10ths to 7/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, wind North North West 8 - 15 mph.
Friday August 10th, 1945.
Slight rain until 04.00 hours, fine during day, cloud 5/10ths at 3,000 - 4,000 feet, increasing 8/10ths to 10/10ths in rain, small amounts at 3,000 - 4,000 feet during the day. Wind North West to North North West 10 - 18 mph. Visibility moderate to good.
Saturday August 11th, 1945.
Fair, patches of stratus at 400 - 500 feet during morning, lifting to variable amounts at 3,000 - 4,000 feet during the afternoon. Visibility moderate to poor, becoming good late morning. Wind North moderate, South sea breeze in afternoon and evening.
Sunday August 12th, 1945.
Fog and mist early morning becoming fair by afternoon, cloud patches of lifted fog early afternoon to 3/10ths to 5/10ths at 3,000 - 4,000 feet later. Visibility poor becoming moderate to good by afternoon. Wind light East becoming South East 10 - 18 mph.
Monday August 13th, 1945.
Mist and low stratus during morning becoming fair or fine during the afternoon, cloud well broken at 1,500 feet, patches of stratus at 600 feet dispersing to nil to 3/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the afternoon. Wind East North East 6 - 12 mph.
Tuesday August 14th, 1945.
Cloudy, visibility 2 - 4 miles improving to 5 - 7 miles during the evening. Cloud 8/10ths to 10/10ths 800 - 1,000 feet lifting to 1,000 - 2,000 feet during morning. Wind light East or calm becoming light West to South West during the day.
Wednesday August 15th, 1945.
Rain from 05.00 hours to 11.00 hours becoming fair to fine during the evening, visibility 1 - 4 miles improving to over 20 miles during the day, cloud 10/10ths at 1,000 feet, patches at 600 feet lifting to 6/10ths to 9/10ths at 2,000 feet during morning and decreasing during the evening. Wind light and variable becoming West to North West 10 mph during the day.
Thursday August 16th, 1945.
Fine becoming cloudy during the day with period of rain 15.00 hours to 16.00 hours and then slight drizzle for three hours. Visibility 10 - 20 miles, falling to four miles in drizzle. Cloud nil to 4/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet increasing to 7/10ths to 10/10ths at 2,000 feet during the day with patches at 800 feet. Wind North West to South West 5 - 10 mph increasing 18 - 25 mph during the day.
Friday August 17th, 1945.
Fine to fair, visibility 12 - 20 miles, well broken cloud 2,000 - 4,000 feet, wind West South West 8 - 12 mph.
Saturday August 18th, 1945.
Fine becoming cloudy during morning with slight drizzle, visibility 3 - 5 miles during the morning, cloud nil to 4/10ths at 3,000 feet increasing to 7/10ths to 10/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the morning with patches 400 - 1,000 feet. Wind East to North East 8 - 15 mph.
Sunday August 19th, 1945.
Cloudy with slight drizzle, visibility good, 3 - 4 miles in precipitation, cloud 8/10ths to 10/10ths at 1,200 - 1,400 feet, lifting 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the day. Wind North East to North 8 - 15 mph backing North to North West during the evening.
Monday August 20th, 1945.
Fair, fog around dawn, cloud 2/10ths to 4/10ths at 3,000 - 5,000 feet increasing 4/10ths to 8/10ths and lowering to 900 - 1,000 feet at 09.00 hours but lifting 1,500 - 3,000 feet at 14.00 hours. Visibility 2 - 3 miles, falling 800 - 1,500 yards around dawn, improving 10 - 20 miles during afternoon. Wind calm or LV becoming South West 10 - 15 mph from 16.00 hours.
Tuesday August 21st, 1945.
Cloudy with continuous rain becoming showery during the morning, cloud 10/10ths 2,000 feet lowering 400 - 800 feet but lifting to 7/10ths to 9/10ths at 2,500 feet during the afternoon. Wind South South East to South South West 10 mph increasing 20 mph - 25 mph, veering to West South West 15 mph during the day. Visibility 12 - 15 mph falling to 3 miles in precipitation.
Wednesday August 22nd, 1945.
Rain or showers, visibility 5 - 15 miles but 2,100 yards in heavier rain, cloud 6/10ths to 10/10ths at 1,000 - 2,000 feet, patches at 800 feet, wind South West 10 - 15 mph freshening during the day to 20 - 30 mph, veering North North West 6 - 10 mph in late evening.
Thursday August 23rd, 1945.
Occasional light rain afternoon and evening, cloud 3/10ths to 7/10ths 1,500 - 3,000 feet, wind North to West 8 - 15 mph. Visibility 4 - 8 miles improving 10 to 15 miles during the day.
Friday August 24th, 1945.
Intermittent drizzle during the day, visibility 10 miles, 2 - 3 miles in drizzle, cloud 10/10ths at 1,500 feet falling to 400 - 800 feet during day and occasionally to 200 - 300 feet. Wind West South West 10 - 15 mph.
Saturday August 25th, 1945.
Period of rain 13.00 hours to 14.00 hours, visibility 4 - 8 miles improving 10 - 14 miles during the day. Cloud 10/10ths 500 feet - 1,000 feet, lifting to 600 feet to 1,000 feet in morning, 1,500 feet to 2,000 feet during afternoon. Wind West South West 10 mph becoming North West to North North West 5 - 10 mph during the afternoon.
Sunday August 26th, 1945.
Fair or fine, visibility 8 - 15 miles but 5 - 7 miles early morning, cloud mainly small amounts 3,000 - 4,000 feet, winds light variable becoming South moderate during the day.
Monday August 27th, 1945.
Fog at 02.00 hours, slowly improving during the day to 3 - 5 miles and to 8 - 12 miles in afternoon. Wind light East becoming 12 - 20 mph during the day. Cloud nil or small amounts.
Tuesday August 28th, 1945.
Thunder storms 06.30 hours to 10.00 hours, visibility 3 - 5 miles falling 1,000 yards - 3,000 yards in rain. Variable cloud 1,500 feet - 4,000 feet, wind variable becoming South South West to South in the afternoon.
Wednesday August 29th, 1945.
Slight drizzle during the afternoon, fog until 08.00 hours, cloud 10/10ths stratus on surface at first lifting to 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the afternoon and decreasing to 3/10ths by evening. Visibility poor to moderate improving to good in afternoon. Winds South to West South West 6 - 12 mph.
Thursday August 30th, 1945.
Visibility 10 - 15 miles falling to 800 yards - 1,800 yards at 01.45 hours. Improving 18.00 hours to 3,000 yards from 03.00 hours and to 6 - 12 miles during the day. Cloud nil to 1/10ths at 2,500 feet increasing to 5/10ths at 600 feet towards dawn. Lifting to 4/10ths to 8/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet in afternoon. Wind West North West to North light to moderate.
Friday August 31st, 1945.
Visibility 4 - 6 miles, improving 5 - 10 miles during the day. Cloud 3/10ths to 6/10ths 1,500 feet - 2,000 feet, increasing 6/10ths to 10/10ths at 900 - 1,000 feet, lifting during the day to 5/10ths to 8/10ths at 1,500 - 2,500 feet. Wind light North becoming South East to South 10 - 15 mph during the day.
Navigation Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant G.H. GARRITY.
Further training on Transport Command lines continued during the month although most of the efforts of the squadron have been directed to the successful conclusion of transport tasks to GREECE, GERMANY and the AZORES.
History of the Servicing Wing for August, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader E.F. BROOKS.
The 21 Halifax aircraft previously on charge to No. 298 Squadron were disposed of by the 11th of the month. No. 644 Squadron has continued its training programme and the rearming of the squadron with tropicalised aircraft has commenced. A large number of airborne forces personnel have been given air experience in Horsa II gliders while, owing to glue deterioration, it has been found necessary to dispose of 32 Horsa I gliders, a considerable number of which have been delivered by air to NETHERAVON.
In conjunction with other No. 38 Group stations, we have completed the major part of a Transport Command commitment (‘OPERATION HELLAS’) involving separate waves of aircraft being flown via BRUSSELS to GREECE and back again. In order to facilitate this operation, it has been necessary to contribute towards the maintenance of servicing parties at BRUSSELS and ATHENS. During the month, a small working party was despatched to GARDERMOEN to effect an engine change.
Statistics:
Aircraft on charge as at August 31st, 1945:
Halifax III 14
Halifax VII 32
Oxford I 1
Oxford II 2
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Flying hours for August, 1945:
Halifax 1,177.00
Station Flight 49.40
Gliders 74.10
Number of tows 146
Serviceability for August, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 1,264 Halifax aircraft on charge, 937 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 74 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing for August, 1945:
Minor inspections: 15
Acceptance checks (including Mod 1377): 13
Engine checks: 2
Major airframe repairs: 4
Major engine repairs: 3
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for August, 1945:
Minor repairs: 48
Major Repairs: 5
500 mile inspections: 10
2,000 mile inspections: 12
Personnel for August, 1945:
Strength of the Servicing Wing on August 31st, 1945, was 921 officers and other ranks.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer S.F. SMITH.
August 1st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE MORETON’ carried out with four Horsas and four RAF crews to give air experience to 75 Army Cadets. Flight Lieutenant RENDALL returned from HENGISTBURY HEAD to attend a Court of Enquiry regarding ‘C’ Squadron deficiencies.
August 3rd, 1945.
Hamilcar flying took place. One Horsa piloted by Flying Officer MILLS crashed at night. Rope broke at 500 feet, glider written off but both pilots uninjured.
August 4th, 1945.
Squadron stood down for three days over the August Bank Holiday period.
August 7th, 1945.
Squadron recommenced activities.
August 8th, 1945.
No. 6 and the remainder of No.23 Flight went to HENGISTBURY HEAD. One half of No. 23 Flight returned from HENGISTBURY HEAD. No. 1 Flight went on nine days leave. Staff Sergeant HENDEN awarded Mention In Despatches. Two sergeants and one trooper were posted to ‘A’ Squadron.
August 9th, 1945.
Four troopers posted to ‘G’ Squadron.
August 10th, 1945.
Four senior NCOs attached to HGSU at NETHERAVON.
August 13th, 1945.
Two troopers proceeded on Wing MT course.
August 14th, 1945.
Sergeant MANDERSON on Platoon weapons course.
August 15th, 1945.
V.J. Day.
August 16th, 1945.
V.J. Day plus One Day.
August 19th, 1945.
No. 1 Flight returned from leave.
August 21st, 1945.
No. 7 Flight proceeded on nine days privilege leave. Ferrying to NETHERAVON of 12 gliders.
August 22nd, 1945.
Six officers and five NCOs (RAF) posted to ORTU at MATCHING GREEN. Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 23rd, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 24th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 25th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 26th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 27th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 28th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 29th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 30th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience. Lieutenant G.E. STILTON attached from Glider Pilot Depot pending posting.
August 31st, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
Armament Activities Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
(i) Refors aircraft: Nil.
(ii) Technical defects: nil.
(iii) Training: Four six pounder guns and four troops were dropped during the month, also a 72 mm gun and a jeep for special demonstration. 186 containers were dropped successfully on demonstration and training flights. Practise bombing was carried out on CRITCHEL DOWN Bombing Range. 126 bombs were dropped successfully, 1,200 rounds were fired on air to sea practises. Three special demonstrations of supply dropping were carried out using one aircraft at a DZ near a training establishment.
(iv) Establishments: Although apparently over-strength, especially in senior NCOs, examination reveals that many are due for early release which renders them partially non-effective owing to EVT. The general tendency to dream of civilian life and perhaps a natural belief that all is well now that the war has been decided.
(v) Visits to Station, Groups and Commands: nil.
(vi) Items of special interest: nil.
(vii) General: The despatch of aircraft formally held by No. 298 Squadron, the removal of armament and return of appropriate MUs has kept personnel busy. The breaking down of belted ammunition, the sorting and cleaning and preparation for despatch is still a major task. The station retains a versatile role and dull moments are few.
Visits to Tarrant Rushton during August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
August 1st, 1945.
Group Captain T. SUTTON, Wing Commander L. WRIGHT.
August 7th, 1945.
Group Captain G. GROVES.
August 9th, 1945.
Air Commodore H. BOWEN.
August 13th, 1945.
Group Captain THOMAS.
August 15th, 1945.
Lieutenant Colonel MacDONALD, USAAF.
August 20th, 1945.
Wing Commander P. CZEASKI of the Polish Air Force.
August 28th, 1945.
Wing Commander G. RUSSELL.
WAAF Section Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer H.E.V. BACK.
August 8th, 1945.
(i) Postings: Flight Officer H.E.V. BACK reported on posting.
August 14th, 1945.
Flight Officer P. PLAYFORD proceeded to RAF BLAKEHILL FARM on posting. Section Officer M. BILLOT proceeded to No. 105 PDC WYTHALL on release.
August 17th, 1945.
Assistant Section Officer M. BENEDEK reported on posting.
August 31st, 1945.
(ii) Visits: Flight Officer CROSSLEY (EVT) visited the unit.
Sports Summary for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Cricket: Two teams have played regular league and friendly games on Saturdays and Sundays. The first team reached the final in K/O Cup and League Cup but were defeated in both. Section games are being played every Wednesday afternoon.
Soccer: A team has been entered in the local league and friendly fixtures have been arranged. Inter-section league games to be played mid-week.
Badminton: Regular attendance at gym on three evenings each week and most afternoons.
Squash: Becoming more popular.
Basketball: Played by mixed personnel.
P.T. (Physical Training): PT While You Work scheme is progressing well and is a popular feature.
Dinghy Drill: Regular attendances at BOSCOMBE Baths.
Swimming: Exceedingly popular. Parties attend baths regularly and keen games of polo have been played. Entrants for the RAF Certificate not as numerous but two more candidates have been successful.
Rugby: It is hoped to run a side this season now that field facilities have been obtained.
Intelligence Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer K.G. RIDGEWELL.
Transport tasks have now become routine commitments for the aircraft of this section. It has been found necessary to set up a form of passenger and freight section to deal with the new type of work. When aircraft from this station are detailed to transport personnel in and out of the UK, arrangements are normally made for them to use another airfield as the point of departure and arrival. Such an airfield would be one of those listed in AMO241/45 as having the necessary controls, i.e. customs, immigration, public health etc.
On certain condition, however, due to weather conditions or operational necessity, aircraft with passengers land direct at base from overseas. In these cases, it devolves upon the intelligence officer to supervise the clearance of the personnel concerned after inspecting their movement orders and in liaison with the movement control authorities and H.M. Customs and Excise Depot at Poole. Customs declarations are also made by each aircraft crew returning from overseas to base, even if no passengers are carried. This has become a matter of routine. Visits by the Customs and Excise authorities at Poole are made from time to time. These authorities are kept fully informed by telephone of expected arrivals of aircraft from overseas so that they may attend the landing of these aircraft when they desire to do so.
Station Strength for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
RAF officers: 187 Senior NCOs: 531 Other ranks: 1,048
WAAF officers: 3 Senior NCOs: 7 Other ranks: 174
RNZAF officers: 2 Senior NCOs: 2 Other ranks: 0
Jamaican officers: 0 Senior NCOs: 0 Other ranks: 14
Medical History for August, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R. McMAHON.
General health of the camp is very good.
August 13th, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant R. SOLLEY 121766 (Medical Officer) detached from RAF Station Tarrant Rushton and attached to RAF Station MATCHING.
August 27th, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant R.C. FRASER 106090 (Medical Officer) posted to SHQ RAF Station Tarrant Rushton from No. 146 Wing BAOR 2nd TAF.
Units Under Medical Care (see Appendix ‘B’):
Appendix ‘B’: Medical Officer’s Report for August, 1945:
Units under Medical Care during August, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 4644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 4298 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
Entertainments Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant H.G. PRESCOTT.
The films shown in the station cinema during the month of August , 1945, are as follows:
‘The Old Dark House’
‘Anthony Adverse’
‘The Constant Nymph’
‘Arsenic and Old Lace’
‘Twenty Million Sweethearts’
‘Between Two Worlds’
‘Old Acquaintance’
‘Captain Blood’
‘Together Again’
‘Flight From Folly’
‘Blondie Plays Cupid’
‘The Merry Monahans’
An ENSA show is presented each Saturday evening, including one play ‘Love In A Mist’ by Kenneth Horne.
Signed: T.B. COOPER (Group Captain),
Officer Commanding,
RAF Station Tarrant Rushton.
R.A.F. Form 540.
See instructions for use of this form in K.R. and A.C.I., para 2349 and War Manual. Pt. II., chapter XX. and notes in R.A.F. Pocket Book.
OPERATIONS RECORD BOOK
R.A.F. Station Tarrant Rushton
Summary of Events - SECRET.
Operations Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
August 1st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE MORETON’ - Carried out by four aircraft. This exercise was designed to give air experience in Horsas to Army cadets.
August 2nd, 1945.
Three aircraft carried out ‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK VI’ Phase One - dropping 18 troops on the Divisional DZ.
August 3rd, 1945.
Two aircraft completed Phase Two of EXERCISE LONGSTICK VI’ - dropping troops, jeeps and guns. Three aircraft took off from base and landed at B58. They brought back service personnel and freight to DOWN AMPNEY. After this, they all returned to Tarrant Rushton.
August 4th, 1945.
Four aircraft flew to B58. Three brought medical personnel and kit to base and the other took Army personnel to BLACKBUSHE after which it returned to base. A crew was flown to SHEPHERD’S GROVE and taken by a Stirling to CHRISTIANSAND. This crew brought back the aircraft that had been there since July 18th undergoing an engine change.
August 5th, 1945.
Five aircraft went to WARMELL and took on board RAF personnel and kit and flew to B160. There, four of them embarked other RAF personnel and kit whom they ferried to WARMWELL. The fifth aircraft going unserviceable at B160 returned later direct to base empty. One of the four aircraft remained unserviceable overnight at WARMWELL, returning the next day. The other three returned later the same evening.
August 6th, 1945.
One Halifax carried out ‘EXERCISE MANTON I’ - dropping radar equipment on behalf of No. 9 Radio School at YATESBURY.
August 7th, 1945.
Twenty aircraft and three spare aircraft took off and landed at LEICESTER EAST on ‘EXERCISE CADET’ except for one which landed back at base developing engine trouble. The crew transferred to a spare aircraft and took off later for LEICESTER EAST. The three spare aircraft were carrying Servicing Wing personnel. One went unserviceable at LEICESTER EAST and an extra aircraft took spares to LEICESTER EAST, returning to base the same evening. This unserviceable aircraft came back to Tarrant Rushton the next day. At LEICSTER EAST, the 20 aircraft embarked troops and with the two spare aircraft carrying service personnel flew to MARSTON MOOR.
August 8th, 1945.
The 20 aircraft on ‘EXERCISE CADET’ took off from MARSTON MOOR, dropped their troops and flew back to base. The two spare aircraft brought the servicing personnel back. On this exercise, there also operated under Tarrant Rushton control a Dakota aircraft from LEICESTER EAST. This aircraft and crew came down to Tarrant Rushton on August 6th for briefing, afterwards returning it its own base.
August 9th, 1945.
Two aircraft flew to B58 and brought personnel and kit to FORD after which they landed at base. A Dakota aircraft took spares to B58 for ‘OPERATION HELLAS’.
August 10th, 1945.
One aircraft took Servicing Wing personnel, kit and spares to B58 for ‘OPERATION HELLAS’.
August 11th, 1945.
One aircraft carried out ‘EXERCISE MANTON II’.
August 12th, 1945.
Four aircraft completed ‘EXERCISE DEMON XV’. ‘EXERCISE UPLIFT I’ also took place on August 14th, 15th and 17th. Troops and aircrew stood by but finally the weather prevented the exercise from taking place.
August 16th, 1945.
Fourteen aircraft took off on ‘OPERATION HELLAS’ and landed at B58. The same day, one pilot there went sick and one aircraft became unserviceable. The stand-by aircraft flew out taking an additional First Pilot. ‘EXERCIOSE SKYLARK’ took place - one aircraft dropped a jeep and 75 mm gun near LARK HILL. Another was to have dropped a six pounder gun and jeep but landed at NETHERAVON owing to a fire in the rest bay. It was able to return to Tarrant Rushton the same afternoon. Both aircraft carried troops who were not dropped because of the high wind.
August 17th, 1945.
The take-off from B58 on ‘OPERATION HELLAS’ was postponed by 48 hours. The aircraft that had been unserviceable were flown back by the extra pilot bringing home the captain who was sick and his crew. On the way, they took a passenger to GREAT DUNMOW and freight to DOWN AMPNEY. A Skymaster freight aircraft came over from HOLMSLEY SOUTH, loaded spares for No. 298 Squadron and returned to its base to proceed overseas.
August 19th, 1945.
Take-off from B58 was postponed a further 24 hours. One aircraft went unserviceable and another aircraft and crew went out to take its place. The unserviceable aircraft later returned to base.
August 20th, 1945.
Fourteen aircraft took off with passengers and kit from B58 and after refuelling at FOGGIA landed at HASSANI the same day.
August 21st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’ - Was due to begin giving glider experience to 6th Airborne Division. Owing to weather, a mass lift without troops was carried out.
August 22nd, 1945.
Fourteen were airborne from HASSANI, carrying personnel and kit to FOGGIA. From there they brought other personnel and kit to the UK. It was intended that they should land at ST MAWGAN but they were diverted to MERRYFIELD and EXETER. Thirteen landed at MERRYFIELD and one at EXETER. Five glider lifts were flown on ‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’.
August 23rd, 1945.
Thirteen aircraft returned empty direct from MERRYFIELD to base. The fourteenth took its load to ST MAWGAN and then returned to base empty. Two lifts of five Halifax-Horsa combinations were made on ‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’. One aircraft completed ‘EXERCISE MANTON III’.
August 24th, 1945.
Owing to weather, only three sorties were made on ‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’.
August 25th, 1945.
Two lifts of five gliders were completed on ‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’.
August 26th, 1945.
Fourteen aircraft were airborne from base for B58 on ‘OPERATION HELLAS’, two going unserviceable landed again and the crews changed to spare aircraft. All fourteen landed at B58 where one went unserviceable, the reserve aircraft and crew flew out with the spares and an additional Flight Engineer and landed at B58.
August 27th, 1945.
Fourteen aircraft were airborne from B58 and landed at FOGGIA. One went unserviceable there and the remainder landed at HASSANI. The aircraft that had been unserviceable at BRUSSELS flew back to base. The pilot of the aircraft unserviceable at FOGGIA took his load on to HASSANI in a GREAT DUNMOW aircraft. Five gliders lifts on ‘EXERCISE UPLIFT II’ took place in the morning and five in the afternoon.
August 28th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE UPLIFT II’ was continued as one of the first five aircraft went unserviceable, the other four landed again. The five went off later and another five during the afternoon.
August 29th, 1945.
Seven lifts were completed on ‘EXERCISE UPLIFT II’. One aircraft took off from Tarrant Rushton with spares for FOGGIA and an Engineer Officer en route for ATHENS. Owing to weather, it turned back and was directed to PERSHORE. Thirteen aircraft and the DUNMOW aircraft left ATHENS and landed at FOGGIA. They were all airborne from FOGGIA. One landed at base with a burst tyre, 12 landed at MERRYFIELD and returned to base the same evening, one landed at ST MAWGAN and remained over-night.
August 30th, 1945.
The aircraft from ST MAWGAN returned to base and the one at PERSHORE took the Engineer officer to DUNMOW and brought a DUNMOW crew to Tarrant Rushton for the DUNMOW aircraft. Ten lifts were completed on ‘EXERCISE BACKWASH I’ and two on ‘EXERCISE MORETON II’ which was designed to give air experience to 40 Army cadets.
August 31st, 1945.
An aircraft left for FOGGIA with spares and a crew for the aircraft there. It returned from FOGGIA to LYNEHAM, being diverted from its original destination of ST MAWGAN with 15 passengers and kit. The aircraft returned from LYNEHAM to Tarrant Rushton the same evening.
In addition, the squadron during the month ferried away 21 old aircraft of No. 298 Squadron, delivered 25 old Horsas to NETHERAVON and ferried in 15 new aircraft from KINLOSS, HAWARDEN and HIGH ERCALL.
Meteorological Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant P.A CANNING.
August 1st, 1945.
Cloudy during day, fine at night.
August 2nd, 1945.
Fair or fine.
August 3rd, 1945.
Fair or fine.
August 4th, 1945.
Fair or fine.
August 5th, 1945.
Fair or fine.
August 6th, 1945.
Occasional slight showers.
August 7th, 1945.
Rain during evening. Fresh North West wind.
August 8th, 1945.
Frequent showers with thunder in afternoon and evening.
August 9th, 1945.
Fair, moderate North North West wind.
August 10th, 1945.
Slight rain 04.00 hours, fine during the day.
August 11th, 1945.
Fair, patches of low cloud during the morning.
August 12th, 1945.
Fog and mist in early morning.
August 13th, 1945.
Mist and low cloud during morning.
August 14th, 1945.
Cloud base 800 - 1,000 feet lifting 1,000 - 2,000 feet.
August 15th, 1945.
Rain 05.00 hours to 11.00 hours.
August 16th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle late afternoon and evening. Strong South West to North West winds. Fine.
August 17th, 1945.
Fine to fair.
August 18th, 1945.
Slight drizzle during morning, patches of low cloud 400 - 1,000 feet.
August 19th, 1945.
Slight drizzle.
August 20th, 1945.
Fog around dawn
August 21st, 1945.
Continuous rain becoming showery.
August 22nd, 1945.
Rain or showers, strong South West wind, much low cloud during the morning.
August 23rd, 1945.
Occasional light rain during the afternoon and evening.
August 24th, 1945.
Intermittent drizzle, much cloud at 200 - 800 feet.
August 25th, 1945.
Rain 13.00 hours to 14.00 hours, much low cloud during morning.
August 26th, 1945.
Fair or fine.
August 27th, 1945.
Fog early morning.
August 28th, 1945.
Frequent thunder storms during morning.
August 29th, 1945.
Fog until 08.00 hours, slight drizzle in afternoon, much low cloud on or near surface during morning.
August 30th, 1945.
Fog early morning, patches of low cloud during morning.
August 31st, 1945.
Much cloud at 900 feet during the morning, lifting during the day to 1,500 feet - 2,00 feet.
(See Appendix ‘A’:)
Appendix ‘A’:
Wednesday August 1st, 1945.
Cloud during day, fine at night, much cloud at 2,500 - 3,000 feet during day, visibility 3 - 8 miles, wind North East 8 - 15 mph during day otherwise light and variable.
Thursday August 2nd, 1945.
Fine, little cloud, visibility moderate becoming good, wind light becoming North North East to North North West 10 - 15 mph.
Friday August 3rd, 1945.
Fine, little or no cloud, visibility good, wind light variable.
Saturday August 4th, 1945.
Fine, little cloud, visibility good, wind light and variable.
Sunday August 5th, 1945.
Fair, broken cloud at 1,500 - 2,000 feet, visibility good to moderate, wind North North West 10 - 15 mph.
Monday August 6th, 1945.
Occasional slight showers, broken cloud at 1,500 - 2,500 feet, visibility very good, wind North West 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday August 7th, 1945.
Rain 16.00 hours to 22.00 hours, broken cloud at 2,500 feet becoming 10/10ths in rain, visibility good. Wind North West 12 - 18 mph.
Wednesday August 8th, 1945.
Frequent showers, thunder 13.00 hours and 19.00 hours, variable cloud becoming 8/10ths to 10/10ths at 1,500 feet in rain. Visibility moderate, wind North 5 - 10 mph.
Thursday August 9th, 1945.
Fair, visibility moderate, cloud 3/10ths to 7/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, wind North North West 8 - 15 mph.
Friday August 10th, 1945.
Slight rain until 04.00 hours, fine during day, cloud 5/10ths at 3,000 - 4,000 feet, increasing 8/10ths to 10/10ths in rain, small amounts at 3,000 - 4,000 feet during the day. Wind North West to North North West 10 - 18 mph. Visibility moderate to good.
Saturday August 11th, 1945.
Fair, patches of stratus at 400 - 500 feet during morning, lifting to variable amounts at 3,000 - 4,000 feet during the afternoon. Visibility moderate to poor, becoming good late morning. Wind North moderate, South sea breeze in afternoon and evening.
Sunday August 12th, 1945.
Fog and mist early morning becoming fair by afternoon, cloud patches of lifted fog early afternoon to 3/10ths to 5/10ths at 3,000 - 4,000 feet later. Visibility poor becoming moderate to good by afternoon. Wind light East becoming South East 10 - 18 mph.
Monday August 13th, 1945.
Mist and low stratus during morning becoming fair or fine during the afternoon, cloud well broken at 1,500 feet, patches of stratus at 600 feet dispersing to nil to 3/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the afternoon. Wind East North East 6 - 12 mph.
Tuesday August 14th, 1945.
Cloudy, visibility 2 - 4 miles improving to 5 - 7 miles during the evening. Cloud 8/10ths to 10/10ths 800 - 1,000 feet lifting to 1,000 - 2,000 feet during morning. Wind light East or calm becoming light West to South West during the day.
Wednesday August 15th, 1945.
Rain from 05.00 hours to 11.00 hours becoming fair to fine during the evening, visibility 1 - 4 miles improving to over 20 miles during the day, cloud 10/10ths at 1,000 feet, patches at 600 feet lifting to 6/10ths to 9/10ths at 2,000 feet during morning and decreasing during the evening. Wind light and variable becoming West to North West 10 mph during the day.
Thursday August 16th, 1945.
Fine becoming cloudy during the day with period of rain 15.00 hours to 16.00 hours and then slight drizzle for three hours. Visibility 10 - 20 miles, falling to four miles in drizzle. Cloud nil to 4/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet increasing to 7/10ths to 10/10ths at 2,000 feet during the day with patches at 800 feet. Wind North West to South West 5 - 10 mph increasing 18 - 25 mph during the day.
Friday August 17th, 1945.
Fine to fair, visibility 12 - 20 miles, well broken cloud 2,000 - 4,000 feet, wind West South West 8 - 12 mph.
Saturday August 18th, 1945.
Fine becoming cloudy during morning with slight drizzle, visibility 3 - 5 miles during the morning, cloud nil to 4/10ths at 3,000 feet increasing to 7/10ths to 10/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the morning with patches 400 - 1,000 feet. Wind East to North East 8 - 15 mph.
Sunday August 19th, 1945.
Cloudy with slight drizzle, visibility good, 3 - 4 miles in precipitation, cloud 8/10ths to 10/10ths at 1,200 - 1,400 feet, lifting 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the day. Wind North East to North 8 - 15 mph backing North to North West during the evening.
Monday August 20th, 1945.
Fair, fog around dawn, cloud 2/10ths to 4/10ths at 3,000 - 5,000 feet increasing 4/10ths to 8/10ths and lowering to 900 - 1,000 feet at 09.00 hours but lifting 1,500 - 3,000 feet at 14.00 hours. Visibility 2 - 3 miles, falling 800 - 1,500 yards around dawn, improving 10 - 20 miles during afternoon. Wind calm or LV becoming South West 10 - 15 mph from 16.00 hours.
Tuesday August 21st, 1945.
Cloudy with continuous rain becoming showery during the morning, cloud 10/10ths 2,000 feet lowering 400 - 800 feet but lifting to 7/10ths to 9/10ths at 2,500 feet during the afternoon. Wind South South East to South South West 10 mph increasing 20 mph - 25 mph, veering to West South West 15 mph during the day. Visibility 12 - 15 mph falling to 3 miles in precipitation.
Wednesday August 22nd, 1945.
Rain or showers, visibility 5 - 15 miles but 2,100 yards in heavier rain, cloud 6/10ths to 10/10ths at 1,000 - 2,000 feet, patches at 800 feet, wind South West 10 - 15 mph freshening during the day to 20 - 30 mph, veering North North West 6 - 10 mph in late evening.
Thursday August 23rd, 1945.
Occasional light rain afternoon and evening, cloud 3/10ths to 7/10ths 1,500 - 3,000 feet, wind North to West 8 - 15 mph. Visibility 4 - 8 miles improving 10 to 15 miles during the day.
Friday August 24th, 1945.
Intermittent drizzle during the day, visibility 10 miles, 2 - 3 miles in drizzle, cloud 10/10ths at 1,500 feet falling to 400 - 800 feet during day and occasionally to 200 - 300 feet. Wind West South West 10 - 15 mph.
Saturday August 25th, 1945.
Period of rain 13.00 hours to 14.00 hours, visibility 4 - 8 miles improving 10 - 14 miles during the day. Cloud 10/10ths 500 feet - 1,000 feet, lifting to 600 feet to 1,000 feet in morning, 1,500 feet to 2,000 feet during afternoon. Wind West South West 10 mph becoming North West to North North West 5 - 10 mph during the afternoon.
Sunday August 26th, 1945.
Fair or fine, visibility 8 - 15 miles but 5 - 7 miles early morning, cloud mainly small amounts 3,000 - 4,000 feet, winds light variable becoming South moderate during the day.
Monday August 27th, 1945.
Fog at 02.00 hours, slowly improving during the day to 3 - 5 miles and to 8 - 12 miles in afternoon. Wind light East becoming 12 - 20 mph during the day. Cloud nil or small amounts.
Tuesday August 28th, 1945.
Thunder storms 06.30 hours to 10.00 hours, visibility 3 - 5 miles falling 1,000 yards - 3,000 yards in rain. Variable cloud 1,500 feet - 4,000 feet, wind variable becoming South South West to South in the afternoon.
Wednesday August 29th, 1945.
Slight drizzle during the afternoon, fog until 08.00 hours, cloud 10/10ths stratus on surface at first lifting to 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the afternoon and decreasing to 3/10ths by evening. Visibility poor to moderate improving to good in afternoon. Winds South to West South West 6 - 12 mph.
Thursday August 30th, 1945.
Visibility 10 - 15 miles falling to 800 yards - 1,800 yards at 01.45 hours. Improving 18.00 hours to 3,000 yards from 03.00 hours and to 6 - 12 miles during the day. Cloud nil to 1/10ths at 2,500 feet increasing to 5/10ths at 600 feet towards dawn. Lifting to 4/10ths to 8/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet in afternoon. Wind West North West to North light to moderate.
Friday August 31st, 1945.
Visibility 4 - 6 miles, improving 5 - 10 miles during the day. Cloud 3/10ths to 6/10ths 1,500 feet - 2,000 feet, increasing 6/10ths to 10/10ths at 900 - 1,000 feet, lifting during the day to 5/10ths to 8/10ths at 1,500 - 2,500 feet. Wind light North becoming South East to South 10 - 15 mph during the day.
Navigation Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant G.H. GARRITY.
Further training on Transport Command lines continued during the month although most of the efforts of the squadron have been directed to the successful conclusion of transport tasks to GREECE, GERMANY and the AZORES.
History of the Servicing Wing for August, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader E.F. BROOKS.
The 21 Halifax aircraft previously on charge to No. 298 Squadron were disposed of by the 11th of the month. No. 644 Squadron has continued its training programme and the rearming of the squadron with tropicalised aircraft has commenced. A large number of airborne forces personnel have been given air experience in Horsa II gliders while, owing to glue deterioration, it has been found necessary to dispose of 32 Horsa I gliders, a considerable number of which have been delivered by air to NETHERAVON.
In conjunction with other No. 38 Group stations, we have completed the major part of a Transport Command commitment (‘OPERATION HELLAS’) involving separate waves of aircraft being flown via BRUSSELS to GREECE and back again. In order to facilitate this operation, it has been necessary to contribute towards the maintenance of servicing parties at BRUSSELS and ATHENS. During the month, a small working party was despatched to GARDERMOEN to effect an engine change.
Statistics:
Aircraft on charge as at August 31st, 1945:
Halifax III 14
Halifax VII 32
Oxford I 1
Oxford II 2
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Flying hours for August, 1945:
Halifax 1,177.00
Station Flight 49.40
Gliders 74.10
Number of tows 146
Serviceability for August, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 1,264 Halifax aircraft on charge, 937 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 74 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing for August, 1945:
Minor inspections: 15
Acceptance checks (including Mod 1377): 13
Engine checks: 2
Major airframe repairs: 4
Major engine repairs: 3
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for August, 1945:
Minor repairs: 48
Major Repairs: 5
500 mile inspections: 10
2,000 mile inspections: 12
Personnel for August, 1945:
Strength of the Servicing Wing on August 31st, 1945, was 921 officers and other ranks.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer S.F. SMITH.
August 1st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE MORETON’ carried out with four Horsas and four RAF crews to give air experience to 75 Army Cadets. Flight Lieutenant RENDALL returned from HENGISTBURY HEAD to attend a Court of Enquiry regarding ‘C’ Squadron deficiencies.
August 3rd, 1945.
Hamilcar flying took place. One Horsa piloted by Flying Officer MILLS crashed at night. Rope broke at 500 feet, glider written off but both pilots uninjured.
August 4th, 1945.
Squadron stood down for three days over the August Bank Holiday period.
August 7th, 1945.
Squadron recommenced activities.
August 8th, 1945.
No. 6 and the remainder of No.23 Flight went to HENGISTBURY HEAD. One half of No. 23 Flight returned from HENGISTBURY HEAD. No. 1 Flight went on nine days leave. Staff Sergeant HENDEN awarded Mention In Despatches. Two sergeants and one trooper were posted to ‘A’ Squadron.
August 9th, 1945.
Four troopers posted to ‘G’ Squadron.
August 10th, 1945.
Four senior NCOs attached to HGSU at NETHERAVON.
August 13th, 1945.
Two troopers proceeded on Wing MT course.
August 14th, 1945.
Sergeant MANDERSON on Platoon weapons course.
August 15th, 1945.
V.J. Day.
August 16th, 1945.
V.J. Day plus One Day.
August 19th, 1945.
No. 1 Flight returned from leave.
August 21st, 1945.
No. 7 Flight proceeded on nine days privilege leave. Ferrying to NETHERAVON of 12 gliders.
August 22nd, 1945.
Six officers and five NCOs (RAF) posted to ORTU at MATCHING GREEN. Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 23rd, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 24th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 25th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 26th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 27th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 28th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 29th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
August 30th, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience. Lieutenant G.E. STILTON attached from Glider Pilot Depot pending posting.
August 31st, 1945.
Personnel of 6th Airborne Division carried in Horsas on air experience.
Armament Activities Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
(i) Refors aircraft: Nil.
(ii) Technical defects: nil.
(iii) Training: Four six pounder guns and four troops were dropped during the month, also a 72 mm gun and a jeep for special demonstration. 186 containers were dropped successfully on demonstration and training flights. Practise bombing was carried out on CRITCHEL DOWN Bombing Range. 126 bombs were dropped successfully, 1,200 rounds were fired on air to sea practises. Three special demonstrations of supply dropping were carried out using one aircraft at a DZ near a training establishment.
(iv) Establishments: Although apparently over-strength, especially in senior NCOs, examination reveals that many are due for early release which renders them partially non-effective owing to EVT. The general tendency to dream of civilian life and perhaps a natural belief that all is well now that the war has been decided.
(v) Visits to Station, Groups and Commands: nil.
(vi) Items of special interest: nil.
(vii) General: The despatch of aircraft formally held by No. 298 Squadron, the removal of armament and return of appropriate MUs has kept personnel busy. The breaking down of belted ammunition, the sorting and cleaning and preparation for despatch is still a major task. The station retains a versatile role and dull moments are few.
Visits to Tarrant Rushton during August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
August 1st, 1945.
Group Captain T. SUTTON, Wing Commander L. WRIGHT.
August 7th, 1945.
Group Captain G. GROVES.
August 9th, 1945.
Air Commodore H. BOWEN.
August 13th, 1945.
Group Captain THOMAS.
August 15th, 1945.
Lieutenant Colonel MacDONALD, USAAF.
August 20th, 1945.
Wing Commander P. CZEASKI of the Polish Air Force.
August 28th, 1945.
Wing Commander G. RUSSELL.
WAAF Section Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer H.E.V. BACK.
August 8th, 1945.
(i) Postings: Flight Officer H.E.V. BACK reported on posting.
August 14th, 1945.
Flight Officer P. PLAYFORD proceeded to RAF BLAKEHILL FARM on posting. Section Officer M. BILLOT proceeded to No. 105 PDC WYTHALL on release.
August 17th, 1945.
Assistant Section Officer M. BENEDEK reported on posting.
August 31st, 1945.
(ii) Visits: Flight Officer CROSSLEY (EVT) visited the unit.
Sports Summary for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Cricket: Two teams have played regular league and friendly games on Saturdays and Sundays. The first team reached the final in K/O Cup and League Cup but were defeated in both. Section games are being played every Wednesday afternoon.
Soccer: A team has been entered in the local league and friendly fixtures have been arranged. Inter-section league games to be played mid-week.
Badminton: Regular attendance at gym on three evenings each week and most afternoons.
Squash: Becoming more popular.
Basketball: Played by mixed personnel.
P.T. (Physical Training): PT While You Work scheme is progressing well and is a popular feature.
Dinghy Drill: Regular attendances at BOSCOMBE Baths.
Swimming: Exceedingly popular. Parties attend baths regularly and keen games of polo have been played. Entrants for the RAF Certificate not as numerous but two more candidates have been successful.
Rugby: It is hoped to run a side this season now that field facilities have been obtained.
Intelligence Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer K.G. RIDGEWELL.
Transport tasks have now become routine commitments for the aircraft of this section. It has been found necessary to set up a form of passenger and freight section to deal with the new type of work. When aircraft from this station are detailed to transport personnel in and out of the UK, arrangements are normally made for them to use another airfield as the point of departure and arrival. Such an airfield would be one of those listed in AMO241/45 as having the necessary controls, i.e. customs, immigration, public health etc.
On certain condition, however, due to weather conditions or operational necessity, aircraft with passengers land direct at base from overseas. In these cases, it devolves upon the intelligence officer to supervise the clearance of the personnel concerned after inspecting their movement orders and in liaison with the movement control authorities and H.M. Customs and Excise Depot at Poole. Customs declarations are also made by each aircraft crew returning from overseas to base, even if no passengers are carried. This has become a matter of routine. Visits by the Customs and Excise authorities at Poole are made from time to time. These authorities are kept fully informed by telephone of expected arrivals of aircraft from overseas so that they may attend the landing of these aircraft when they desire to do so.
Station Strength for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
RAF officers: 187 Senior NCOs: 531 Other ranks: 1,048
WAAF officers: 3 Senior NCOs: 7 Other ranks: 174
RNZAF officers: 2 Senior NCOs: 2 Other ranks: 0
Jamaican officers: 0 Senior NCOs: 0 Other ranks: 14
Medical History for August, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader R. McMAHON.
General health of the camp is very good.
August 13th, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant R. SOLLEY 121766 (Medical Officer) detached from RAF Station Tarrant Rushton and attached to RAF Station MATCHING.
August 27th, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant R.C. FRASER 106090 (Medical Officer) posted to SHQ RAF Station Tarrant Rushton from No. 146 Wing BAOR 2nd TAF.
Units Under Medical Care: (see Appendix ‘B’)
Appendix ‘B’: Medical Officer’s Report for August, 1945:
Units under Medical Care during August, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 4644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 4298 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
Entertainments Report for August, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant H.G. PRESCOTT.
The films shown in the station cinema during the month of August , 1945, are as follows:
‘The Old Dark House’
‘Anthony Adverse’
‘The Constant Nymph’
‘Arsenic and Old Lace’
‘Twenty Million Sweethearts’
‘Between Two Worlds’
‘Old Acquaintance’
‘Captain Blood’
‘Together Again’
‘Flight From Folly’
‘Blondie Plays Cupid’
‘The Merry Monahans’
An ENSA show is presented each Saturday evening, including one play ‘Love In A Mist’ by Kenneth Horne.
Operations Report for September, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
September 1st, 1945.
The last remaining aircraft on the second ‘OPERTION HELLAS’ flight returned from FOGGIA with 15 Army personnel. Owing to weather, it was diverted from base and landed at ABINGDON. An Oxford aircraft of the Station Flight flew to BRUSSELS and brought back two aircrew personnel who had been in hospital from the previous ‘OPERATION HELLAS’ flight.
September 2nd, 1945.
The aircraft returned from ABINGDON to base. Fourteen aircraft took off on the third ‘OPERATION HELLAS’ flight and all landed at BRUSSELS.
September 3rd, 1945.
The ‘OPERATION HELLAS’ flight from BRUSSELS was postponed 24 hours. Eight aircraft took RAF personnel and kit to LUBECK and took on board there other passengers and kit. One landed at base and the remainder were diverted to GREAT DUNMOW. A number of officers from the School of Air Support attended a demonstration of aircraft and gliders.
September 4th, 1945.
Fourteen aircraft took off from BRUSSELS and landed at FOGGIA, afterwards flying on to ATHENS. The seven aircraft brought their loads from GREAT DUNMOW to base, nine aircraft took passengers and kit to LUBECK and eight returned to base with a similar load. The ninth aircraft remained unserviceable and LUBECK.
September 5th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE CUMBAK’ designed for September 5th, 1945, was postponed 24 hours.
September 6th, 1945.
Twelve Halifax-Horsa combinations were airborne on ‘EXERCISE CUMBAK’. The gliders went down at SHEPHERDS GROVE and the tugs landed at RIVENHALL. Later, the tugs all landed at SHEPHERDS GROVE to retrieve the gliders, one glider having been damaged on landing. Eleven combinations and one tug took off from SHEPHERDS GROVE and landed at base.
On ‘OPERATION HELLAS’, 14 aircraft were airborne from ATHENS, refuelling at FOGGIA and landing at GLETTON. Eleven of them returned to base the same evening and the remainder came back the next morning.
September 7th, 1945.
One aircraft took off from Tarrant Rushton and landed at EARLS COLNE, whence it took RAF and Army personnel to BRUSSELS for a demonstration.
September 8th, 1945.
The Tarrant Rushton Servicing Party for ‘OPERATION HELLAS’ was flown back from B58 to base in two GREAT DUNMOW aircraft. Spares were also brought.
September 9th, 1945.
The aircraft at BRUSSELS brought its passengers back to EARLS COLNE and then came on to base.
September 10th, 1945.
Seven aircraft flew to BLACKBUSHE for a flight to the AZORES on the following day.
September 11th, 1945.
A proposed sortie to the AZORES was postponed 24 hours owing to exceptionally strong headwinds.
September 12th, 1945.
Seven aircraft carried RAF personnel and kit from BLACKBUSHE to the AZORES. Seven other aircraft for the second lift went from base to BLACKBUSHE and a spare aircraft was flown there late in the evening. One aircraft went to GREAT DUNMOW and brought back one officer and two Servicing Wing personnel who had been flown back to GREAT DUNMOW from HASSANI on conclusion of ‘OPERATION HELLAS’.
September 13th, 1945.
The flight from BLACKBUSHE had to be postponed 24 hours. The spare aircraft returned to Tarrant Rushton and another aircraft was flown to BLACKBUSHE during the afternoon. Six aircraft were airborne from the AZORES and landed back at Tarrant Rushton in the early morning bringing miscellaneous freight. One aircraft remained unserviceable at LAGENS.
September 14th, 1945.
An Oxford aircraft was despatched to BLACKBUSHE with spares for the aircraft unserviceable at LAGENS so that they could be flown out on the second lift. It then returned to base. Seven aircraft were airborne from BLACKBUSHE for the AZORES, of which five landed there. One aircraft landed at PERSHORE, having returned through lack of fuel, and the other one crashed on BODMIN MOOR, the crew and passengers being killed. All these aircraft carried RAF personnel and kit. The spare aircraft and crew returned from BLACKBUSHE to base. Combinations stood by all day for ‘EXERCISE ODIRAFT’, ‘EXERCISE TILRAFT’, ‘EXERCISE VALLRAFT’, EXERCISE CHIRRAFT’, ‘EXERCISE STONEYRAFT’, ‘EXERCISE PHILRAFT’ and ‘EXERCISE THORNRAFT’ but were unable to proceed to their respective airfields on account of weather. These exercises were designed to move and display two Halifax-Hamilcar combinations and five Halifax-Horsa combinations on the open day on September 15th, 1945.
September 15th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE MANTON V’ originally designed for September 14th, 1945, was carried out. All seven combinations moved in the morning to their respective positions and all returned to base in the evening except the Halifax-Horsa combination at VALLEY which remained there owing to bad weather. The aircraft that remained unserviceable at LAGENS landed at base, having left the AZORES on the evening of September 14th, 1945. It carried miscellaneous freight. The aircraft that landed at PERSHORE returned to BLACKBUSHE. The five aircraft in the AZORES were due to take off in the evening for Tarrant Rushton but owing to the weather over England, their departure was postponed until the following morning.
September 16th, 1945.
Take off for the aircraft at BLACKBUSHE for the AZORES was postponed owing to very strong headwinds. Five aircraft returned to Tarrant Rushton from the AZORES bringing one passenger and a quantity of freight. The combination at VALLEY was unable to return to base owing to bad weather.
September 17th, 1945.
The aircraft at BLACKBUSHE left for the AZORES carrying RAF personnel and kit. One Halifax took 250 "X" type parachutes and straps together with three personnel from P.M.S.U. NETHERAVON. An Oxford aircraft flew to VALLEY with spares an a member of the Servicing Wing for the Halifax there. The combination returned to base during the afternoon.
September 18th, 1945.
The aircraft returned empty from GARDEMOEN, having been delayed the preceding night owing to weather.
September 19th, 1945.
The aircraft from the AZORES came back with a load of mail. ‘EXERCISE WOMNUD’ was postponed 24 hours.
September 20th, 1945.
Three aircraft took freight to MAISON BLANCHE. Two returned during the night and the third remained there unserviceable. ‘EXERCISE WOMNUD’ was again postponed 24 hours.
September 21st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE WOMNUD’ took place. Twenty Halifax-Horsa combinations were detailed. Nineteen were airborne and one had to return to base almost immediately as the tug had one engine unserviceable. Another proceeded on three engines, released its glider at the LZ and returned direct to base. The other 17 aircraft, after releasing the gliders over GREAT DUNMOW, landed at RIVENHALL. One went unserviceable there, the other 16 proceeded to GREAT DUNMOW and retrieved the gliders after which they landed at base. Two more aircraft were sent and retrieved the remaining two gliders, one of them having taken spares to RIVENHALL.
‘EXERCISE MANTON 26 VI’ took place during the afternoon. The third aircraft returned from ALGES having taken off during the night.
September 22nd, 1945.
The aircraft returned from RIVENHALL. Three Halifaxes flew personnel and freight to PRAGUE and returned to base.
September 23rd, 1945.
Three Halifaxes flew personnel and freight to PRAGUE and returned to base.
September 24th, 1945.
Ten Halifaxes flew personnel and freight to PRAGUE and returned to base. ‘EXERCISE DEMON XVII’ scheduled for September 24th, 1945, was postponed to the alternative date of October 1st, 1945.
September 25th, 1945.
Ten Halifaxes continued the service to PRAGUE. One remained unserviceable there and the other nine returned to base.
September 26th, 1945.
Ten further aircraft operated to PRAGUE and the aircraft remaining there from the previous day returned to Tarrant Rushton.
September 27th, 1945.
Ten aircraft continued the transport task to PRAGUE and back.
September 28th, 1945.
An aircraft sortied to OSLO to bring back the personnel and parachutes taken on September 17th, 1945 This had to be postponed as Group could not obtain confirmation that the passengers and load were ready. Ten aircraft took off for PRAGUE, nine landed there and returned to base. The tenth, owing to a suspected fire on board, landed at MERVILLE, returning to base during the evening.
September 29th, 1945.
One aircraft went to OSLO and retrieved the personnel and parachutes from there. Twelve aircraft operated to PRAGUE and back.
September 30th, 1945.
Twelve aircraft completed the assignment to PRAGUE (the total number of sorties in the nine days amounting to 80 and the hours flown to 629 hours and 40 minutes).
In addition, during the month 10 new aircraft were collected and 21 old Halifaxes flown away. Eight old Horsa Mark Is were delivered to NETHERAVON and five Horsa Mark IIs were collected. Thirty-one aircraft from other stations in the Group came and operated on transport tasks from Tarrant Rushton and 24 Halifaxes came and made 24 Horsa lifts to give air experience to troops.
Navigation Report for September, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A.W. SLIPPER.
During this month, the squadron was actively engaged on transport tasks, the largest being the completion of the ATHENS and PRAGUE tasks. A high degree of proficiency was maintained which overcame the bad weather experienced on many trips and the fact that most crews were working extremely hard. No. 38 Group exercises were carried out without any trouble.
History of the Servicing Wing for September, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A.M. PATERSON.
During September, all surplus Halifax III aircraft were offered for disposal, although final instructions are still awaited for nine aircraft. No. 644 Squadron now has its complete strength of 25 U.E. tropicalised Halifax VII aircraft, the surplus Mark IIIs and Mark VIIs having been sent to No. 43 Group units. One Oxford II aircraft has been disposed of as a result of glue deterioration while it has been necessary to take five Horsa II gliders on loan from NETHERAVON due to the fortnightly muster glider exercises recently instituted.
On the termination of ‘OPERATION HELLAS’, the small servicing party was withdrawn from ATHENS. A commitment of 14 aircraft to the AZORES necessitated the AV (advanced?) detachment of a party to RAF Station BLACKBUSHE for a short period. One Halifax Mark VII became a total loss during this operation but was subsequently replaced.
From September 22nd, 1945, the major task of transporting 230 tonnes of Czechlosovakian currency has involved 80 sorties to PRAGUE, this commitment being completed on the last day of the month. To achieve this, all aircraft were fitted with freight panniers, some of which will be removed for container dropping exercises.
Statistics:
Aircraft on charge as at September 30th, 1945:
Halifax III 9
Halifax VII 25
Oxford I 1
Oxford II 1
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Flying hours for September, 1945:
Halifax 1,654
Station Flight 71
Gliders 137
Number of tows 121
Serviceability for September, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 1,248 Halifax aircraft on charge, 893 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 71.5 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing for September, 1945:
Minor inspections: 10
Acceptance checks (including Mod 1377): 16
Engine changes: 1
Major airframe repairs: 6
Panniers fitted (Mod.1377) : 21
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for September, 1945:
Minor repairs: 45
Major Repairs: 9
1,000 mile inspections: 10
2,000 mile inspections: 18
Engine changes: 2
Personnel for September, 1945:
Strength of the Servicing Wing on September 30th, 1945, was 798 officers and other ranks.
Entries from the Signals Section for September, 1945: Nil.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for September, 1945:
Compiled by Major A. DALE.
September 3rd, 1945.
Demonstration of Halifax-Hamilcar combination flown for visiting senior officers. Circuited in very bad visibility, made a very good landing. Glider piloted by Flying Officer GARDEN and Staff Sergeant REDKNAP.
September 4th, 1945.
Briefing for ‘EXERCISE CUMBAK’: 20 crews.
September 5th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE CUMBAK’ postponed 24 hours. One Horsa ferried to NETHERAVON and two to Wing. No. 6 Flight returned from HENGISTBURY HEAD.
September 6th, 1945.
No. 7 Flight proceeded to HENGISTBURY HEAD. ‘EXERCISE CUMBAK’ - 12 Halifax-Horsa combinations took off at 09.15 hours BST and landed at SHEPHERDS GROVE at 11.10 hours. Glider piloted by Flight Lieutenant HEMMINGS damaged on landing. No. 23 Flight proceeded on leave.
September 15th, 1945.
One Horsa glider ferried to each of the following places: VALLEY, FILTON, STONEY CROSS, CHIVENOR and THORNEY ISLAND. One Hamilcar glider ferried to each of the following place: ODIHAM and TILSTOCK.
September 16th, 1945.
No. 23 Flight returned from leave.
September 17th, 1945.
Memorial service for airborne troops at SAINT MARTIN’S-IN-THE-FIELDS, LONDON.
September 18th, 1945.
Five gliders ferried from NETHERAVON to base. No. 6 Flight proceeded on leave.
September 19th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE WOMNUD’ postponed.
September 20th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE WOMNUD’ postponed.
September 21st, 1945.
Nineteen Horsas took off on ‘EXERCISE WOMNUD’. One returned to base when the Halifax tug’s starboard engine feathered. One glider damaged by marshalling staff at GREAT DUNMOW. Repaired and flown back the same evening.
September 25th, 1945.
SSM PETRIE attended a memorial service at ARNHEM.
September 26th, 1945.
Twelve Horsas on one-hour cross-country, landing back at base and carrying a load of 25 Air Landing troops in each glider for air experience. Total troops lifted were 200 Royal Ulster Rifles and 100 Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry. Lieutenant LOWTHER proceeded to Wing HQ for Wing sports meeting.
September 27th, 1945.
Twelve Horsas on one-hour cross-country, landing back at base and carrying 150 Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire No. 756 Air Landing Brigade Defence Company, No. 256 Air Landing Brigade HQ and 40 RURs.
September 28th, 1945.
AOC’s address at RAF station UXBRIDGE. Twenty officers and 38 NCOs of the RAF Element attended.
September 29th, 1945.
Flight Sergeants ELWOOD, JONES J.L., PENTECOST and WATERS posted to No. 644 Squadron as Second Pilots.
Armament Activities Report for September, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
(i) Refors aircraft: Nil.
(ii) Technical defects: Nil.
(iii) Training: A six pounder gun and jeep were loaded up for demonstration, also double-banked containers loaded were removed, reloaded later and dropped successfully. A six pounder gun and three double-banked loads of containers were loaded but were not dropped owing to unsuitable weather. Two exercises were carried out involving the dropping of containers and panniers for demonstration purposes.
(iv) Establishment: Little comment can be made upon establishments until a policy for the station is made known.
(v) Visits to Stations, Groups and Commands: Nil.
(vi) Items of special interest: Nil.
(vii) General: The change-over of aircraft has caused lots of work as all armament has been removed from the aircraft sent away. The items have been serviced and returned to appropriate MUs (Maintenance Units). The task of cleaning up and returning unnecessary equipment still keeps the armament personnel busily employed.
Meteorological Report for September, 1945:
(See Appendix ‘A’.)
September 1st, 1945.
Raining during the morning and afternoon.
September 2nd, 1945.
Rain and thunder storms.
September 3rd, 1945.
Periods of continuous rain.
September 4th, 1945.
Continuous rain during the morning.
September 5th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle.
September 6th, 1945.
Fair or fine.
September 7th, 1945.
Cloudy.
September 8th, 1945.
Cloudy.
September 9th, 1945.
Cloudy, some drizzle.
September 10th, 1945.
Much rain and drizzle.
September 11th, 1945.
Much rain and drizzle.
September 12th, 1945.
Much rain and drizzle.
September 13th, 1945.
Much rain and drizzle.
September 14th, 1945.
Much rain and drizzle.
September 15th, 1945.
Variable skies.
September 16th, 1945.
Slight rain and drizzle during morning.
September 17th, 1945.
Variable skies.
September 18th, 1945.
Periods or rain and showers.
September 19th, 1945.
Periods of rain and showers.
September 20th, 1945.
Periods of rain and showers.
September 21st, 1945.
Periods of rain and showers.
September 22nd, 1945.
Periods of rain and showers, South South West gale.
September 23rd, 1945.
Frequent showers.
September 24th, 1945.
Showery.
September 25th, 1945.
Fair to fine.
September 26th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle.
September 27th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle.
September 28th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle.
September 29th, 1945.
Fair or fine.
September 30th, 1945.
Fair or fine.
Detailed Meteorological Report for September, 1945: Appendix ‘A’.
Saturday, September 1st, 1945.
Cloudy with rain during the morning and afternoon, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 3,000 - 5,000 feet, lowering 600 - 1,000 feet, visibility 3 - 6 miles, wind East to South East 10 - 15 mph.
Sunday, September 2nd, 1945.
Rain and thunder storms early morning, rain during morning and early afternoon, visibility 2 - 5 miles but 2,000 - 3,000 yards in rain, cloud variable 6/10ths - 9/10ths 800 - 1,500 feet, 600 feet at times in rain, wind East to East North East 8 - 15 mph.
Monday, September 3rd, 1945.
Periods of continuous rain, visibility 5 - 10 miles falling 2 - 3 miles in precipitation, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 1,500 - 2,000 feet falling to 200 - 400 feet in the afternoon, wind East North East to East South East 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday, September 4th, 1945.
Continuous rain during the morning, visibility 3 - 6 miles, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 1,000 - 1,500 feet, lowering 400 - 600 feet at times of precipitation, wind North North East 5 - 15 mph.
Wednesday, September 5th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle, visibility 2 - 4 miles, improving 5 - 7 miles during the day, cloud 6/10ths - 10/10ths 600 - 1,000 feet lifting 1,700 - 2,000 feet at times, winds North to North East 8 - 15 mph.
Thursday, September 6th, 1945.
Fair or fine, visibility 8 - 5 miles, cloud variable amounts 2,000 - 5,000 feet, wind light North East.
Friday, September 7th, 1945.
Cloudy, visibility 10 miles, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 2,000 - 4,000 feet, wind East 5 mph.
Saturday, September 8th, 1945.
Cloudy, visibility 4 - 8 miles, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet, wind East 5 mph.
Sunday, September 9th, 1945.
Cloudy with some drizzle, visibility 5 - 10 miles, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths at 2,000 feet, wind light North to North North East.
Monday, September 10th, 1945.
Intermittent rain or drizzle from 10.00 hours, visibility 4 - 8 miles, falling to 1 - 3 miles, variable cloud base 4,000 feet lowering during the day to 1,500 - 2,500 feet and to 100 - 600 feet during the evening. Winds South to South South East 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday, September 11th, 1945.
Fog and drizzle until 10.00 hours then fair to cloudy, visibility 500 - 800 yards improving to 1,200 yards after 10.00 hours, up to 3 - 10 miles during afternoon, cloud 10/10ths surface to 700 feet lifting to 600 - 1,000 feet after 14.00 hours, winds South South West to south West 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday, September 12th, 1945.
Intermittent drizzle early morning, cloud 10/10ths surface to 300 feet, clearing during morning to 6/10ths - 9/10ths at 2,000 feet, visibility 500 - 1,000 yards improving to 3 miles during morning and to 15 miles in afternoon, winds South 5 - 10 mph.
Thursday, September 13th, 1945.
Rain and drizzle during the afternoon, visibility 3 miles improving 10 - 20 miles during the day but down to 2 miles in precipitation, cloud 4/10ths to 7/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet, falling 7/10ths to 10/10ths 1,000 - 2,000 feet, patches 300 - 600 feet in rain, winds South South West to South West light becoming 15 - 20 mph veering West later.
Friday, September 14th, 1945.
Almost continuous rain and drizzle in daylight hours, visibility 5 - 10 miles falling 2,000 - 4,000 yards in precipitation, cloud variable at 2,000 - 6,000 feet becoming 7/10ths to 10/10ths at 1,000 - 1,700 feet and lowering to 300 - 500 feet mid-morning, winds South South West to West South West 15 - 25 mph.
Saturday, September 15th, 1945.
Variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility 10 - 20 miles, wind West to West South West 10 - 15 mph.
Sunday, September 16th, 1945.
Slight rain or drizzle until midday, visibility 5 - 12 miles falling to 3 miles in precipitation, cloud lowering to 10/10ths 500 - 700 feet, breaking in afternoon to 4/10ths to 7/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, wind South West to West South West 20 - 30 mph decreasing during the evening to 15 mph.
Monday, September 17th, 1945.
Fair to cloudy becoming fair to fine in afternoon, patches of cloud at 600 feet in early morning lifting to 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the day and dispersing to nil to 3/10ths in afternoon. Winds South East 8 - 15 mph, visibility 8 - 10 miles.
Tuesday, September 18th, 1945.
Slight rain 10.00 hours and 17.00 hours to 18.00 hours with showers later, visibility much cloud base 500 - 1,000 feet, wind light variable becoming South 15 - 25 mph during the day.
Wednesday, September 19th, 1945.
Showers or rain early morning, intermittent rain or drizzle from 14.00 hours onwards, visibility 8 - 15 miles falling 3 - 6 miles in precipitation, much cloud 500 - 1,000 feet, wind North West backing South West during the day, 15 - 25 mph.
Thursday, September 20th, 1945.
Rain or drizzle until mid-afternoon, visibility 3 - 8 miles falling 1 - 3 miles but improving 15 - 20 miles during evening, winds South West 15 - 25 mph falling light by the end of the period.
Friday, September 21st, 1945.
Showers before noon, visibility 8 - 20 miles, variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, base 1,500 feet in showers, winds light and variable becoming South South West 10 - 15 mph during the day.
Saturday, September 22nd, 1945.
Rain with moderate South South West gale force becoming West 15 - 20 mph during the day, visibility good except in rain, much cloud 1,000 - 2,000 feet.
Sunday, September 23rd, 1945.
Frequent showers afternoon and evening, visibility 12 - 30 miles, cloud variable 2,000 - 3,000 feet but 1,000 feet - 1,500 feet in showers. Wind West South West to West North West 10 - 20 mph gusty.
Monday, September 24th, 1945.
Showery, variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, patches 1,500 feet in rain, visibility 10 - 20 miles except in showers, wind North West 15 - 25 mph gusty.
Tuesday, September 25th, 1945.
Fair to fine, generally small amounts of cloud, visibility good, wind North West to North 15 - 25 mph during the day, 10 mph at night.
Wednesday, September 26th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle from 14.00 hours, visibility good, cloud variable 1,700 - 3,000 feet, wind North West 5 - 10 mph.
Thursday, September 27th, 1945.
Slight drizzle midday, very variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, patchy stratus 400 - 1,000 feet, visibility good except for early morning haze, wind West to North West 10 - 20 mph.
Friday, September 28th, 1945.
Slight drizzle in morning, rain in evening. Visibility good, much cloud 700 - 2,000 feet, wind North West to North moderate.
Saturday, September 29th, 1945.
Visibility moderate to good but small amounts of cloud 2,500 feet or above, wind light North.
Sunday, September 30th, 1945.
Visibility moderate to good, variable cloud 3,000 feet, wind light and variable.
Visits to RAF Tarrant Rushton during September, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
September 4th, 1945.
Squadron Leader SPARK from Group.
September 9th, 1945.
Squadron Leader H. LEIGH-JONES from Group.
September 10th, 1945.
Wing Commander LANE, VPC from Group.
September 18th, 1945.
Squadron Leader HOLLOWAY from Group.
September 20th, 1945.
Flying Officer LOMAX from Command and Squadron Leader CLEAVER from Group.
September 21st, 1945.
Flight Lieutenant V.G. HILL from Group, Flight Lieutenant A.W. BALNE from Group.
September 25th, 1945.
Wing Commander R.N. THOMAS from Group and Wing Commander B.N. BESFORD from Group.
WAAF Section Report for September, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer H.E.V. BACK.
September 9th, 1945.
Section Officer M. BIRCH proceeded to No. 105 PDC at WYTHALL for class A release.
September 13th, 1945.
Flight Officer WILSON (Transport Command) lectured to WAAF personnel on release and resettlement.
September 14th, 1945.
Section Officer J. BARREN proceeded on posting to CAC UXBIDGE.
September 20th, 1945.
Section Officer S. LISTER arrived on posting from CAC UXBRIDGE.
September 23rd, 1945.
Flight Officer PLAYFORD arrived from RAF BLAKEHILL FARM to attend Court of Enquiry.
Intelligence Report for September, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer K.G. RIDGEWELL.
The activities of the Intelligence Section of the operational side of the station was switched during the month to deal with transport tasks. Among the more important of these were the transporting of civilians to ATHENS and currency to PRAGUE. As a consequence of this, we saw the beginnings of a passenger and freight section started under great handicaps but handled with the accustomed facility which has demonstrated so frequently during the war period. Flight Lieutenant A.W. COLE left to take up an appointment at Command.
Medical History for September, 1945: See Appendix ‘B’.
Compiled by Squadron Leader R. McMAHON.
General health very good.
Appendix ‘B’: Medical Officer’s Report for September, 1945:
Units under Medical Care during September, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 4644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘C’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
Station Strength Return for September, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
Officers: 218 Other Ranks: 1,757 (see Appendix ‘C’).
Appendix ‘C’: Station Strength for September, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
RAF officers: 175 Other ranks: 1,380
WAAF officers: 5 Other ranks: 167
RNZAF officers: 1 Other ranks: 0
Jamaican officers: 0 Other ranks: 13
RAF Glider Element RAF Glider Element
(officers): 25 (other ranks): 69
Glider Pilot Regiment Glider Pilot Regiment
(officers): 12 (other ranks): 127
Entertainments Report for September, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant H.C. PRESCOTT.
Films shown in the station cinema during the month of September, 1945, were as follows:
‘Phantom Lady’
‘So is your Uncle’
‘Waterloo Road’
‘Song of Bernadette’
‘Johnny Apollo’
‘Wing and a Prayer’
‘Sweet and Low Down’
‘Bermuda Mystery’
‘Sunday Dinner for a Soldier’
‘Laura’
‘Hanover Square’
‘Dixie Dugan’
‘My Kingdom for a Cook’
‘Louisiana Hayride’
‘Nine Girls’
‘Stars on Parade’
‘Mask of Dimitrios’
‘Each Dawn I Die’
An ENSA show is put on each Saturday.
Educational and Vocational Training Report for September, 1945:
The education officer reports a considerable extension of the work in this department. The average issues from the reference library has been 80 volumes. The leathercraft course conducted by LAC ROBSON has attracted 15 members of 10 RAF and five WAAF. Some 120 personnel are attending courses at the BOURNEMOUTH Municipal College in a variety of subjects. The demand for educational help and advice is increasing and many correspondence courses have been taken up. Every member of the station now has an opportunity of extending his education activities and taking steps to provide for his future vocation by the well conducted vocational advice centre through whose hands all new arrivals pass.
Sports Report for September, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Soccer: The inter-section League and Knock-Out competition are well under way and an average of two games have been played. The station team has fulfilled the weekend fixtures.
Rugby: Some excellent matches have been played with neighbouring teams. Mid- week matches are a regular feature and weekend matches have been played in a few exceptions.
Hockey: A mixed and RAF team have been formed. Several fixtures have been played with local sides on Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Swimming: A popular sport. Good attendances are made each week for instructional swimming and waterpolo.
Badminton: Played regularly by large numbers of personnel.
P.T. (Physical Training): The P.T. While You Work scheme is still in force but due to postings etc attendances have not been good this month.
Squash: Not too well attended, although its popularity has increased.
Boxing and Wrestling: There have been infrequent attendances by several enthusiasts.
Cricket: The cricket team have been awarded runner-up medals by the Bournemouth
and District League, two players receiving particular awards (THORPE and HENRY).
Operations Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
October 1st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON XVII’ took place. One of the container aircraft went unserviceable and was unable to take part in the demonstration.
October 2nd, 1945.
One aircraft carried Czech personnel to PRAGUE and returned to base. Three aircraft carried freight to ALGIERS and returned with passengers, mail and freight to Tarrant Rushton.
October 3rd, 1945.
Seven Halifax-Horsa combinations carried out ‘EXERCISE DOOFAH’, releasing their gliders at EARLS COLNE. The tugs landed at RIVENHALL and, retrieving the gliders later from EARLS COLNE, all combinations landed back at base. Four Halifaxes and one Halifax-Horsa combination left Tarrant Rushton on ‘EXERCISE DUNBAR’. They carried troops and also a servicing party, all landed at EAST FORTUNE.
October 4th, 1945.
An Oxford aircraft of the Station Flight took spares for the Horsa to EAST FORTUNE and returned to base. The four parachute aircraft carried out a troop-dropping demonstration at MACMERRY Airfield and landed back at EAST FORTUNE. The Halifax-Horsa combination did a circuit and landing at EAST FORTUNE. During the afternoon, all the aircraft and the glider returned to Tarrant Rushton.
October 7th, 1945.
One Halifax took off with the last load of freight for MAISON BLANCHE and remained there overnight.
October 8th, 1945.
The aircraft returned from ALGIERS bringing passengers and their kit.
October 10th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE MANTON VII’ took place, one aircraft dropping containers on the DZ near MARLBOROUGH.
October 13th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK VII’ took place - a gun, jeep, four containers and six troops being dropped on the Divisional DZ. The remainder of the month was spent in preparing the squadron’s aircraft for their move. In addition, eight Halifaxes were delivered to YORK and one Hamilcar ferried from LYNEHAM. During the month, 17 aircraft belonging to other stations in the Group operated from Tarrant Rushton.
History of the Servicing Wing for October, 1945:
Compiled by Wing Commander C. WEBSTER.
Eight Halifax aircraft have been disposed of during the month, leaving one which will be allotted away on completion of a minor inspection. No. 644 Squadron has now a strength of 27 Halifax VII aircraft of which 25 are modified and tropicalised to overseas standard. The remaining two are to be flown with the squadron to the Middle East and held for cannibalisation. All aircraft are fitted with freight panniers and during October have been given minor inspections and loaded with spares, ready to proceed when final instructions are received. In order to achieve this, flying has been cut to a minimum and except for two transport sorties, essential training only is being done, including one seven Horsa II mass lift. Such personnel as were eligible have been detailed to form part of No. 644 Squadron’s Servicing Echelon overseas, the balance having been found by Records.
Statistics:
Aircraft on charge as at October 31st, 1945:
Halifax III 1
Halifax VII 27
Oxford I 1
Oxford II 1
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Hamilcar I 63
Hamilcar II 23
Flying hours for October, 1945:
Halifax 240
Station Flight 147
Gliders 31
Number of tows 18
Serviceability for October, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 938 Halifax aircraft on charge, 779 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 83 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing for October, 1945:
Minor inspections: 25
Acceptance checks: 2
Engine changes: 0
Minor airframe repairs: 18
Major airframe repairs: 2
Airframe modifications: 8
Aircraft loadings: 27
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for October, 1945:
Minor repairs: 21
Major Repairs: 6
500 mile inspections: 14
1,000 mile inspections: 0
2,000 mile inspections: 10
Engine changes: 1
Personnel for October, 1945:
Strength of the Servicing Wing on October 31st, 1945, was 8 officers and 720 other ranks.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Lieutenant G.G. STILTON.
October 7th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE OVERTURE’ - Ten Horsa Mark IIIs took off at 09.00 hours and landed back at base. No incidents. Lieutenant STRETTON posted to ‘G’ Squadron and attached to ‘C’ Squadron until arrival of former.
October 8th, 1945.
Visit of Brigadier HOPE (CRA Airborne Division) and flight in Horsa. He was accompanied by Lieutenant Colonel WARD and Lieutenant Colonel BLACK. Major J.A. DALE, DFC, piloted the glider.
October 13th, 1945.
Advance party from squadron proceeded to RAF Station FINMERE.
October 14th, 1945.
Main party to RAF Station FINMERE and came under command of No. 2 Wing of the Glider Pilot Regiment.
October 15th, 1945.
‘G’ Squadron, No. 1 Wing, moved to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton.
Armament Activities Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
(i) Refors aircraft: Nil.
(ii) Technical defects: Nil.
(iii) Training: During the period, 54 containers were dropped from low level by day. Two jeeps were dropped by day as well as two guns and one pannier by day. 875 cartridges, 12 bore No. 6 shot were fired on the Skeet Range.
(iv) Establishment: The establishment in question is still obscure owing to the movement or projected movement of squadrons. All that can be said at the moment is that the section is coping with commitments satisfactorily.
(v) Visits to Stations: GREAT DUNMOW on October 29th, 1945, in accordance with Group signal.
(vi) Items of Special Interest: Nil.
(vii) General: A very quite month except for routine month plus clearing up. Nothing outstanding has taken place.
Meteorological Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant HARRY.
(See Appendix ‘A’:)
October 1st, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 2nd, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 3rd, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 4th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 5th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 6th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 7th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 8th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 9th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 10th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 11th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 12th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 13th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 14th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 15th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 16th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 17th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 18th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 19th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 20th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle during the day with cloud falling below 1,000 feet.
October 21st, 1945.
Almost continuous rain or drizzle, cloud falling to 200 - 500 feet.
October 22nd, 1945.
Showery.
October 23rd, 1945.
Showery with continuous rain evening onwards with cloud below 1,000 feet. South West gale.
October 24th, 1945.
Rain at first then showery, strong West South West wind.
October 25th, 1945.
Intermittent rain then showery, much cloud below 1,000 feet, South West gale.
October 26th, 1945.
Showery, West South West gale.
October 27th, 1945.
Scattered showers, intermittent rain during evening, strong South to South South East wind.
October 28th, 1945.
Continuous rain until evening then fair. Much cloud below 1,000 feet during morning.
October 29th, 1945.
Fair.
October 30th, 1945.
Fog around dawn, otherwise fair or fine.
October 31st, 1945.
Fog early morning and late evening, otherwise fair to fine.
See Appendix ‘A’:
Meteorological Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant HARRY.
Monday, October 1st, 1945.
Fair, variable cloud 3,000 feet, visibility 4 - 10 miles, wind light East to North.
Tuesday, October 2nd, 1945.
Fair to cloudy, visibility 2 - 4 miles, cloud 6/10ths - 10/10ths 2,000 - 4,000 feet, winds East to North East light.
Wednesday, October 3rd, 1945.
Variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility 2- 3 miles, improving 8 - 15 miles during the day, wind light North or variable.
Thursday, October 4th, 1945.
Variable cloud 1,200 - 3,000 feet, patches 700 feet during the morning, visibility 3,000 - 4,000 yards, wind North 5 - 10 mph.
Friday, October 5th, 1945.
Fog around dawn, otherwise fair, cloud 10/10ths lifted fog around dawn otherwise variable amounts 2,000 - 3,000 feet.
Saturday, October 6th, 1945.
Fog early morning becoming fine in afternoon, patches of lifted fog in the morning otherwise no cloud, visibility 200 - 800 yards improving 3,000 yards in afternoon, winds North West 5 - 10 mph.
Sunday, October 7th, 1945.
Variable cloud during the day, 6/10ths - 10/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility 3,000 - 5,000 yards, wind North West 5 - 10 mph or light variable.
Monday, October 8th, 1945.
Fog early morning otherwise fair, visibility 200 yards in fog otherwise 2 - 4 miles improving to 12 miles, variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, wind North West 5 - 10 mph or calm.
Tuesday, October 9th, 1945.
Fog early morning becoming fair, visibility 200 - 1,000 yards improving 8 - 15 miles in afternoon, cloud nil during darkness, 2/10ths - 7/10ths at 1,000 - 3,000 feet during the day, wind calm becoming South to South South West 10 - 20 mph during the day.
Wednesday, October 10th, 1945.
Visibility 3 - 8 miles, improving 8 - 15 miles during the day, cloud nil to 5/10ths 1,700 - 3,000 feet, wind South South West 5 - 10 mph increasing temporarily during the day to 15 - 25 mph.
Thursday, October 11th, 1945.
Fog early morning, otherwise moderate to good visibility, small amounts of cloud, winds light to South West or calm.
Friday, October 12th, 1945.
Fog during morning, improving 2 - 3 miles during the day but deteriorating to fog again after dusk, nil or small amounts of cloud. Wind light, variable or calm.
Saturday, October 13th, 1945.
Fog early morning improving 1,200 - 3,500 yards during the day, cloud nil increasing 8/10ths - 10/10ths 2,000 - 2,500 feet with patches 600 - 1,000 feet, wind light East.
Sunday, October 14th, 1945.
Visibility 2,500 - 3,500 yards, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 2,000 feet decreasing 4/10ths - 8/10ths 3,500 - 4,000 feet during the afternoon. Wind light East North East to North East or variable.
Monday, October 15th, 1945.
Visibility 1 - 3 miles, improving 5 - 10 miles during afternoon, cloud variable amounts 2,000 - 3,000 feet, wind East 5 - 10 mph.
Tuesday, October 16th, 1945.
Visibility 3 - 7 miles, cloud variable amounts 1,500 - 3,000 feet, wind East North East to East South East 5 - 15 mph.
Wednesday, October 17th, 1945.
Fog early morning, improving 2,000 - 3,000 yards during the day, cloud variable amounts 2,000 - 3,000 feet, wind East North East to East South East 5 - 10 mph.
Thursday, October 18th, 1945.
Visibility 2 - 8 miles, improving 8 - 15 miles during the day but falling 4 - 8 miles around dusk. Variable cloud 700 - 2,000 feet, wind East South East to East North East 10 - 25 mph.
Friday, October 19th, 1945.
Visibility 2 - 8 miles, variable cloud 1,500 - 3,000 feet, wind East North East to East South East 10 - 15 mph.
Saturday, October 20th, 1945.
Fog until dawn, occasional drizzle during the day, patches of stratus 1,000 - 2,000 feet, otherwise no cloud, increasing 8/10ths - 10/10ths 800 - 1,200 feet during day, wind East to South 10 - 15 mph.
Sunday, October 21st, 1945.
Almost continuous rain or drizzle, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 1,000 - 2,000 feet falling to 200 - 500 feet, visibility 2 - 5 miles, wind South South East to South West 15 - 25 mph.
Monday, October 22nd, 1945.
Showery, visibility 8 - 15 miles except in showers, cloud variable 4/10ths - 8/10ths 1,000 - 2,000 feet but 8/10ths to 10/10ths in showers, winds South West 15 - 25 mph.
Tuesday, October 23rd, 1945.
Showery but continuous rain from the evening onwards, visibility 5 - 8 miles, falling 2 - 5 miles, cloud 4/10ths - 8/10ths 1,000 - 3,000 feet, becoming 8/10ths - 10/10ths 800 - 1,100 feet. Winds South West 20 - 30 mph increasing 30 - 40 mph gusty.
Wednesday, October 24th, 1945.
Rain at first then showery, visibility 15 miles, 3 miles in rain, cloud 3/10ths - 6/10ths 2,000 feet but 10/10ths 800 feet in rain. Wind West South West 25 - 30 mph.
Thursday, October 25th, 1945.
Intermittent rain then showery, visibility 5 - 10 miles, 2 - 3 miles in rain, variable cloud 800 - 2,000 feet but 400 - 1,000 feet at times, winds South West 25 - 35 mph increasing 30 - 45 mph gusty.
Friday, October 26th, 1945.
Showery, visibility 5 - 10 miles, cloud 4/10ths - 8/10ths 1,000 - 2,000 feet, wind West South West 30 - 45 mph decreasing 25 - 35 mph during the day.
Saturday, October 27th, 1945.
Scattered showers, intermittent rain during evening, cloud 4/10ths - 9/10ths 2,000 feet, increasing 8/10ths - 10/10ths at 700 - 1,200 feet in late evening. Visibility 10 - 15 miles, winds West to South 15 - 25 mph becoming South to South South East 20 - 30 mph.
Sunday, October 28th, 1945.
Almost continuous rain until 16.50 hours then fair, visibility 4 - 12 miles, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 600 - 80 feet, lifting 3/10ths - 7/10ths 1,000 - 3,000 feet during the afternoon. Winds South South East to South South West 15 - 30 mph falling 5 - 10 mph from 12.00 hours.
Monday, October 29th, 1945.
Variable 2,000 - 3,000 feet, patches 800 feet during morning, visibility 2 - 5 miles improving 8 - 15 miles during day, winds light and variable.
Tuesday, October 30th, 1945.
Fog around dawn, visibility ten miles, falling to 200 yards in fog but improving to 8 - 15 miles during the day. Cloud nil to 4/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet, winds light and variable becoming West South West 10 mph.
Wednesday, October 31st, 1945.
Fog early morning, visibility 400 - 1,800 yards improving 10 - 15 miles during the day but deteriorating during the evening and fog reforming at 22.00 hours, cloud nil to 3/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet, patches 600 feet at 07.00 hours, winds light variable but South 10 - 15 mph during daylight hours.
WAAF Section Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer H.E.V. BACK.
October 4th, 1945.
Section Officer C.M. HERBERT-SMITH (Intelligence) proceeded to No. 105 PDC at WYTHALL (class A release).
October 16th, 1945.
Assistant Section Officer J. BURLTON-BENNETT (C and C) arrived on posting.
Medical History of Tarrant Rushton for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.C. FRASER.
General health very good.
October 31st, 1945.
Squadron Leader McMAHON 83682 (Medical Officer) posted from RAF Station Tarrant Rushton to No. 100 PDC for A Class release. Flight Lieutenant L.H. BLAKELOCK 86274 (Medical Officer) posted to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton from RAF Station at FILTON.
(See Appendix ‘B’:)
Appendix ‘B’: Medical Officer’s Report for October, 1945:
Units under Medical Care during October, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 4644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 190 Squadron.
No. 4190 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘G’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
Entertainments Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant H.G. PRESCOTT.
Films in the station cinema during the month of October, 1945, are as follows:
October 1st & 2nd, 1945: ‘Love Story’
October 4th & 5th, 1945: ‘Silver Key Kansas City Kitty’
October 7th, 1945: ‘Dangerous Blondes’
October 8th & 9th, 1945: ‘Mr Emmanuel’
October 11th & 12th, 1945: ‘Can’t Help Singing’
October 14th, 1945: ‘Charge of the Light Brigade’
October 15th & 16th, 1945: ‘Bowery to Broadway’
October 18th & 19th, 1945: ‘See Mr Lawyer, Pearl of Death’
October 21st, 1945: ‘Slight Case of Murder’
October 22nd & 23rd, 1945: ‘Sudan South of Dixie’
October 25th & 26th, 1945: ‘San Diego, I Love You, My Girl Loves Music’
October 28th, 1945: ‘Kid Galahad’
October 29th & 30th, 1945: ‘Hotel Berlin’
On the stage there were three Saturday ENSA shows and one show by the ‘Non Stops’ concert party of Bournemouth.
Educational Activities for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer E.W. HARPER.
(See Appendix ‘C’:)
Appendix ‘C’:
(i) Station reference and textbook library:
Number of volumes on charge: 500. Average issues for the month: 100.
(ii) Education classes held on the station:
Subject - Leathercraft.
Instructor - Sergeant WILLIAMS.
Length of course - 10 lessons, two per week.
Average attendances - 30 RAF and two WAAF.
(iii) Courses at external instructions (LEA, Reg.,. etc.): 120 personnel attended classes at Bournemouth Municipal College.
(iv) Lectures (LEA, Reg.,.etc.): Blank.
(v) Correspondence courses:
12 RAF and one WAAF applications submitted to the War Office (CC).
Three RAF and no WAAF applications submitted for external institutes.
12 RAF and one WAAF enrolments effected to the War Office (CC).
Three RAF and no WAAF enrolments effected to external institutes.
(vi) Approximately 200 personnel have received educational help or advice.
(vii) Part-time teachers: One officer and one other rank.
Subjects covered: Leathercraft.
(viii) Number of discussion group leaders: two officers and 16 other ranks.
(ix) One Source of Supply British Commercial Gas Association film was shown.
(x) Remarks: In addition, EVT classes have been held in the following subjects - Civics, Mathematics, English, German, French, Economics, History and Geography.
The Information Room has been available with newspapers, periodicals, information pamphlets and displays.
EVT Library available in evenings (Mondays and Thursdays) and on some Saturday afternoons and all day Sunday for private study.
Sports Summary for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant E.S. JAMES.
Soccer: The inter-section league and Knock-Out competition are in full swing and some very good games have been played. The station team have fulfilled two Wednesday fixtures resulting in wins.
Rugby: Some very good games have been played and now that a regular team has been selected they have a good show of wins to their credit.
Hockey: Several inter-section matches have been played, including WAAF personnel. Some local fixtures have been made for Saturday afternoons.
Swimming: Still very popular and a very good attendance each Wednesday for instructional swimming and water polo.
Badminton: Still the most popular game on the camp and played by army of WAAF and Glider Pilots. It’s hoped to start a Badminton Ladder.
Squash: Has become more popular in the last month and some good matches have played.
Basketball: A team has been chosen for the Glider Pilot Regiment and a challenge has been thrown out to all comers. It is played daily by the Glider Pilot Regiment.
P.T. (Physical Training): Regular daily attendance of glider pilots for physical recreational training.
Visits to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton for October, 1945:
Compiled by Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
October 29th, 1945.
Lieutenant Colonel WHITEHOUSE from the Ministry of Food.
Station Strength Return for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
Officers: 171 Other Ranks: 1,578
(See Appendix ‘D’:)
Appendix ‘D’: Station Strength Return for October, 1945:
RAF officers: 129 Other ranks: 1,201
WAAF officers: 4 Other ranks: 172
Jamaican officers: 0 Other ranks: 5
RAF Glider Element RAF Glider Element
(officers): 26 (other ranks): 73
‘C’ Squadron, ‘C’ Squadron,
Glider Pilot Regiment Glider Pilot Regiment
(officers): 12 (other ranks): 127
Signed: W.M.C. KENNEDY (Group Captain)
Officer Commanding,
RAF Station Tarrant Rushton.
R.A.F. Form 540.
See instructions for use of this form in K.R. and A.C.I., para 2349 and War Manual. Pt. II., chapter XX. and notes in R.A.F. Pocket Book.
OPERATIONS RECORD BOOK
R.A.F. Station Tarrant Rushton
Summary of Events - SECRET.
Operations Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
October 1st, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON XVII’ took place. One of the container aircraft went unserviceable and was unable to take part in the demonstration.
October 2nd, 1945.
One aircraft carried Czech personnel to PRAGUE and returned to base. Three aircraft carried freight to ALGIERS and returned with passengers, mail and freight to Tarrant Rushton.
October 3rd, 1945.
Seven Halifax-Horsa combinations carried out ‘EXERCISE DOOFAH’, releasing their gliders at EARLS COLNE. The tugs landed at RIVENHALL and, retrieving the gliders later from EARLS COLNE, all combinations landed back at base. Four Halifaxes and one Halifax-Horsa combination left Tarrant Rushton on ‘EXERCISE DUNBAR’. They carried troops and also a servicing party, all landed at EAST FORTUNE.
October 4th, 1945.
An Oxford aircraft of the Station Flight took spares for the Horsa to EAST FORTUNE and returned to base. The four parachute aircraft carried out a troop-dropping demonstration at MACMERRY Airfield and landed back at EAST FORTUNE. The Halifax-Horsa combination did a circuit and landing at EAST FORTUNE. During the afternoon, all the aircraft and the glider returned to Tarrant Rushton.
October 7th, 1945.
One Halifax took off with the last load of freight for MAISON BLANCHE and remained there overnight.
October 8th, 1945.
The aircraft returned from ALGIERS bringing passengers and their kit.
October 10th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE MANTON VII’ took place, one aircraft dropping containers on the DZ near MARLBOROUGH.
October 13th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE LONGSTICK VII’ took place - a gun, jeep, four containers and six troops being dropped on the Divisional DZ.
The remainder of the month was spent in preparing the squadron’s aircraft for their move. In addition, eight Halifaxes were delivered to YORK and one Hamilcar ferried from LYNEHAM. During the month, 17 aircraft belonging to other stations in the Group operated from Tarrant Rushton.
History of the Servicing Wing for October, 1945:
Compiled by Wing Commander C. WEBSTER.
Eight Halifax aircraft have been disposed of during the month, leaving one which will be allotted away on completion of a minor inspection. No. 644 Squadron has now a strength of 27 Halifax VII aircraft of which 25 are modified and tropicalised to overseas standard. The remaining two are to be flown with the squadron to the Middle East and held for cannibalisation. All aircraft are fitted with freight panniers and during October have been given minor inspections and loaded with spares, ready to proceed when final instructions are received. In order to achieve this, flying has been cut to a minimum and except for two transport sorties, essential training only is being done, including one seven Horsa II mass lift. Such personnel as were eligible have been detailed to form part of No. 644 Squadron’s Servicing Echelon overseas, the balance having been found by Records.
Statistics:
Aircraft on charge as at October 31st, 1945:
Halifax III 1
Halifax VII 27
Oxford I 1
Oxford II 1
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Hamilcar I 63
Hamilcar II 23
Flying hours for October, 1945:
Halifax 240
Station Flight 147
Gliders 31
Number of tows 18
Serviceability for October, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 938 Halifax aircraft on charge, 779 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 83 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing for October, 1945:
Minor inspections: 25
Acceptance checks: 2
Engine changes: 0
Minor airframe repairs: 18
Major airframe repairs: 2
Airframe modifications: 8
Aircraft loadings: 27
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for October, 1945:
Minor repairs: 21
Major Repairs: 6
500 mile inspections: 14
1,000 mile inspections: 0
2,000 mile inspections: 10
Engine changes: 1
Personnel for October, 1945:
Strength of the Servicing Wing on October 31st, 1945, was 8 officers and 720 other ranks.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Lieutenant G.G. STILTON.
October 7th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE OVERTURE’ - Ten Horsa Mark IIIs took off at 09.00 hours and landed back at base. No incidents. Lieutenant STRETTON posted to ‘G’ Squadron and attached to ‘C’ Squadron until arrival of former.
October 8th, 1945.
Visit of Brigadier HOPE (CRA Airborne Division) and flight in Horsa. He was accompanied by Lieutenant Colonel WARD and Lieutenant Colonel BLACK. Major J.A. DALE, DFC, piloted the glider.
October 13th, 1945.
Advance party from squadron proceeded to RAF Station FINMERE.
October 14th, 1945.
Main party to RAF Station FINMERE and came under command of No. 2 Wing of the Glider Pilot Regiment.
October 15th, 1945.
‘G’ Squadron, No. 1 Wing, moved to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton.
Armament Activities Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
(i) Refors aircraft: Nil.
(ii) Technical defects: Nil.
(iii) Training: During the period, 54 containers were dropped from low level by day. Two jeeps were dropped by day as well as two guns and one pannier by day. 875 cartridges, 12 bore No. 6 shot were fired on the Skeet Range.
(iv) Establishment: The establishment in question is still obscure owing to the movement or projected movement of squadrons. All that can be said at the moment is that the section is coping with commitments satisfactorily.
(v) Visits to Stations: GREAT DUNMOW on October 29th, 1945, in accordance with Group signal.
(vi) Items of Special Interest: Nil.
(vii) General: A very quite month except for routine month plus clearing up. Nothing outstanding has taken place.
Meteorological Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant HARRY.
(See Appendix ‘A’:)
October 1st, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 2nd, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 3rd, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 4th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 5th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 6th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 7th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 8th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 9th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 10th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 11th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 12th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 13th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 14th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 15th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 16th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 17th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 18th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 19th, 1945.
Mainly fair, fog early morning.
October 20th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle during the day with cloud falling below 1,000 feet.
October 21st, 1945.
Almost continuous rain or drizzle, cloud falling to 200 - 500 feet.
October 22nd, 1945.
Showery.
October 23rd, 1945.
Showery with continuous rain evening onwards with cloud below 1,000 feet. South West gale.
October 24th, 1945.
Rain at first then showery, strong West South West wind.
October 25th, 1945.
Intermittent rain then showery, much cloud below 1,000 feet, South West gale.
October 26th, 1945.
Showery, West South West gale.
October 27th, 1945.
Scattered showers, intermittent rain during evening, strong South to South South East wind.
October 28th, 1945.
Continuous rain until evening then fair. Much cloud below 1,000 feet during morning.
October 29th, 1945.
Fair.
October 30th, 1945.
Fog around dawn, otherwise fair or fine.
October 31st, 1945.
Fog early morning and late evening, otherwise fair to fine.
See Appendix ‘A’:
Meteorological Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant HARRY.
Monday, October 1st, 1945.
Fair, variable cloud 3,000 feet, visibility 4 - 10 miles, wind light East to North.
Tuesday, October 2nd, 1945.
Fair to cloudy, visibility 2 - 4 miles, cloud 6/10ths - 10/10ths 2,000 - 4,000 feet, winds East to North East light.
Wednesday, October 3rd, 1945.
Variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility 2- 3 miles, improving 8 - 15 miles during the day, wind light North or variable.
Thursday, October 4th, 1945.
Variable cloud 1,200 - 3,000 feet, patches 700 feet during the morning, visibility 3,000 - 4,000 yards, wind North 5 - 10 mph.
Friday, October 5th, 1945.
Fog around dawn, otherwise fair, cloud 10/10ths lifted fog around dawn otherwise variable amounts 2,000 - 3,000 feet.
Saturday, October 6th, 1945.
Fog early morning becoming fine in afternoon, patches of lifted fog in the morning otherwise no cloud, visibility 200 - 800 yards improving 3,000 yards in afternoon, winds North West 5 - 10 mph.
Sunday, October 7th, 1945.
Variable cloud during the day, 6/10ths - 10/10ths at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility 3,000 - 5,000 yards, wind North West 5 - 10 mph or light variable.
Monday, October 8th, 1945.
Fog early morning otherwise fair, visibility 200 yards in fog otherwise 2 - 4 miles improving to 12 miles, variable cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, wind North West 5 - 10 mph or calm.
Tuesday, October 9th, 1945.
Fog early morning becoming fair, visibility 200 - 1,000 yards improving 8 - 15 miles in afternoon, cloud nil during darkness, 2/10ths - 7/10ths at 1,000 - 3,000 feet during the day, wind calm becoming South to South South West 10 - 20 mph during the day.
Wednesday, October 10th, 1945.
Visibility 3 - 8 miles, improving 8 - 15 miles during the day, cloud nil to 5/10ths 1,700 - 3,000 feet, wind South South West 5 - 10 mph increasing temporarily during the day to 15 - 25 mph.
Thursday, October 11th, 1945.
Fog early morning, otherwise moderate to good visibility, small amounts of cloud, winds light to South West or calm.
Friday, October 12th, 1945.
Fog during morning, improving 2 - 3 miles during the day but deteriorating to fog again after dusk, nil or small amounts of cloud. Wind light, variable or calm.
Saturday, October 13th, 1945.
Fog early morning improving 1,200 - 3,500 yards during the day, cloud nil increasing 8/10ths - 10/10ths 2,000 - 2,500 feet with patches 600 - 1,000 feet, wind light East.
Sunday, October 14th, 1945.
Visibility 2,500 - 3,500 yards, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 2,000 feet decreasing 4/10ths - 8/10ths 3,500 - 4,000 feet during the afternoon. Wind light East North East to North East or variable.
Monday, October 15th, 1945.
Visibility 1 - 3 miles, improving 5 - 10 miles during afternoon, cloud variable amounts 2,000 - 3,000 feet, wind East 5 - 10 mph.
Tuesday, October 16th, 1945.
Visibility 3 - 7 miles, cloud variable amounts 1,500 - 3,000 feet, wind East North East to East South East 5 - 15 mph.
Wednesday, October 17th, 1945.
Fog early morning, improving 2,000 - 3,000 yards during the day, cloud variable amounts 2,000 - 3,000 feet, wind East North East to East South East 5 - 10 mph.
Thursday, October 18th, 1945.
Visibility 2 - 8 miles, improving 8 - 15 miles during the day but falling 4 - 8 miles around dusk. Variable cloud 700 - 2,000 feet, wind East South East to East North East 10 - 25 mph.
Friday, October 19th, 1945.
Visibility 2 - 8 miles, variable cloud 1,500 - 3,000 feet, wind East North East to East South East 10 - 15 mph.
Saturday, October 20th, 1945.
Fog until dawn, occasional drizzle during the day, patches of stratus 1,000 - 2,000 feet, otherwise no cloud, increasing 8/10ths - 10/10ths 800 - 1,200 feet during day, wind East to South 10 - 15 mph.
Sunday, October 21st, 1945.
Almost continuous rain or drizzle, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 1,000 - 2,000 feet falling to 200 - 500 feet, visibility 2 - 5 miles, wind South South East to South West 15 - 25 mph.
Monday, October 22nd, 1945.
Showery, visibility 8 - 15 miles except in showers, cloud variable 4/10ths - 8/10ths 1,000 - 2,000 feet but 8/10ths to 10/10ths in showers, winds South West 15 - 25 mph.
Tuesday, October 23rd, 1945.
Showery but continuous rain from the evening onwards, visibility 5 - 8 miles, falling 2 - 5 miles, cloud 4/10ths - 8/10ths 1,000 - 3,000 feet, becoming 8/10ths - 10/10ths 800 - 1,100 feet. Winds South West 20 - 30 mph increasing 30 - 40 mph gusty.
Wednesday, October 24th, 1945.
Rain at first then showery, visibility 15 miles, 3 miles in rain, cloud 3/10ths - 6/10ths 2,000 feet but 10/10ths 800 feet in rain. Wind West South West 25 - 30 mph.
Thursday, October 25th, 1945.
Intermittent rain then showery, visibility 5 - 10 miles, 2 - 3 miles in rain, variable cloud 800 - 2,000 feet but 400 - 1,000 feet at times, winds South West 25 - 35 mph increasing 30 - 45 mph gusty.
Friday, October 26th, 1945.
Showery, visibility 5 - 10 miles, cloud 4/10ths - 8/10ths 1,000 - 2,000 feet, wind West South West 30 - 45 mph decreasing 25 - 35 mph during the day.
Saturday, October 27th, 1945.
Scattered showers, intermittent rain during evening, cloud 4/10ths - 9/10ths 2,000 feet, increasing 8/10ths - 10/10ths at 700 - 1,200 feet in late evening. Visibility 10 - 15 miles, winds West to South 15 - 25 mph becoming South to South South East 20 - 30 mph.
Sunday, October 28th, 1945.
Almost continuous rain until 16.50 hours then fair, visibility 4 - 12 miles, cloud 8/10ths - 10/10ths 600 - 80 feet, lifting 3/10ths - 7/10ths 1,000 - 3,000 feet during the afternoon. Winds South South East to South South West 15 - 30 mph falling 5 - 10 mph from 12.00 hours.
Monday, October 29th, 1945.
Variable 2,000 - 3,000 feet, patches 800 feet during morning, visibility 2 - 5 miles improving 8 - 15 miles during day, winds light and variable.
Tuesday, October 30th, 1945.
Fog around dawn, visibility ten miles, falling to 200 yards in fog but improving to 8 - 15 miles during the day. Cloud nil to 4/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet, winds light and variable becoming West South West 10 mph.
Wednesday, October 31st, 1945.
Fog early morning, visibility 400 - 1,800 yards improving 10 - 15 miles during the day but deteriorating during the evening and fog reforming at 22.00 hours, cloud nil to 3/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 feet, patches 600 feet at 07.00 hours, winds light variable but South 10 - 15 mph during daylight hours.
WAAF Section Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer H.E.V. BACK.
October 4th, 1945.
Section Officer C.M. HERBERT-SMITH (Intelligence) proceeded to No. 105 PDC at WYTHALL (class A release).
October 16th, 1945.
Assistant Section Officer J. BURLTON-BENNETT (C and C) arrived on posting.
Medical History of Tarrant Rushton for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.C. FRASER.
General health very good.
October 31st, 1945.
Squadron Leader McMAHON 83682 (Medical Officer) posted from RAF Station Tarrant Rushton to No. 100 PDC for A Class release. Flight Lieutenant L.H. BLAKELOCK 86274 (Medical Officer) posted to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton from RAF Station at FILTON.
(See Appendix ‘B’:)
Appendix ‘B’: Medical Officer’s Report for October, 1945:
Units under Medical Care during October, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 4644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 190 Squadron.
No. 4190 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘G’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
Entertainments Report for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant H.G. PRESCOTT.
Films in the station cinema during the month of October, 1945, are as follows:
October 1st & 2nd, 1945: ‘Love Story’
October 4th & 5th, 1945: ‘Silver Key Kansas City Kitty’
October 7th, 1945: ‘Dangerous Blondes’
October 8th & 9th, 1945: ‘Mr Emmanuel’
October 11th & 12th, 1945: ‘Can’t Help Singing’
October 14th, 1945: ‘Charge of the Light Brigade’
October 15th & 16th, 1945: ‘Bowery to Broadway’
October 18th & 19th, 1945: ‘See Mr Lawyer, Pearl of Death’
October 21st, 1945: ‘Slight Case of Murder’
October 22nd & 23rd, 1945: ‘Sudan South of Dixie’
October 25th & 26th, 1945: ‘San Diego, I Love You, My Girl Loves Music’
October 28th, 1945: ‘Kid Galahad’
October 29th & 30th, 1945: ‘Hotel Berlin’
On the stage there were three Saturday ENSA shows and one show by the ‘Non Stops’ concert party of Bournemouth.
Educational Activities for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer E.W. HARPER.
(See Appendix ‘C’:)
Appendix ‘C’:
(i) Station reference and textbook library:
Number of volumes on charge: 500. Average issues for the month: 100.
(ii) Education classes held on the station:
* Subject - Leathercraft.
Instructor - Sergeant WILLIAMS.
Length of course - 10 lessons, two per week.
Average attendances - 30 RAF and two WAAF.
(iii) Courses at external instructions (LEA, Reg.,. etc.): 120 personnel attended classes at Bournemouth Municipal College.
(iv) Lectures (LEA, Reg.,.etc.): Blank.
(v) Correspondence courses:
12 RAF and one WAAF applications submitted to the War Office (CC).
Three RAF and no WAAF applications submitted for external institutes.
12 RAF and one WAAF enrolments effected to the War Office (CC).
Three RAF and no WAAF enrolments effected to external institutes.
(vi) Approximately 200 personnel have received educational help or advice.
(vii) Part-time teachers: One officer and one other rank.
Subjects covered: Leathercraft.
(viii) Number of discussion group leaders: two officers and 16 other ranks.
(ix) One British Commercial Gas Association film was shown.
(x) Remarks: In addition, EVT classes have been held in the following subjects - Civics, Mathematics, English, German, French, Economics, History and Geography.
The Information Room has been available with newspapers, periodicals, information pamphlets and displays.
EVT Library available in evenings (Mondays and Thursdays) and on some Saturday afternoons and all day Sunday for private study.
Sports Summary for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant E.S. JAMES.
Soccer: The inter-section league and Knock-Out competition are in full swing and some very good games have been played. The station team have fulfilled two Wednesday fixtures resulting in wins.
Rugby: Some very good games have been played and now that a regular team has been selected they have a good show of wins to their credit.
Hockey: Several inter-section matches have been played, including WAAF personnel. Some local fixtures have been made for Saturday afternoons.
Swimming: Still very popular and a very good attendance each Wednesday for instructional swimming and water polo.
Badminton: Still the most popular game on the camp and played by army of WAAF and Glider Pilots. It’s hoped to start a Badminton Ladder.
Squash: Has become more popular in the last month and some good matches have played.
Basketball: A team has been chosen for the Glider Pilot Regiment and a challenge has been thrown out to all comers. It is played daily by the Glider Pilot Regiment.
P.T. (Physical Training): Regular daily attendance of glider pilots for physical recreational training.
Visits to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton for October, 1945:
Compiled by Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
October 29th, 1945.
Lieutenant Colonel WHITEHOUSE from the Ministry of Food.
Station Strength Return for October, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
Officers: 171 Other Ranks: 1,578
(See Appendix ‘D’:)
Appendix ‘D’: Station Strength Return for October, 1945:
RAF officers: 129 Other ranks: 1,201
WAAF officers: 4 Other ranks: 172
Jamaican officers: 0 Other ranks: 5
RAF Glider Element RAF Glider Element
(officers): 26 (other ranks): 73
‘C’ Squadron, ‘C’ Squadron,
Glider Pilot Regiment Glider Pilot Regiment
(officers): 12 (other ranks): 127
Operations Report for November, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
November 1st, 1945.
Eight Halifaxes of No. 190 Squadron flew in squadron’s advance party from GREAT DUNMOW. Afterwards, the aircraft returned to their base.
November 5th, 1945.
Eighteen Halifaxes of No. 190 Squadron flew in from GREAT DUNMOW. Two further Halifaxes remained at base unserviceable.
November 6th, 1945.
The other two Halifaxes of No. 190 Squadron arrived at Tarrant Rushton.
November 7th, 1945.
In view of the short notice involved, Group did not include No. 190 Squadron in the fortnightly Group glider exercise. Instead, a station exercise ‘OVERTURE’ was carried out by ten Halifax-Horsa combinations. After the cross-country, the gliders were released over base.
November 9th, 1945.
The last of the old aircraft of No. 644 Squadron was flown away. The ferrying in of the new aircraft of No. 190 Squadron was begun.
November 10th, 1945.
The AOC visited the station and was flown in an Oxford aircraft of the Station Flight, piloted by Wing Commander BARTRAM to MORETON VALENCE and back for a conference at GLOUCESTER.
November 14th, 1945.
‘C’ Squadron of the Glider Pilot Regiment left.
November 15th, 1945.
‘G’ Squadron of the Glider Pilot Regiment arrived.
November 16th, 1945.
Group Captain KENNEDY arrived by a Dakota aircraft from LEICESTER EAST.
November 20th, 1945.
Group Captain KENNEDY took command of the station. ‘EXERCISE DEMON XX’ was postponed 24 hours.
November 21st, 1945.
Training of No. 190 Squadron and ‘G’ Squadron of the Glider Pilot Regiment on Hamilcars was begun. ‘EXERCISE DEMON XX’ was postponed 48 hours.
November 22nd, 1945.
Three aircraft of No. 190 Squadron flew to ST MAWGAN to load freight for a transport task.
November 23rd, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON XX’ was cancelled.
November 24th, 1945.
One of the three aircraft was airborne from ST MAWGAN for CASTEL BENITO and GIANACLIS. Two further aircraft flew from base to ST MAWGAN.
November 25th, 1945.
A second of the original three aircraft was airborne from ST MAWGAN for CASTEL BENITO and GIANACLIS. Two aircraft flew from Tarrant Rushton to ST MAWGAN, one of them to replace one of the previous day’s efforts as it had been found that a pannier aircraft was needed for the task.
November 26th, 1945.
The first wave of No. 644 Squadron consisting of five aircraft flew from Tarrant Rushton to EL AOUINA. One aircraft took spares and servicing personnel to ST MAWGAN and returned to base.
November 27th, 1945.
The first wave of No. 644 Squadron landed at QASTINA from EL AOUNIA and the second five aircraft flew from base to EL AOUNINA. One aircraft left ST MAWGAN for CASTEL BENITO and GIANACLIS. Two more aircraft left base and landed at ST MAWGAN en route for ABUSUEIR.
November 28th, 1945.
The third five aircraft of No. 644 Squadron were airborne from base. Four landed at EL AOUINA and the fifth put down at ISTRES needing an engine change. The second party landed at QASTINA. The none-pannier aircraft returned from ST MAWGAN to base, two aircraft left ST MAWGAN for CASTEL BENITO and GIANACLIS. One aircraft ferried a force-landed glider from UPAVON to NETHERAVON.
November 29th, 1945.
The fourth wave of No. 644 Squadron - five aircraft in all - left Tarrant Rushton and landed at EL AOUINA. The four aircraft of the third air party landed at QASTINA. One aircraft left ST MAWGAN for CASTEL BENITO and ABUSUEIR. One aircraft returned from CASTEL BENITO after having carried Lancaster freight from ST MAWGAN to GIANACLIS. It brought a load of mail back from ALMAZA. A second aircraft returned from MELBOURNE where it had brought RAF passengers from CAIRO WEST, having taken freight from ST MAWGAN to GIANACLIS.
November 30th, 1945.
The firth air wave of No. 644 Squadron left for EL AOUINA and were directed to LUQA, LAOUINA being full. One aircraft went unserviceable. The fourth party all arrived at QASTINA. One aircraft of No. 190 Squadron left on a special survey flight to QASTINA. It landed at ISTRES on the first leg.
Six Hamilcars were ferried by three Halifaxes from GOSFIELD to NETHERAVON. Only four Halifaxes were ferried during the month.
Navigation Report for November, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A.W. SLIPPER.
During the first part of this month, No. 644 Squadron moved overseas. The crews were briefed in blocks of five and as the crews had not flown on transport tasks for some time, briefing was far longer than usual. The move went extremely smoothly as far as navigation was concerned.
No. 190 Squadron arrived also during the first part of November and over 20 station exercises were prepared for - an extensive training programme, copies of each were distributed throughout the station. The exercises were carried out for the remainder of the month. A number of No. 190 Squadron crews were briefed for transport tasks, mainly to the Delta area. Some time was spent adapting No. 190 Squadron crews to this station’s policy.
Group exercises were carried out without any trouble. The navigation during the month was up to a high standard, concentrations during exercises being on let-down procedures, radio range and pure DR, maintaining GEE and W/T silence.
History of the Servicing Wing for November, 1945:
Compiled by Wing Commander C. WEBSTER.
All Halifax III aircraft of No. 644 Squadron have been disposed of. Two Halifax II aircraft of No. 190 Squadron away from base are awaiting disposal. All No. 644 Squadron aircraft have left for the Middle East with the exception of two which are on acceptance checks but they will go as soon as they are ready. No. 190 Squadron have been carrying out casual transport tasks and ordinary training during the month.
Statistics:
Aircraft on charge as at November 30th, 1945:
Halifax III (away from station) 2
Halifax VII 26
Oxford I 1
Oxford II 1
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Hamilcar I 64
Horsa II 23
Flying hours for November, 1945:
Halifax 327
Station Flight 94
Gliders 32
Number of tows 82
Serviceability for November, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 1,185 Halifax aircraft on charge, 1,103 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 93 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing Statistics for November, 1945:
Minor inspections: 6
Power Plant Removals: 2
Acceptance checks: 7
Panniers fitted: 2
Traction Test: 1
Minor airframe repairs: 4
Airframe modifications: 41
Aircraft loadings: 7
Additional aircraft loadings: 27
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for November, 1945:
Minor repairs: 34
Major Repairs: 6
500 mile inspections: 16
2,000 mile inspections: 2
Personnel for November, 1945:
Strength of the Servicing Wing on November 30th, 1945, was 8 officers and 942 other ranks.
Armament Activities Report for November, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant B.F. KNIGHTLEY.
(i) The Refors Aircraft: Nil.
(ii) Technical Defects: Nil.
(iii) Training: Two aircraft were loaded with jeeps and guns, and four with double-banked containers. After standing by for four days, the aircraft were unloaded owing to unsuitable weather. Aircrews of No. 190 Squadron were lectured and given practical demonstration of jeep and gun loading, and the principle of double container loading to Halifax aircraft. All aircrew of No. 644 Squadron were passed out in musketry and pistol practises. Air firing as successfully carried out by No. 190 Squadron.
(vi) Establishment: No. 190 Squadron has no senior NCOs suitable for overseas service. Releases under the general demobilisation scheme will still continue to make planning difficult.
(v) Visit to Station, Groups and Commands: The Group Armament Officer carried out a routine inspection on November 28th, 1945.
(vi) Items of Special Interest: After many attempts, No. 644 Squadron left the station. The armament personnel were employed in loading the freight carriers.
(vii) General: The month has passed very quickly with the armament staff employed on small matters that had to be left over during busier periods.
Visits to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton during November, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
Group Captain MARGAND from HQ Transport Command visited on staff duties.
Group Captain HARMAN from NETHERAVON visited on a Court Martial.
Group Captain RICHDALE from the Air Ministry came to inspect the WAAF.
Wing Commander ALLEN from NETHERAVON came on a liaison visit.
Wing Commander CARPENTER from No. 110 Wing came on staff duties.
WAAF Section Report for November, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Officer H.E.V. BACK.
November 7th, 1945.
Netball match played at RAF Station BEAULIEU.
November 21st, 1945.
Flight Officer FULLER APM visited RAF Station Tarrant Rushton.
November 30th, 1945.
Group Captain RICHDALE and Squadron Leader LYTTELTON inspected WAAF site and section at RAF Tarrant Rushton. Section Officer C. COX (Ops. B.) arrived on posting.
Meteorological Report for November, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant T.B. HARRY.
November 1st, 1945.
Intermittent rain or drizzle with generally poor visibility.
November 2nd, 1945.
Intermittent rain or drizzle with generally poor visibility.
November 3rd, 1945.
Intermittent rain or drizzle with generally poor visibility.
November 4th, 1945.
Fog at first, improving during the day but visibility deteriorating again during the evening.
November 5th, 1945.
Generally poor visibility, improving during the day, falling to 3,000 yards at dusk. Winds light and variable or North.
November 6th, 1945.
Generally poor visibility, improving during the day, falling to 3,000 yards at dusk, winds light and variable or North.
November 7th, 1945.
Generally poor visibility, improving during the day, falling to 3,000 yards at dusk, winds light and variable or North.
November 8th, 1945.
Occasional rain or drizzle with cloud base 700 - 1,000 feet, improving later.
November 9th, 1945.
General mist with fog, improving slightly during the day but deteriorating again towards dusk.
November 10th, 1945.
General mist or fog, improving slightly during the day, but deteriorating again towards dusk.
November 11th, 1945.
General mist or fog, improving slightly during the day but deteriorating again towards dusk.
November 12th, 1945.
General mist or fog, improving slightly during the day but deteriorating again towards dusk.
November 13th, 1945.
General mist or fog, improving slightly during the day but deteriorating again towards dusk.
November 14th, 1945.
General mist or fog, improving slightly during the day but deteriorating again towards dusk.
November 15th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle, early morning improving later.
November 16th, 1945.
Mist or fog, variable amounts of cloud, winds mainly East 5 - 15 mph.
November 17th, 1945.
Mist or fog, variable amounts of cloud, winds mainly East 5 - 15 mph.
November 18th, 1945.
Mist or fog, variable amounts of cloud, winds mainly East 5 - 15 mph.
November 19th, 1945.
Mist or fog, variable amounts of cloud, winds mainly East 5 - 15 mph.
November 20th, 1945.
Mist or fog, variable amounts of cloud, winds mainly East 5 - 15 mph.
November 21st, 1945.
Mist or fog, variable amounts of cloud, winds mainly East 5 - 15 mph.
November 22nd, 1945.
Mist or fog, variable amounts of cloud, winds mainly East 5 - 15 mph.
November 23rd, 1945.
Occasional rain or drizzle earlier, becoming continuous rain. 10/10ths cloud at 500 - 1,000 feet.
November 24th, 1945.
Poor visibility at first, improving during the day but falling again by dusk.
November 25th, 1945.
Poor visibility at first, improving during the day but falling again by dusk.
November 26th, 1945.
Intermittent rain at first with poor visibility, conditions improving gradually and becoming fair later.
November 27th, 1945.
Mist during night, improving during day but visibility falling again towards dusk. Winds light and variable or North West to North. Variable amounts of cloud.
November 28th, 1945.
Mist during the night, improving during day but visibility falling again towards dusk. Wings light and variable or North West to North. Variable amounts of cloud.
November 29th, 1945.
Mist during the night, improving during day but visibility falling again towards dusk. Wings light and variable or North West to North. Variable amounts of cloud.
November 30th, 1945.
Mist during the night, improving during day but visibility falling again towards dusk. Wings light and variable or North West to North. Variable amounts of cloud.
(See Appendix ‘A’:)
Appendix ‘A’:
Detailed Meteorological Report for November, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant T.B. HARRY.
Thursday, November 1st, 1945.
Visibility 3 - 8 miles, cloud nil to 3/10ths 3,000 feet increasing to 10/10ths 1,000 - 2,000 feet in late evening with occasional drizzle. Wind North East 5 - 15 mph falling light and variable at times.
Friday November 2nd, 1945.
Occasional slight drizzle, visibility 2,000 - 4,000 yards improving 3 - 4 miles, cloud 10/10ths 1,000 - 2,000 feet, patches 800 feet, wind light and variable.
Saturday November 3rd, 1945.
Slight rain or drizzle until 08.00 hours, visibility 1,100 - 3,500 yards, improving to 12 miles during the day but falling to 2 - 3 miles by the end of the period. Much cloud at 100 - 900 feet during the morning, lifting to 2,000 - 3,000 feet during the day but falling to 400 - 1,000 feet during the evening. Wind light East but South East to South South West 10 - 15 mph during the morning.
Sunday November 4th, 1945.
Fog until 10.00 hours, visibility 300 - 1,000 yards, improving 3 - 10 miles during the day but fog developing again after dark. Variable amounts of cloud 400 - 1,000 feet with patches below. Wind East to South East 5 - 15 mph falling light after dark.
Monday November 5th, 1945.
Visibility less than 1,000 yards improving 1,800 - 3,000 yards, cloud 10/10ths surface becoming 7/10ths at 2,000 feet in afternoon. Winds light and variable becoming North.
Tuesday November 6th, 1945.
Visibility 1,500 - 3,000 yards improving 3 - 5 miles, falling to 3,000 yards late in period. Variable amounts of cloud 2,000 - 2,500 feet. Wind North 5 - 10 mph.
Wednesday November 7th, 1945.
Visibility 3,000 - 4,000 yards, variable cloud 2,000 feet or above, wind light and variable West to North.
Thursday November 8th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle or rain, visibility 3 - 8 miles improving to 10 miles or more during the day. Variable cloud 1,500 - 2,000 feet increasing 8/10ths - 10/10ths at 700 - 1,000 feet, lifting 2,000 - 4,000 feet during the evening. Wind West to North 10 - 25 mph.
Friday November 9th, 1945.
Visibility 5 - 8 miles, variable cloud at 2,000 - 3,000 feet, winds North 10 - 20 mph.
Saturday November 10th, 1945.
Visibility 4 - 8 miles improving 10 - 20 miles, falling 5 - 10 miles during the evening. Variable amounts of cloud 2,500 feet or above. Wind North North East to North 10 - 20 mph.
Sunday November 11th, 1945.
Visibility 4 - 10 miles, falling 1,500 - 3,000 yards during the evening. Variable cloud mainly small amounts 1,500 feet or above. Winds North North East to North West 10 - 15 mph.
Monday November 12th, 1945.
Visibility 1,500 - 3,500 yards, improving 2 - 6 miles during day. Variable cloud 2,500 feet or above. Wind North West to North 10 - 15 mph.
Tuesday November 13th, 1945.
Visibility 5 - 10 miles or move, variable amounts of cloud 2,000 - 4,000 feet, wind North North East to North 10 - 15 mph.
Wednesday November 14th, 1945.
Visibility 4 - 10 miles, falling 300 - 400 yards late in period. Cloud 3/10ths to 9/10ths at 600 - 1,000 feet lifting 2,000 - 4,000 feet in afternoon. Wind East to North East 4 - 12 mph.
Thursday November 15th, 1945.
Occasional drizzle in early morning, visibility 3,000 - 4,000 yards improving 6 - 12 miles. Variable amounts of cloud 2,000 - 4,000 feet, winds East to South 10 - 15 mph.
Friday November 16th, 1945.
Visibility 4 - 10 miles, variable amounts of cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, winds East 5 - 12 mph freshening 20 - 30 mph.
Saturday November 17th, 1945.
Intermittent rain 01.00 hours to 10.45 hours. Visibility 2 - 4 miles. Very variable amounts of cloud 2,000 - 5,000 feet with patches 1,500 - 2,000 feet. Winds East to East South East 10 - 20 mph.
Sunday November 18th, 1945.
Visibility 2,000 - 4,000 yards, cloud nil to 3/10ths 2,000 - 3,000 yards, winds East 10 - 15 mph.
Monday November 19th, 1945.
Visibility 1,000 - 3,000 yards, falling 100 - 300 yards at end of period. Variable cloud at 1,000 feet increasing to 8/10ths to 10/10ths during the day and lowering to 600 feet and falling to surface end of period. Wind East 3 - 5 mph.
Tuesday November 20th, 1945.
Fog, visibility 100- 800 yards, cloud 10/10ths surface to 2,000 feet, wind light East to North.
Wednesday November 21st, 1945.
Visibility 100 - 300 yards improving to 4,000 yards during the day but falling 600 - 800 yards at dusk. Cloud 10/10ths surface lifting 4/10ths to 6/10ths at 1,000 feet during the day with patches 400 - 600 feet. Wind light and variable.
Thursday November 22nd, 1945.
Visibility less than 800 yards improving to 3,000 yards in afternoon, falling 800 - 1,200 yards around dusk. Moderate shower 18.00 hours. Cloud 6/10ths to 10/10ths 300 - 1,000 feet, lowering to surface to 300 feet from dusk. Wind light and variable becoming South East 10 - 15 mph.
Friday November 23rd, 1945.
Occasional rain or drizzle 09.00 - 13.00 hours, almost continuous rain 18.00 hours to 20.50 hours. Cloud 10/10ths surface to 500 feet, lifting to 4/10ths to 8/10ths 500 feet - 1,000 feet from 11.00 hours, increasing 8/10ths to 10/10ths from dusk. Wind East 10 mph.
Saturday November 24th, 1945.
Visibility 400 - 1,000 yards improving 1,200 - 2,500 yards from 12.00 hours. Cloud 6/10ths to 10/10ths surface to 300 feet, lifting to 300 - 800 feet from 09.00 hours, variable amounts of cloud 2,000 - 4,000 feet or above after dusk.
Sunday November 25th, 1945.
Visibility 1,200 - 3,000 yards, falling 800 - 1,500 yards after dusk. Variable amounts of cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, patches 800 - 1,000 feet. Wind light East or calm.
Monday November 26th, 1945.
Intermittent rain 10.00 hours to 14.45 hours. Visibility 1 - 3 miles at first improving 8 - 10 miles but falling later 3 - 5 miles. Variable amounts of cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, lowering to 800 - 1,200 feet and decreasing later to nil. Winds West to North West 10 - 15 mph veering to North North East 5 - 10 mph later.
Tuesday November 27th, 1945.
Visibility 1 - 2 miles improving 3 - 5 miles during p.m., deteriorating to 1 - 3 miles by dusk. No low cloud. Wind light and variable becoming North West light.
Wednesday November 28th, 1945.
Visibility 4 miles improving to 12 miles by 13.00 hours, deteriorating 3 - 4 miles by dusk. Variable amounts of cloud S/c (strato cumulus?) 3,000 - 4,000 feet becoming 9/10ths to 10/10ths 5,000 - 7,000 feet by 19.00 hours. Wind West to North West 5 - 10 mph.
Thursday November 29th, 1945.
Visibility 6 - 12 miles. Cloud 8/10ths to 10/10ths strato cumulus 3,500 feet, small amounts at 2,000 feet. Wind calm.
Friday November 30th, 1945.
Visibility 6 - 12 miles, cloud 5/10ths to 8/10ths base 1,000 - 1,500 feet, wind East South East 10 - 15 mph occasionally 20 mph in the afternoon.
Sports Report for November, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer D. BEECH.
Soccer: The inter-section league and knock-out cup matches have been played with enthusiasm until the last few draws when difficulty has been experienced by sections mustering teams due to postings and demobilisation. The squadron and Glider Pilot Regiment, however, continue to play regularly. The station team has played each week with great success and have lost no games.
Rugby: Here again, difficulty has arisen in finding sufficient members to form a team. Games have been played against local Army and Navy teams with a high degree of success.
Hockey: Several mixed games have been played.
Swimming: Still popular and regular attendances have been made at the baths.
Badminton: Still very well attended.
Squash: Becoming increasingly popular and played regularly, especially by aircrew personnel.
P.T. (Physical Training): Daily attendance of Glider Pilot Regiment for PT.
Night Vision: Crews attend each day for instruction and has become popular with aircrew of No. 190 Squadron.
Station Strength Return for November, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
See Appendix ‘B’:
Officers: 189. Other Ranks: 2010.
Appendix ‘B’: Station Strength Return for November, 1945:
RAF officers: 168 Other ranks: 1,676
WAAF officers: 4 Other ranks: 177
Glider Pilot Regiment Glider Pilot Regiment
(officers): 17 (other ranks): 158
Medical History of Tarrant Rushton for November, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant L.H. BLAKELOCK.
No. 40 ASR (Air Sea Rescue) Unit at WEYMOUTH came under the medical care of this station following the closing down of the RAF Station at WARMWELL.
Sick incidence were not high and there were no outbreaks of any infectious diseases. The bulk of the work done by this section was:
(i) Preparing No. 644 Squadron and No. 190 Squadron for overseas.
(ii) Medical examinations for releases from the service.
A Halifax of No. 190 Squadron crashed on November 25th, 1945. Only one of the crew and passengers was injured, Flight Lieutenant WITMOND. The injury was slight.
(See Appendix ‘B’:)
Appendix ‘B’: Medical Officer’s Report for November, 1945:
Units under Medical Care during November, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 644 Squadron.
No. 4644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 190 Squadron.
No. 4190 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
‘G’ Squadron, Glider Pilot Regiment.
WAAF.
Entertainments Report for November, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant H.G. PRESCOTT.
The films are as follows:
November 1st & 2nd - ‘Atlantic City’
November 4th - ‘It’s Love I’m After’
November 5th & 6th - ‘Bad Men of Missouri’
November 8th & 9th - ‘The Madonna of the Seven Moons’
November 11th - ‘Cowboy and the Seniorita’
November 12th & 13th - ‘Heaven is Around the Corner’
November 15th & 16th - ‘Candle Light in Algeria’
November 18th - ‘Secrets of Scotland Yard’ and ‘Sleepy Lagoon’
November 19th & 20th - ‘You’re in the Army Now’
November 22nd & 23rd - ‘Lake Placid Serenade’
November 24th & 25th - ‘The Sisters’
November 26th & 27th - ‘The Very Thought of You’
November 29th & 30th - ‘Twilight Hour’
Stage shows were ENSA shows on November 3rd, 10th, 17th and 24th, 1945.
November 21st, 1945 - Eleventh Argyle Highland Swingsters Band.
November 28th, 1945 - Servicing Wing Dance.
(See Appendix ‘C’ for the Education Scheme for November, 1945.)
Appendix ‘C’: Education Report for November, 1945:
Compiled Pilot Officer E.W. HARPER.
(i) Station reference and textbook library:
Number of volumes on charge: 500. Average issues for the month: 60.
(ii) Education classes held on the station:
* Subject - Dancing.
Instructor - LAC KEMBLE and Sergeant SOLOMANS.
Length of course - Blank.
Average attendance - 30 RAF, 6 WAAF.
* Subject - Woodwork.
Instructor - LAC CUPLIN.
Length of course - Blank.
Average attendance - 6 RAF at each lesson.
* Subject - Make Do and Mend.
Instructor - LACW NORRIS.
Length of course - Blank.
Average attendance - 10 WAAF.
* Subject - Leatherwork.
Instructor - Sergeant WILLIAMS.
Average attendances - 5 RAF.
(iii) Courses at external instructions (LEA, Reg.,. etc.): 120 personnel attended classes at Bournemouth Municipal College.
(iv) Lectures (LEA, Reg.,.etc.): Blank.
(v) Correspondence courses:
War Office correspondence courses have been suspended.
Six RAF and no WAAF applications submitted for external institutes.
Six RAF and no WAAF enrolments effected to external institutes.
(vi) Approximately 200 personnel have received educational help or advice.
(vii) Part-time teachers: Three other ranks.
(viii) Number of discussion group leaders: two officers and 12 other ranks.
(ix) Two films were shown - one from the Group Education Office and one from CES or Entertainment (EVT Civics).
(x) Remarks: Under EVT, the following classes were held -
Educational: Civics, Mathematics, English, German, French, Economics, History and Geography.
Vocational: Mechanical engineering, woodwork.
Resettlement classes commenced in woodwork and evening classes in woodwork, dancing and play reading.
The Music Circle also began during this month.
Report of the Glider Pilot Regiment for November, 1945:
Compiled by First Lieutenant I.W. PITCAIRN-CAMPBELL.
November 1st, 1945.
Lieutenant ROGERS and Lieutenant OWENS returned as First Pilots.
November 2nd, 1945.
Officer commanding reconnoitred for a new camp for personnel not proceeding to MEF Conference at No. 2. Wing.
November 3rd, 1945.
Conference at No. 2 Wing.
November 4th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 5th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 6th, 1945.
Fifteen crews departed to RAF Station FAIROAKS. Tiger refresher course.
November 7th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 8th, 1945.
Colonel GRIFFITHS addressed the squadron.
November 9th, 1945.
Stand-down weekend. Major PRIEST proceeded to RAF Station at FINMERE.
November 10th, 1945.
Advanced party under Captain MILLAR proceeded to RAF Station Tarrant Rushton.
November 11th, 1945.
Major PRIEST returned from FINMERE.
November 12th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 13th, 1945.
Captain CORRIE visited RAF Station Tarrant Rushton, Major PRIEST departed to FINMERE.
November 14th, 1945.
Second advanced party left for RAF Station Tarrant Rushton.
November 15th, 1945.
Main party moved to RAF Tarrant Rushton. ‘G’ Squadron office opened at 14.30 hours. Major ASTON DFC assumes command of the squadron. ‘G’ Squadron residue moved to RAF FINMERE. ‘G’ Squadron again under No. 1 Wing.
November 16th, 1945.
Rear party arrived at RAF Tarrant Rushton. News came of one flight to go to GREAT DUNMOW.
November 17th, 1945.
Officer commanding addressed all flying personnel.
November 18th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 19th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 20th, 1945.
No. 14 Flight moved to GREAT DUNMOW.
November 21st, 1945.
Hamilcar flying started. No. 9 Flight proceeded on leave.
November 22nd, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 23rd, 1945.
Conference for reunion dinner at FINMERE.
November 24th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 25th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 26th, 1945.
Major ASTON left for PALESTINE by air. Major DALE DFC assumed command of the squadron.
November 27th, 1945.
Reunion dinner at the Queensbury Club, LONDON.
November 28th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 29th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
November 30th, 1945.
A/S Q.M.S. NUGENT proceeded to RAF Station FINMERE to be demobilised.
Operations Report for December, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.M. GORDON.
December 1st, 1945.
Sixth air wave of No. 644 Squadron - five aircraft left Tarrant Rushton and landed at LUQA. The remaining four of the fifth air party landed at QASTINA.
December 2nd, 1945.
An Oxford aircraft of the Station Flight took spares to ST MAWGAN and returned to base. The sixth air party and the last aircraft of the fourth air party landed at QASTINA.
December 4th, 1945.
The 31st aircraft of No. 644 Squadron took off and landed at LUQA. One aircraft landed back from CASTEL BENITO having taken Lancaster spares from ST MAWGAN to ABUSUEIR.
December 5th, 1945.
The 31st aircraft of No. 644 Squadron landed at QASTINA. Two further aircraft went to ST MAWGAN en route for ABUSUEIR.
December 6th, 1945.
One aircraft returned with passengers from CASTEL BENITO and ISTRES. It had taken Lancaster spares out from ST MAWGAN to ABUSUEIR and also electrical equipment from ELMES to CASTEL BENITO.
December 8th, 1945.
The aircraft that had been unserviceable at ST MAWGAN returned to base.
December 11th, 1945.
‘EXERCISE DEMON XXI’ was carried out. The Halifax aircraft surveying the Horsa route landed at base after visiting ISTRES, LUQA, EL AOUINA, BENINA, QASTINA, ALMAZA, CASTEL BENITO and EL AOUINA again. One aircraft took off to make arrangements for Hamilcars at ISTRES, BORDEAUX and RENNES.
December 12th, 1945.
The Halifax on survey flight returned to base after visiting ISTRES, BORDEAUX and RENNES. A second Halifax also returned to base. It had taken Lancaster freight from ST MAWGAN to ABUSUEIR and passengers and food supplies from CAIRO WEST to BENINA. Some of these passengers deplaned at BENINA, the rest he brought to base.
December 14th, 1945.
Two aircraft went to GREAT DUNMOW to deliver panniers for No. 620 Squadron. They were unable to return to base.
December 15th, 1945.
The two aircraft returned from GREAT DUNMOW. Another aircraft took a pannier to GREAT DUNMOW and was detained by the weather.
December 16th, 1945.
The aircraft returned from GREAT DUNMOW. Two aircraft returned from overseas. Both had taken freight from ST MAWGAN to GIANACLIS. Both brought passengers back and one had mail as well.
December 17th, 1945.
Two aircraft took panniers to GREAT DUNMOW and returned to base. The AOC visited the station.
December 19th, 1945.
Two aircraft took panniers to GREAT DUNMOW and returned to base.
December 20th, 1945.
An aircraft returned from abroad, having carried Lancaster spares from ST MAWGAN to ABUSUEIR and brought back freight and mail from CAIRO to base.
December 21st, 1945.
One aircraft took a pannier to GREAT DUNMOW and returned to base.
December 22nd, 1945.
One aircraft returned having taken Lancaster spares from ST MAWGAN to ABUSUEIR and a load of freight from CAIRO WEST to Tarrant Rushton.
December 29th, 1945.
One aircraft of No. 644 Squadron landed from ISTRES having flown from QASTINA via LUAQ. It brought Major General BOLS and ten of his staff.
December 30th, 1945.
After repeated postponements from December 13th and 14th, 1945, nine glider combinations were airborne from Tarrant Rushton for the continent. Two of these were Halifax-Horsa combinations on an experimental flight to QASTINA, the first stop being arranged at ISTRES. They both landed at BORDEAUX. The other seven were Halifax-Hamilcar combinations carrying BABS equipment to the staging post at RENNES, BORDEAUX and ISTRES. The two for RENNES and the two for BORDEAUX landed at their destinations but of the three for ISTRES, only one combination reached their airfield. The other two put down at BORDEAUX.
December 31st, 1945.
The four combinations at BORDEAUX flew to ISTRES.
Navigation Report for December, 1945:
Compiled by Squadron Leader A.W. SLIPPER.
Through the month of December, the navigation section was mainly occupied in briefing crews on the glider survey to QASTINA and on glider tasks to RENNES, BORDEUX, TOULOUSE and ISTRES. These required special consideration as regards routing, heights to fly and weather. Owing to inclement weather conditions during the month, the tasks were postponed many times which necessitated the briefing of a large number of crews. All the glider tasks were carried out successfully.
History of the Servicing Wing for December, 1945:
Compiled by Wing Commander C. WEBSTER.
During the month, the two remaining aircraft of No. 644 Squadron were completed for overseas service and one was still awaiting despatch on December 31st, 1945. Several aircraft for No. 190 Squadron were prepared for transport tasks. Instructions were received to convey in Hamilcar gliders eight Mark II BABS equipment to BORDEAUX, RENNES and ISTRES respectively. This involved the modification of several Hamilcar lashings to suit the particular load. Unaccustomed weight calculations were also necessary. The gliders were eventually successfully air tested but final despatch did not take place until December 30th, 1945. Two Horsa gliders left for the Middle East on the same date. It has also been necessary to prepare Hamilcar gliders daily for conversion of new glider pilots.
Statistics:
Aircraft on charge as at December 31st, 1945:
Halifax III (away from unit) 1
Halifax VII 21
Oxford I 1
Oxford II 1
Spitfire VB 2
Tiger Moth II 2
Hamilcar I 64
Horsa II 17
Flying hours for December, 1945:
Halifax 543
Station Flight 49
Gliders 77
Number of tows 221
Serviceability for December, 1945:
Of a cumulative total of 578 Halifax aircraft on charge, 481 were serviceable, giving a cumulative average serviceability of 83 per cent.
Aircraft Servicing Statistics for December, 1945:
Minor inspections: 6
Acceptance checks: 1
Minor repairs: 9 (Modification 386)
Power plant fitted: 2
Mechanical Transport (M.T.) Servicing for December, 1945:
Minor repairs: 14
Major Repairs: 2
500 mile inspections: 14
2,000 mile inspections: 7
10,000 mile inspections: 3
Engine changes: 2
Personnel for December, 1945:
Strength of the Servicing Wing on December 31st, 1945, was 10 officers and 677 other ranks.
Armament Activities Report for December, 1945:
Compiled by Flying Officer J. WOOD.
(i) Refors aircraft: Nil.
(ii) Technical defects: Nil.
(iii) Training: A ‘DEMON’ exercise was carried out on December 11th, 1945. One aircraft was loaded with a gun and jeep and four containers. Three aircraft were loaded with nine double-banked containers and four single containers each. This exercise was carried out at OLD SARUM without a hitch and was reported as being most successful. A reserve aircraft was also loaded for the above exercise but not being required was unloaded. The rifle range has been in use very little. Five aircrew NCOs fired the pistol course but otherwise the range has only been used for testing small arms.
(iv) Establishment: The establishment is adequate for present commitments and due to the small amount of training carried out it has been possible to purposefully misemploy approximately 14 men mainly on general duties. These men are drawn mainly from Station Headquarters (SHQ) and Servicing Wing Armament personnel and are in addition to the three airmen and two WAAF detached to HQ Transport Command, HQ No. 38 Group and RAF Station IBSLEY.
(v) Visits: Nil.
(vii) Items of special interest: Nil.
(viii) General: Approximately five tonnes of surplus technical equipment has been serviced and returned to Maintenance Units. In addition, 48 Halifax bomb beams complete with release slips have been serviced and painted for dispatch to No. 620 Squadron and No. 644 Squadron. It’s estimated that these beams will be despatched on January 6th, 1946.
(ix) Visits to Tarrant Rushton for December, 1945: Nil.
WAAF Section Report for December, 1945: Nil.
Meteorological Report for December, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant T.B. HARRY.
Saturday December 1st, 1945.
Cloudy, intermittent rain towards dusk becoming continuous during the evening. 7/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 1,000 - 1,500 feet falling to 10/10ths 400 - 800 feet breaking to small amounts after 23.00 hours. Visibility 3 - 5 miles except in rain when 2,500 - 3,000 yards.
Sunday December 2nd, 1945.
Continuous rain at first, ceasing in p.m. and becoming fine by dusk. 8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 2,500 feet breaking to small amounts by afternoon.
Monday December 3rd, 1945.
Intermittent light rain at first becoming fair. 1/10ths - 3/10ths cloud 3,000 feet, visibility 10 - 20 miles, wind West North West 15 mph falling light.
Tuesday December 4th, 1945.
Cloudy with slight rain about midday becoming continuous in p.m. 10/10ths cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet with fragments below. Visibility 4 - 8 miles falling two miles at dusk.
Wednesday December 5th, 1945.
Cloudy gradually becoming fine by midday, visibility 10 - 15 miles, wind North West to North North West 8 - 12 mph freshening to 15 - 20 mph but moderating later.
Thursday December 6th, 1945.
Now low cloud, visibility 6 - 12 miles, wind North West 10 mph becoming light and variable.
Friday December 7th, 1945.
Mainly fair at first, cloud becoming 10/10ths at 3,000 - 4,000 feet, lowering to 1,500 feet p.m. with fragments at 800 feet. Visibility 1 - 3 miles but 600 yards for short periods in p.m. Winds East South East 5 mph.
Saturday December 8th, 1945.
10/10ths cloud 1,000 - 2,000 feet, clearing during p.m. Visibility 5 - 10 miles.
Sunday December 9th, 1945.
Nil to 5/10ths cloud 2,000 - 5,000 feet, visibility 6 - 10 miles, falling 3 - 8 miles later. Wind East to North 5 mph.
Monday December 10th, 1945.
Cloudy with slight drizzle around midday, cloud 10/10ths at 3,000 feet falling to 1,000 - 1,500 feet in p.m. Visibility 3 - 5 miles. Wind variable, less than 5 mph.
Tuesday December 11th, 1945.
Fog at first, visibility improving later to 1 - 3 miles by 10.00 hours. 4/10ths - 6/10ths cloud 100 - 600 feet, lifting to 1,500 - 2,000 feet but 10/10ths 2,000 - 4,000 feet throughout. Wind North North West 5 - 10 mph.
Wednesday December 12th, 1945.
Overcast with fog all day, visibility less than 1,000 yards, wind calm.
Thursday December 13th, 1945.
8/10ths - 10/10ths cloud 2,000 - 3,000 feet, visibility 10 miles. Wind 15 - 20 mph West North West.
Friday December 14th, 1945.
Cloudy with occasional light rain or drizzle, 10/10ths cloud 1,500 - 2,500 feet with fragments below later. Visibility 10 miles falling 1,000 - 2,000 yards during afternoon. Wind light and variable.
Saturday December 15th, 1945.
Continuous drizzle, 10/10ths cloud 1,500 - 2,500 feet with 8/10ths - 9/10ths cloud below. Visibility poor.
Sunday December 16th, 1945.
Intermittent drizzle at first becoming cloudy. 8/10ths - 9/10ths cloud 1,500 - 2,000 feet with small amounts below. Visibility moderate improving later.
Monday December 17th, 1945.
Intermittent rain becoming showery during the afternoon, visibility moderate improving later, winds South 5 - 10 mph becoming gusty during the evening.
Tuesday December 18th, 1945.
Frequent showers, visibility 10 miles falling gradually towards dusk. Cloud generally 1,000 - 2,000 feet with fragments below. Winds strong South South West to South.
Wednesday December 19th, 1945.
Frequent showers dying out later, visibility good except in showers, 6/10ths - 9/10ths cloud 1,000 - 2,000 feet with patches below in showers. Winds South South East becoming South South West 20 - 30 mph gusty.
Thursday December 20th, 1945.
Occasional light showers, visibility poor at first improving later to 15 miles, 3/10ths - 6/10ths cloud 1,500 - 2,000 feet. Winds light and variable.
Friday December 21st, 1945.
Cloudy, visibility 5 - 10 miles, 3/10ths - 6/10ths cloud 1,000 - 1,500 feet, wind East South East 20 - 25 mph.
Saturday December 22nd, 1945.
Rain at first, clearing later and cloud breaking to small amounts by midday. Visibility 5 - 10 miles, wind South to South South East moderate to fresh. Intermittent rain again towards the evening.
Sunday December 23rd, 1945.
Fair, visibility 5 - 15 miles, wind light and variable becoming South 10 - 15 mph later.
Monday December 24th, 1945.
Thundery showers during a.m., improving later with cloud breaking into small amounts. Visibility 8 - 12 miles, winds South to South West 15 - 25 mph.
Tuesday December 25th, 1945.
Fair, visibility 15 - 25 miles, wind West to West North West 15 - 20 mph.
Wednesday December 26th, 1945.
Rain commencing 13.00 hours with cloud increasing to 9/10ths - 10/10ths at 1,000 feet falling to 400 - 800 feet later. Visibility 5 - 8 miles.
Thursday December 27th, 1945.
Mainly cloudy, visibility 8 - 12 miles, winds South West falling light.
Friday December 28th, 1945.
Rain at first, clearing during the afternoon. Much cloud at first becoming 8/10ths to 2,000 feet. Visibility 10 miles at first, improving 15 - 20 miles.
Saturday December 29th, 1945.
Small amounts of cloud, visibility good, winds North West 10 - 15 mph.
Sunday December 30th, 1945.
Variable amounts of cloud 2,000 - 4,000 feet, visibility 8 - 12 miles, winds North West light.
Monday December 31st, 1945.
Small amounts of cloud, visibility poor throughout the day with slight rain during the early afternoon. Wind mainly East less than 10 mph.
Sports Summary for December, 1945: Nil.
Station Strength Return for December, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant R.A.H. SMITH.
Officers: 141 Other Ranks: 1,523
Appendix ‘B’: Station Strength Return for December, 1945:
RAF officers: 122 SNCOs: 301 Other ranks: 889
WAAF officers: 4 SNCOs: 4 Other ranks: 153
G.P. Regiment officers: 15 G.P. SNCOs: 144 G.P. Other ranks: 32
(‘G’ Squadron) (‘G’ Sqdrn) (‘G’ Sqdrn)
Medical History of Tarrant Rushton for December, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant L.H. BLAKELOCK.
The health of the station for December, 1945, remains satisfactory. There have been few cases of infectious diseases - two cases of mumps and six cases of scabies being the most notable.
Visits by medical staff:
Officers: Squadron Leader A.C. GILLAN, a woman Medical Officer of HQ Transport Command, visited the station on Tuesday December 4th, 1945.
Wing Commander H.H. BROWN, SMO (Senior Medical Officer) No. 38 Group, visited this station on Sunday and Monday, December 16th and 17th, 1945.
(See Appendix ‘C’:)
Appendix ‘C’: Medical Officer’s Report for December, 1945:
Units under Medical Care during December, 1945:
Station Headquarters (S.H.Q.)
No. 295 Squadron.
No. 4644 Servicing Echelon.
No. 14, No. 15 and No. 12 Glider Servicing Echelons.
Glider Pilot Regiment.
(See Appendix ‘C’ for the General Education Scheme for December, 1945.)
Appendix ‘C’: Education Report for December, 1945:
Compiled Pilot Officer E.W. HARPER.
(i) Station reference and textbook library:
Number of volumes on charge: 500. Average issues for the month: 200.
(ii) Education classes held on the station:
* Subject - Leatherwork.
Instructor - Flight Sergeant MELIA and LACW RICHARDSON.
Length of course - not applicable.
Average attendances - 28 RAF and 21 WAAF.
* Subject - Ballroom Dancing.
Instructor - Sergeant SOLOMANS and LAC KEMBLE.
Length of course - Blank.
Average attendance - 45 RAF, 20 WAAF.
* Subject - Music Circle.
Instructor - Sergeant BAKER.
Length of course - not applicable.
Average attendance - 16 RAF, 4 WAAF.
* Subject - Play Reading.
Instructor - Sergeant BAKER.
Length of course - not applicable.
Average attendance - 11 RAF, 4 WAAF.
(iii) Courses at external instructions (LEA, Reg.,. etc.): 100 personnel attended classes at Bournemouth Municipal College.
(iv) Lectures (LEA, Reg.,.etc.): Blank.
(v) Correspondence courses:
Two RAF and no WAAF applications submitted for external institutes.
No RAF and no WAAF enrolments effected to external institutes.
(vi) Approximately 600 personnel have received educational help or advice.
(vii) Part-time teachers: Two other ranks (leatherwork and ballroom dancing).
(viii) Number of discussion group leaders: three officers and 12 other ranks.
(ix) One film was shown on Civics from No. 38 Group. Three films from CES or Entertainment GES were also shown.
(x) Remarks: Classes in the following subjects were well attended: leatherwork, woodwork, ballroom dancing, English, maths, French, German, history, geography and economics and civics.
The results of the War Education Certificate examination were published. Of eleven candidates, six were successful. Two of these are now studying for the Forces Preliminary Examination.
Attendences at EVT Resettlement Classes was about 60 per cent. Excellent attendance at the organised theatre trip to BOURNEMOUTH every Tuesday night. The EVT Section organised a quiz team of officers and other ranks which was invited to BLANDFORD Army Camp and beat the Army before a large audience.
Entertainments Report for December, 1945:
Compiled by Flight Lieutenant H.G. PRESCOTT.
Films shown during the month in the station cinema were:
December 2nd, 1945 - ‘The Man Who Came To Dinner’
December 3rd & 4th, 1945 - ‘The Thin Man Goes Home’
December 6th & 7th, 1945 - ‘Dough Girls’
December 8th & 9th, 1945 - ‘Mrs Parkington’
December 11th, 1945 - ‘A Place of One’s Own’
December 13th & 14th, 1945 - ‘Stagecoach’ and ‘Paradise Isle’
December 16th, 1945 - ‘G Men’
December 17th, 1945 - ‘Bathing Beauty’
December 20th & 21st, 1945 - ‘Naughty Nineties’
December 22nd & 23rd, 1945 - ‘The Thirty-Nine Steps’
December 24th, 1945 - ‘To Have and To Have Not’
December 26th, 1945 - ‘Paris Honeymoon’
December 27th & 28th, 1945 - ‘Frisco Sall’
December 30th, 1945 - ‘Dark Tower’
December 31st, 1945 - ‘Hollywood Canteen’
Stage shows:
December 10th, 1945 - ENSA show.
December 18th, 1945 - An ENSA ‘Good Music’ party.
Dances:
December 5th, 12th, 19th and 25th December, 1945.
Glider Pilot Regiment Report for December, 1945:
Compiled by Lieutenant R.J. RINTOUL.
December 1st, 1945.
Fifteen crews returned from RAF FAIROAKS.
December 2nd, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
December 3rd, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
December 4th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
December 5th, 1945.
Captain CORRIE and four NCOs inoculated v. yellow fever.
December 6th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report. Hamilcar flying.
December 7th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report. Hamilcar flying.
December 8th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report. Hamilcar flying.
December 9th, 1945.
Detachment return from RAF GREAT DUNMOW.
December 10th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report. Hamilcar flying.
December 11th, 1945.
Lieutenant GROVES and No. 1 Wing I/O (Intelligence Officer) returned from PALESTINE. Major DALE enplaned for FRANCE. Hamilcar flying.
December 12th, 1945.
Two Horsa crews were briefed for ferrying to PALESTINE. Seven Hamilcar crews were briefed for BORDEAUX, RENNES and ISTRES.
December 13th, 1945.
Crews standing by for 24 hours. Major DALE returned from FRANCE.
December 14th, 1945.
Crews stand by for 24 hours.
December 15th, 1945.
Crews stand by for 24 hours.
December 16th, 1945.
Crews stand by for 24 hours.
December 17th, 1945.
Crews stand by for 24 hours. Nine first pilots and 18 second pilots arrived from ‘N’ Squadron.
December 18th, 1945.
Crews stand by for 24 hours. No. 24 Flight visit BOAC at POOLE. Three TPRS (troopers) despatched for demobilisation.
December 19th, 1945.
Weather test for aircraft on continental trips.
December 20th, 1945.
No. 10 Flight visit BOAC Sunderlands at POOLE.
December 21st, 1945.
No. 24 Flight despatched on leave. All continental trips postponed 24 hours.
December 22nd, 1945.
Christmas stand-down. Ferry crews except those to BORDEAUX and RENNES stand-down until December 27th, 1945.
December 23rd, 1945.
Remainder of Hamilcar trips cancelled until December 27th, 1945.
December 24th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
December 25th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
December 26th, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.
December 27th, 1945.
All squadron (except No. 24 Flight) returned from Christmas leave.
December 28th, 1945.
Continental trips again postponed. Remainder of No. 14 Flight on leave.
December 29th, 1945.
Continental trips again postponed.
December 30th, 1945.
Two Horsas and several Hamilcar crews enplane for the continent and MEF.
December 31st, 1945.
Nothing of interest to report.


